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Shackleton (E.H.) et al South Polar Times, Folio Society, RGS et al,
2012, numbered limited facsimile edition of 1000 copies of the twelve
original parts, housed in a cloth covered slipcase with magnetic closing
lid, together with accompanying Commentary volume, by Ann Savours,
cloth, slipcase
Shackleton (E.H.) et alSouth Polar Times, Folio Society, RGS et al,
2012, numbered limited facsimile edition of 1000 copies of the twelve
original parts, housed in a cloth covered slipcase with magnetic closing
lid, together with accompanying Commentary volume, by Ann Savours,
cloth, slipcase
Est. 300 - 500
Shackleton (Ernest H.) The Heart of the Antarctic, Being the Story of the
British Antarctic Expedition 1907-1909. Heinemann, 1909, two volumes,
quarto, numbered limited edition of 300, portrait frontis, plates as called
for, two panoramas (on one sheet) and three folding maps in rear
pocket, original full vellum, [with] The Antarctic Book, Winter Quarters,
1907-1909, Heinemann, 1909, limited edition of 300, sixteen signatures
of the Shore Party, ten plates as called for, original quarter vellum
Shackleton (Ernest H.)The Heart of the Antarctic, Being the Story of the
British Antarctic Expedition 1907-1909. Heinemann, 1909, two volumes,
quarto, numbered limited edition of 300, portrait frontis, plates as called
for, two panoramas (on one sheet) and three folding maps in rear
pocket, original full vellum, [with] The Antarctic Book, Winter Quarters,
1907-1909, Heinemann, 1909, limited edition of 300, sixteen signatures
of the Shore Party, ten plates as called for, original quarter vellum
(3)
Est. 7,000 - 10,000
Barrington (Daines) Miscellanies, White and Nichols, 1781, quarto, two
portraits, two maps (one folding) and five pedigree tables one folding),
contemporary tree calf (joints cracked, lacking spine label)
Barrington (Daines)Miscellanies, White and Nichols, 1781, quarto, two
portraits, two maps (one folding) and five pedigree tables one folding),
contemporary tree calf (joints cracked, lacking spine label)
Est. 400 - 600
Wilkes (Charles) Narrative of the United States Exploring Expedition.
During the Years 1838, 1839, 1840, 1841, 1942... In Five Volumes and
an Atlas. Philadelphia: Lea & Blanchard, 1845, quarto, sixty-four plates
and nine maps in text volumes as called for, atlas volume with five large
folding maps (one coloured), original cloth (re-backed retaining original
backstrips, some wear to spine heads and tails of three volumes with
joints splitting) (6)
Wilkes (Charles)Narrative of the United States Exploring Expedition.
During the Years 1838, 1839, 1840, 1841, 1942... In Five Volumes and
an Atlas. Philadelphia: Lea & Blanchard, 1845, quarto, sixty-four plates
and nine maps in text volumes as called for, atlas volume with five large
folding maps (one coloured), original cloth (re-backed retaining original
backstrips, some wear to spine heads and tails of three volumes with
joints splitting) (6)
Est. 500 - 700
[Shackleton (Ernest), Bernacchi (L.C.) et al (edit.)] The South Polar
Times, Volumes I, II & III, Smith, Elder, 1907-1914, three volumes,
quarto, numbered limited edition of 250, colour illustrations, gutta percha
perished - pages loose or loosening but present, all edges gilt, volumes I
and II with chipped dust jackets over original cloth, volume III in original
cloth (dust wrappers reinforced with blue backing paper);.
Cherry-Garrard (Apsley) edit., The South Polar Times, Volume IV, 2010,
Sc
[Shackleton (Ernest), Bernacchi (L.C.) et al (edit.)] The South Polar
Times, Volumes I, II & III, Smith, Elder, 1907-1914, three volumes,
quarto, numbered limited edition of 250, colour illustrations, gutta percha
perished - pages loose or loosening but present, all edges gilt, volumes I
and II with chipped dust jackets over original cloth, volume III in original
cloth (dust wrappers reinforced with blue backing paper);.
Cherry-Garrard (Apsley) edit., The South Polar Times, Volume IV, 2010,
Scott Polar Research Institute/ Bonham, quarto, numbered limited
edition of 500, original cloth
(4)
Est. 4,000 - 8,000

6

Parry (William Edward) Journal of a Voyage for the Discovery of a
North-West Passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific; Performed in the
Years 1819-20, in his Majesty's ships Hecla and Griper ..., John Murray,
1821, first edition, quarto, presentation inscription from the author to his
father, six charts (four folding) and fourteen plates as called for, errata
slip, [bound with] idem, A Supplement to The Appendix of Captain
Parry's Voyage for the Discovery of a North-West Passage in the Years
181
Parry (William Edward)Journal of a Voyage for the Discovery of a
North-West Passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific; Performed in the
Years 1819-20, in his Majesty's ships Hecla and Griper ..., John Murray,
1821, first edition, quarto, presentation inscription from the author to his
father, six charts (four folding) and fourteen plates as called for, errata
slip, [bound with]idem, A Supplement to The Appendix of Captain
Parry's Voyage for the Discovery of a North-West Passage in the Years
1819-20. Containing An Account of the Subjects of Natural History,
1824, John Murray, presentation inscription from the author to his
mother, six engraved plates, early marbled boards with recent half calf
Est. 400 - 600
Parry (William Edward) Journal of a Second Voyage for the Discovery of
a North-West Passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific; Performed in the
Years 1821-22-23 in his Majesty's ships Fury and Hecla ..., John
Murray, 1824, [with] Appendix to Captain Parry's Journal .., John
Murray, 1825, two volumes, first edition, quarto, frontis, thirty plates and
plans, four large folding charts, four folding coastal profiles, Appendix
with a further two plates, contemporary armorial calf gilt (some restorati
Parry (William Edward)Journal of a Second Voyage for the Discovery of
a North-West Passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific; Performed in the
Years 1821-22-23 in his Majesty's ships Fury and Hecla ..., John
Murray, 1824, [with]Appendix to Captain Parry's Journal .., John Murray,
1825, two volumes, first edition, quarto, frontis, thirty plates and plans,
four large folding charts, four folding coastal profiles, Appendix with a
further two plates, contemporary armorial calf gilt (some restoration to
joints)
Est. 400 - 600
Parry (William Edward) Journal of a Third Voyage for the Discovery of A
North-West Passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific; Performed in the
Years 1824-25, in his Majesty's ships Hecla and Fury .., John Murray,
1826, quarto, eleven plates including folding chart and folding coastal
profiles, appendix, contemporary diced calf (re-backed)
Parry (William Edward)Journal of a Third Voyage for the Discovery of A
North-West Passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific; Performed in the
Years 1824-25, in his Majesty's ships Hecla and Fury .., John Murray,
1826, quarto, eleven plates including folding chart and folding coastal
profiles, appendix, contemporary diced calf (re-backed)
Est. 200 - 400
Sparrman (Andrew) A Voyage to the Cape of Good Hope, towards the
Antarctic Polar Circle, and Round the World, but chiefly into the Country
of the Hottentots and Caffres, from the Year 1772, to 1776, Robinson,
1785, first English edition, two quarto volumes, frontis, nine plates,
folding map, errata leaf, half morocco
Sparrman (Andrew)A Voyage to the Cape of Good Hope, towards the
Antarctic Polar Circle, and Round the World, but chiefly into the Country
of the Hottentots and Caffres, from the Year 1772, to 1776, Robinson,
1785, first English edition, two quarto volumes, frontis, nine plates,
folding map, errata leaf, half morocco
Est. 400 - 600
Ross (John) A Voyage Of Discovery, Made under the Orders of the
Admiralty, In His Majesty's Ships Isabella and Alexander, for the
Purpose Of Exploring Baffin's Bay, and Inquiring into the Probability of a
North-West Passage, John Murray, 1819, folding chart frontis, thirty-one
coloured and monochrome plates as called for (some folding), half calf
over marbled boards
Ross (John) A Voyage Of Discovery, Made under the Orders of the
Admiralty, In His Majesty's Ships Isabella and Alexander, for the
Purpose Of Exploring Baffin's Bay, and Inquiring into the Probability of a
North-West Passage, John Murray, 1819, folding chart frontis, thirty-one
coloured and monochrome plates as called for (some folding), half calf
over marbled boards
Est. 600 - 1,000
Phipps (Constantine John) A Voyage Towards the North Pole,
Undertaken by his Majesty's Command 1773, Nourse, 1774, quarto,
fifteen charts and plates as called for, eleven folding tables within
pagination, quarter leather
Phipps (Constantine John)A Voyage Towards the North Pole,
Undertaken by his Majesty's Command 1773, Nourse, 1774, quarto,
fifteen charts and plates as called for, eleven folding tables within
pagination, quarter leather
Est. 600 - 1,000
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Franklin (John) Narrative of a Journey to the Shores of the Polar Sea, in
the Years 1819, 20, 21, and 22, John Murray, 1823, first edition, first
issue, quarto, xvi, 768 pages, thirty plates (eleven coloured), four large
folding charts (dated March 1823, one with title variant as usual), errata
slip, early owner's name to half title, modern half calf binding
Franklin (John)Narrative of a Journey to the Shores of the Polar Sea, in
the Years 1819, 20, 21, and 22, John Murray, 1823, first edition, first
issue, quarto, xvi, 768 pages, thirty plates (eleven coloured), four large
folding charts (dated March 1823, one with title variant as usual), errata
slip, early owner's name to half title, modern half calf binding
Est. 300 - 500
Hearne (Samuel) A Journey from Prince of Wales's Fort in Hudson's
Bay, to the Northern Ocean. Undertaken by Order of the Hudson's Bay
Company, for the Discovery of Copper Mines, A North West Passage,
&c. in the Years 1769, 1770, 1771, & 1772, Strahan and Cadell, 1795,
quarto, large folding frontis map, eight plates (seven folding), all edges
gilt, contemporary calf gilt (re-backed retaining original backstrip)
Hearne (Samuel)A Journey from Prince of Wales's Fort in Hudson's
Bay, to the Northern Ocean. Undertaken by Order of the Hudson's Bay
Company, for the Discovery of Copper Mines, A North West Passage,
&c. in the Years 1769, 1770, 1771, & 1772, Strahan and Cadell, 1795,
quarto, large folding frontis map, eight plates (seven folding), all edges
gilt, contemporary calf gilt (re-backed retaining original backstrip)
Est. 2,000 - 2,500
Mackenzie (Alexander) Voyages From Montreal on the River St.
Laurence, through the Continent of North America, to the Frozen and
Pacific Oceans; In the Years 1789 and 1793 ..., Cadell et al, 1801,
quarto, engraved portrait frontis, three large folding maps (one torn at
fold), calf gilt (re-backed)
Mackenzie (Alexander)Voyages From Montreal on the River St.
Laurence, through the Continent of North America, to the Frozen and
Pacific Oceans; In the Years 1789 and 1793 ..., Cadell et al, 1801,
quarto, engraved portrait frontis, three large folding maps (one torn at
fold), calf gilt (re-backed)
Est. 600 - 1,000
Beechey (Captain F.W.) Narrative of a Voyage to the Pacific and
Beering's Strait, to Co-operate with the Polar Expeditions: Performed in
His Majesty's Ship Blossom ... in the Years 1825, 26, 27, 28, Colburn
and Bentley, 1831, quarto, two parts in one, three charts (two folding),
twenty-three plates as called for, diced calf boards, re-backed with
morocco (rubbed)
Beechey (Captain F.W.)Narrative of a Voyage to the Pacific and
Beering's Strait, to Co-operate with the Polar Expeditions: Performed in
His Majesty's Ship Blossom ... in the Years 1825, 26, 27, 28, Colburn
and Bentley, 1831, quarto, two parts in one, three charts (two folding),
twenty-three plates as called for, diced calf boards, re-backed with
morocco (rubbed)
Est. 400 - 600
Parry (William Edward) Narrative of an Attempt to Reach the North Pole
in Boats Fitted for the Purpose and Attached to his Majesty's Ship Hecla
in the Year MDCCCXXVII, John Murray, 1828, frontis, three plates, two
plans, large folding chart, contemporary calf gilt (joint cracked)
Parry (William Edward)Narrative of an Attempt to Reach the North Pole
in Boats Fitted for the Purpose and Attached to his Majesty's Ship Hecla
in the Year MDCCCXXVII, John Murray, 1828, frontis, three plates, two
plans, large folding chart, contemporary calf gilt (joint cracked)
Est. 300 - 500
Murray (James) and Marston (George) Antarctic Days, Sketches of the
homely side of Polar life by two of Shackleton's men ... and introduced
by Sir Ernest Shackleton, Andrew Melrose, 1913, numbered limited de
luxe edition of 280, signed by Murray, Marston and Shackleton, colour
and black and white plates as called for, top edge gilt, original cloth with
pictorial onlay, dust wrapper (a little chipped on top edge), modern
slipcase
Murray (James) and Marston (George) Antarctic Days, Sketches of the
homely side of Polar life by two of Shackleton's men ... and introduced
by Sir Ernest Shackleton, Andrew Melrose, 1913, numbered limited de
luxe edition of 280, signed by Murray, Marston and Shackleton, colour
and black and white plates as called for, top edge gilt, original cloth with
pictorial onlay, dust wrapper (a little chipped on top edge), modern
slipcase
Est. 3,000 - 5,000
Snow (W. Parker) Voyage of The Prince Albert In Search of Sir John
Franklin, Longman, Brown ... , 1851, first edition, four coloured plates,
folding map, presentation inscription from [Sir] John Barrow, original
cloth with gilt vignette (gutter gaping in places), modern slipcase
Snow (W. Parker)Voyage of The Prince Albert In Search of Sir John
Franklin, Longman, Brown ... , 1851, first edition, four coloured plates,
folding map, presentation inscription from [Sir] John Barrow, original
cloth with gilt vignette (gutter gaping in places), modern slipcase
Est. 400 - 600

19

King (Richard) Narrative of a Journey to the Shores of The Arctic Ocean
in 1833, 1834, and 1835; under the command of Capt. Back, Richard
Bentley, 1836, first edition, two volumes, frontis to each, map and plate,
original green cloth (spine labels worn, label scars to upper boards)
King (Richard)Narrative of a Journey to the Shores of The Arctic Ocean
in 1833, 1834, and 1835; under the command of Capt. Back, Richard
Bentley, 1836, first edition, two volumes, frontis to each, map and plate,
original green cloth (spine labels worn, label scars to upper boards)
Est. 3,000 - 5,000
Goodsir (Robert Anstruther) An Arctic Voyage to Baffin's Bay and
Lancaster Sound, in Search of Friends with Sir John Franklin, van
Voorst, 1850, first edition, presentation inscription from Mary Goodsir,
tinted litho frontis, folding map, original cloth, slipcase
Goodsir (Robert Anstruther)An Arctic Voyage to Baffin's Bay and
Lancaster Sound, in Search of Friends with Sir John Franklin, van
Voorst, 1850, first edition, presentation inscription from Mary Goodsir,
tinted litho frontis, folding map, original cloth, slipcase
Est. 500 - 700
Goodsir (Robert Anstruther) An Arctic Voyage to Baffin's Bay and
Lancaster Sound, in Search of Friends with Sir John Franklin, van
Voorst, 1850, first edition, tinted litho frontis, folding map, ex-library with
stamps to title and final page, original cloth (variant to previous lot),
slipcase; with a 1996 limited edition reprint of the work (2)
Goodsir (Robert Anstruther)An Arctic Voyage to Baffin's Bay and
Lancaster Sound, in Search of Friends with Sir John Franklin, van
Voorst, 1850, first edition, tinted litho frontis, folding map, ex-library with
stamps to title and final page, original cloth (variant to previous lot),
slipcase;with a 1996 limited edition reprint of the work (2)
Est. 200 - 400
Amundsen (Roald) The South Pole, An Account of the Norwegian
Antarctic Expedition in the ''Fram'' 1910-1912, Murray, 1912, first
English edition, two volumes, all plates and maps present as called for,
original red cloth with flag design (re-cased with new endpapers),
modern slipcase
Amundsen (Roald)The South Pole, An Account of the Norwegian
Antarctic Expedition in the "Fram" 1910-1912, Murray, 1912, first English
edition, two volumes, all plates and maps present as called for, original
red cloth with flag design (re-cased with new endpapers), modern
slipcase
Est. 400 - 600
Richardson (Sir John) Arctic Searching Expedition: A Journal of a
Boat-Voyage through Rupert's Land and the Arctic Sea, in search of the
Discovery Ships under Command of Sir John Franklin ..., Longman,
Brown .., 1851, two volumes, hand-coloured folding map, ten
chromolitho plates, ex-college library with stamps on reverse of titles,
original cloth (re-backed retaining original endpapers and spine labels),
modern slipcase
Richardson (Sir John)Arctic Searching Expedition: A Journal of a
Boat-Voyage through Rupert's Land and the Arctic Sea, in search of the
Discovery Ships under Command of Sir John Franklin ..., Longman,
Brown .., 1851, two volumes, hand-coloured folding map, ten
chromolitho plates, ex-college library with stamps on reverse of titles,
original cloth (re-backed retaining original endpapers and spine labels),
modern slipcase
Est. 400 - 600
Mawson (Douglas) The Home of the Blizzard, Being the Story of the
Australasian Antarctic Expedition, 1911-1914, Heinemann, 1915, first
edition, presentation inscription thanking Prof. W.A. Haswell for his help
with the expedition, signed by the author in the year of publication, two
volumes, portrait frontis, colour and monochrome plates as called for,
three folding maps in end pocket, original cloth gilt, modern slipcase.
Mawson (Douglas)The Home of the Blizzard, Being the Story of the
Australasian Antarctic Expedition, 1911-1914, Heinemann, 1915, first
edition, presentation inscription thanking Prof. W.A. Haswell for his help
with the expedition, signed by the author in the year of publication, two
volumes, portrait frontis, colour and monochrome plates as called for,
three folding maps in end pocket, original cloth gilt, modern slipcase.
Est. 600 - 1,000
Scott (Robert Falcon) Scott's Last Expedition ..Being the Journals of
Captain R.F. Scott ...Reports of the Journeys and Scientific Work ..,
arranged by Leonard Huxley, Smith Elder, 1913, two volumes, the first
volume signed by Edward Evans in the year of publication, folding
maps, colour and monochrome plates all present as called for, top edge
gilt, original cloth, modern slipcase
Scott (Robert Falcon)Scott's Last Expedition ..Being the Journals of
Captain R.F. Scott ...Reports of the Journeys and Scientific Work ..,
arranged by Leonard Huxley, Smith Elder, 1913, two volumes, the first
volume signed by Edward Evans in the year of publication, folding
maps, colour and monochrome plates all present as called for, top edge
gilt, original cloth, modern slipcase
Est. 600 - 1,000
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Browne (William Henry) Ten Coloured Views Taken During The Arctic
Expedition of Her Majesty's Ships ''Enterprise'' and ''Investigator,'' under
the Command of Captain Sir James C. Ross ..., Ackermann, 1850, folio,
ten tinted lithographed plates on seven sheets, light staining and dust
marking, recent half calf binding, lacking publisher's wrappers
Browne (William Henry)Ten Coloured Views Taken During The Arctic
Expedition of Her Majesty's Ships "Enterprise" and "Investigator," under
the Command of Captain Sir James C. Ross ..., Ackermann, 1850, folio,
ten tinted lithographed plates on seven sheets, light staining and dust
marking, recent half calf binding, lacking publisher's wrappers
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
Mawson (Douglas) The Home of the Blizzard, Being the Story of the
Australasian Antarctic Expedition, 1911-1914, Heinemann, 1915, first
edition, 2 volumes, portrait frontis, colour and monochrome plates as
called for (at least four plates with presentation stamps from H. J.
Shepstone), three folding maps in rear pocket, original cloth gilt.
Mawson (Douglas)The Home of the Blizzard, Being the Story of the
Australasian Antarctic Expedition, 1911-1914, Heinemann, 1915, first
edition, 2 volumes, portrait frontis, colour and monochrome plates as
called for (at least four plates with presentation stamps from H. J.
Shepstone), three folding maps in rear pocket, original cloth gilt.
Est. 300 - 500
Rosove (Michael H.) Antarctica, 1772-1922, Freestanding Publications
through 1999, 2001, [with] Additions and Corrections Supplement, 2008,
two volumes, quarto, quarter morocco and quarter cloth bindings; with
four others (6)
Rosove (Michael H.)Antarctica, 1772-1922, Freestanding Publications
through 1999, 2001, [with] Additions and Corrections Supplement, 2008,
two volumes, quarto, quarter morocco and quarter cloth bindings;with
four others (6)
Est. 200 - 300
Ross (John, Sir) Narrative of a Second Voyage in Search of A
North-West Passage and of a Residence in the Arctic Regions During
the Years 1829, 1830, 1831, 1832, 1833. Webster, 1835, quarto, slightly
larger format to others examined, large hand-coloured folding map (torn
without loss), thirty plates (nine coloured), half calf gilt by Johnson (a
little wear to edges); idem, Appendix to the Narrative of a Second
Voyage in Search of a North-West Passage ..., 1835, Webster, quarto,
portrait frontis,
Ross (John, Sir)Narrative of a Second Voyage in Search of A
North-West Passage and of a Residence in the Arctic Regions During
the Years 1829, 1830, 1831, 1832, 1833. Webster, 1835, quarto, slightly
larger format to others examined, large hand-coloured folding map (torn
without loss), thirty plates (nine coloured), half calf gilt by Johnson (a
little wear to edges);idem, Appendix to the Narrative of a Second
Voyage in Search of a North-West Passage ..., 1835, Webster, quarto,
portrait frontis, nineteen other plates (twelve coloured), evidence of
erased institution stamps, title backed with linen, modern half morocco
(2)
Est. 400 - 600
Back (Captain) Narrative of the Arctic Land Expedition to the Mouth of
The Great Fish River and Along the Shores of the Arctic Ocean in the
Years 1833, 1834 and 1835. John Murray, 1836, quarto large paper
copy, limited to 250, folding map, sixteen plates on India paper, top
edge gilt, half morocco binding by Farrell [provenance - Franklin
Brooke-Hitching #54]
Back (Captain)Narrative of the Arctic Land Expedition to the Mouth of
The Great Fish River and Along the Shores of the Arctic Ocean in the
Years 1833, 1834 and 1835. John Murray, 1836, quarto large paper
copy, limited to 250, folding map, sixteen plates on India paper, top
edge gilt, half morocco binding by Farrell[provenance - Franklin
Brooke-Hitching #54]
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
Moss (Dr. Edward L.) Shores of the Polar Sea, A Narrative of the Arctic
Expedition of 1875-6, Ward, folio, map, sixteen mounted chromolitho
plates, all edges gilt, half morocco (binding well rubbed, public library
bookplate to pastedown, blindstamp to title and final leaf)
Moss (Dr. Edward L.)Shores of the Polar Sea, A Narrative of the Arctic
Expedition of 1875-6, Ward, folio, map, sixteen mounted chromolitho
plates, all edges gilt, half morocco (binding well rubbed, public library
bookplate to pastedown, blindstamp to title and final leaf)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
Snow (W. Parker) Voyage of The Prince Albert In Search of Sir John
Franklin, Longman, Brown ... , 1851, first edition, four coloured plates,
folding map, original cloth with gilt vignette (crudely re-cased), preserved
in modern slipcase
Snow (W. Parker)Voyage of The Prince Albert In Search of Sir John
Franklin, Longman, Brown ... , 1851, first edition, four coloured plates,
folding map, original cloth with gilt vignette (crudely re-cased), preserved
in modern slipcase
Est. 200 - 300
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Snow (W. Parker) A Two Years' Cruise off Tierra Del Fuego, The
Falkland Islands, Patagonia, and in the River Plate: A Narrative of Life in
the Southern Seas, Longman, Brown ..., 1857, first edition, two volumes,
six coloured plates, three folding charts, original cloth, modern slipcase
[provenance - Franklin Brooke-Hitching #1182]
Snow (W. Parker)A Two Years' Cruise off Tierra Del Fuego, The
Falkland Islands, Patagonia, and in the River Plate: A Narrative of Life in
the Southern Seas, Longman, Brown ..., 1857, first edition, two volumes,
six coloured plates, three folding charts, original cloth, modern
slipcase[provenance - Franklin Brooke-Hitching #1182]
Est. 800 - 1,200
Weddell (James) A Voyage towards the South Pole, Performed in the
Years 1822-24, Containing an Examination of the Antarctic Sea, to the
Seventy-Fourth degree of latitude; and a Visit to Tierra del Fuego ...,
Longman, Hurst ..., 1825, first edition, coloured frontis, folding chart, six
plates (two folding), eight charts (six folding), errata slip, 1826
manuscript circulation list to front pastedown (including Maj. Crawford,
Lord Dufferin, Col. Ward, etc.), Feb 1826 book catalogue bound in to
fron
Weddell (James)A Voyage towards the South Pole, Performed in the
Years 1822-24, Containing an Examination of the Antarctic Sea, to the
Seventy-Fourth degree of latitude; and a Visit to Tierra del Fuego ...,
Longman, Hurst ..., 1825, first edition, coloured frontis, folding chart, six
plates (two folding), eight charts (six folding), errata slip, 1826
manuscript circulation list to front pastedown (including Maj. Crawford,
Lord Dufferin, Col. Ward, etc.), Feb 1826 book catalogue bound in to
front, original? boards (re-backed with leather label), preserved in full
calf book style solander box, with raised bands and spine label
Est. 2,000 - 3,000
Parry (William Edward) Journal of a Voyage for the Discovery of a
North-West Passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific; Performed in the
Years 1819-20, in his Majesty's ships Hecla and Griper ..., John Murray,
1821, first edition, quarto, six charts (four folding) and fourteen plates as
called for, errata slip, [bound with] [Sabine (Edward)], The North Georgia
Gazette and Winter Chronicle, Nos I - XXI, John Murray, 1819-20,
xii,132 pages, early marbled boards with recent half morocco
Parry (William Edward)Journal of a Voyage for the Discovery of a
North-West Passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific; Performed in the
Years 1819-20, in his Majesty's ships Hecla and Griper ..., John Murray,
1821, first edition, quarto, six charts (four folding) and fourteen plates as
called for, errata slip, [bound with][Sabine (Edward)], The North Georgia
Gazette and Winter Chronicle, Nos I - XXI, John Murray, 1819-20,
xii,132 pages, early marbled boards with recent half morocco
Est. 300 - 500
Parry (William Edward) Journal of a Second Voyage for the Discovery of
a North-West Passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific; Performed in the
Years 1821-22-23 in his Majesty's ships Fury and Hecla ..., 1824, [with]
Appendix to Captain Parry's Journal .., John Murray, 1825, two volumes,
first edition, quarto, frontis, thirty plates and plans, four large folding
charts (creased), four folding coastal profiles, Appendix volume with
another two plates, Journal bound in half morocco gilt, the Append
Parry (William Edward)Journal of a Second Voyage for the Discovery of
a North-West Passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific; Performed in the
Years 1821-22-23 in his Majesty's ships Fury and Hecla ..., 1824, [with]
Appendix to Captain Parry's Journal .., John Murray, 1825, two volumes,
first edition, quarto, frontis, thirty plates and plans, four large folding
charts (creased), four folding coastal profiles, Appendix volume with
another two plates, Journal bound in half morocco gilt, the Appendix in
original boards with remnant cloth spine
Est. 300 - 500
Parry (William Edward) Journal of a Third Voyage for the Discovery of A
North-West Passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific; Performed in the
Years 1824-25, in his Majesty's ships Hecla and Fury .., John Murray,
1826, quarto, eleven plates including folding chart and folding coastal
profiles, appendix, college library stamp to verso of title, some damp
staining, modern half calf
Parry (William Edward)Journal of a Third Voyage for the Discovery of A
North-West Passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific; Performed in the
Years 1824-25, in his Majesty's ships Hecla and Fury .., John Murray,
1826, quarto, eleven plates including folding chart and folding coastal
profiles, appendix, college library stamp to verso of title, some damp
staining, modern half calf
Est. 100 - 200
Parry (William Edward) Narrative of an Attempt to Reach the North Pole
in Boats Fitted for the Purpose and Attached to his Majesty's Ship Hecla
in the Year MDCCCXXVII, John Murray, 1828, frontis, three plates, two
plans, large folding chart, modern half morocco
Parry (William Edward)Narrative of an Attempt to Reach the North Pole
in Boats Fitted for the Purpose and Attached to his Majesty's Ship Hecla
in the Year MDCCCXXVII, John Murray, 1828, frontis, three plates, two
plans, large folding chart, modern half morocco
Est. 200 - 400
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Ross (James Clark, Sir)) A Voyage of Discovery and Research in the
Southern and Antarctic Regions during the Years 1839-43, John Murray,
1847, two volumes, plates and maps as called for (some plates with
staining, repairs to several folding plates, annotation to large folding
chart in volume I), modern half morocco, slipcase
Ross (James Clark, Sir))A Voyage of Discovery and Research in the
Southern and Antarctic Regions during the Years 1839-43, John Murray,
1847, two volumes, plates and maps as called for (some plates with
staining, repairs to several folding plates, annotation to large folding
chart in volume I), modern half morocco, slipcase
Est. 500 - 800
Franklin (John) Narrative of a Second Expedition to the Shores of the
Polar Sea, in the Years 1825, 26, 27, John Murray, 1828, quarto,
thirty-one plates, six large folding maps (one coloured), small ms.
number to title verso, modern half calf binding
Franklin (John)Narrative of a Second Expedition to the Shores of the
Polar Sea, in the Years 1825, 26, 27, John Murray, 1828, quarto,
thirty-one plates, six large folding maps (one coloured), small ms.
number to title verso, modern half calf binding
Est. 300 - 500
Barrington (Daines) The Possibility of Approaching the North Pole
Asserted .. a New edition with An Appendix containing Papers on the
Same Subject, and on A North West Passage by Colonel Beaufoy,
Allman, 1818, folding map frontis, original? boards
Barrington (Daines)The Possibility of Approaching the North Pole
Asserted .. a New edition with An Appendix containing Papers on the
Same Subject, and on A North West Passage by Colonel Beaufoy,
Allman, 1818, folding map frontis, original? boards
Est. 100 - 200
M'Clure (Robert, Capt.) & Osborn (Sherard) edit. The Discovery of the
North-West Passage by H.M.S. 'Investigator', Capt. R. M'Clure, 1850,
1851, 1852, 1853, 1854, Longman, Brown ..., 1856, folding map and
four plates as called for, original cloth (neat restoration to spine, closed
tear to lower edge of title and A2), modern slipcase
M'Clure (Robert, Capt.) & Osborn (Sherard) edit.The Discovery of the
North-West Passage by H.M.S. 'Investigator', Capt. R. M'Clure, 1850,
1851, 1852, 1853, 1854, Longman, Brown ..., 1856, folding map and
four plates as called for, original cloth (neat restoration to spine, closed
tear to lower edge of title and A2), modern slipcase
Est. 200 - 400
M'Keevor (Thomas) A Voyage to Hudson's Bay, During the Summer of
1812, containing a Particular Phenomena of the Icebergs ..., Richard
Phillips, 1819, six plates, full calf [provenance - Bertram Plimer
Collection #254]
M'Keevor (Thomas)A Voyage to Hudson's Bay, During the Summer of
1812, containing a Particular Phenomena of the Icebergs ..., Richard
Phillips, 1819, six plates, full calf[provenance - Bertram Plimer Collection
#254]
Est. 150 - 250
Webster (W.H.B.) Narrative of a Voyage to the Southern Atlantic Ocean,
in the Years 1828, 29, 30, performed in H.M. Sloop Chanticleer ..,
Richard Bentley, 1834, two volumes, seven plates and maps as called
for (some foxing to plates), calf gilt
Webster (W.H.B.)Narrative of a Voyage to the Southern Atlantic Ocean,
in the Years 1828, 29, 30, performed in H.M. Sloop Chanticleer ..,
Richard Bentley, 1834, two volumes, seven plates and maps as called
for (some foxing to plates), calf gilt
Est. 300 - 500
Ross (James Clark, Sir)) A Voyage of Discovery and Research in the
Southern and Antarctic Regions during the Years 1839-43, John Murray,
1847, two volumes, plates and maps as called for (some foxing),
modern half morocco by Lloyds (ms. name to titles)
Ross (James Clark, Sir))A Voyage of Discovery and Research in the
Southern and Antarctic Regions during the Years 1839-43, John Murray,
1847, two volumes, plates and maps as called for (some foxing),
modern half morocco by Lloyds (ms. name to titles)
Est. 500 - 800
Barrow (John) A Chronological History of Voyages into the Arctic
Regions; undertaken chiefly for the purpose of Discovering a North-East,
North-West, or Polar Passage ..., John Murray, 1818, folding frontis
map, three woodcuts, half calf
Barrow (John)A Chronological History of Voyages into the Arctic
Regions; undertaken chiefly for the purpose of Discovering a North-East,
North-West, or Polar Passage ..., John Murray, 1818, folding frontis
map, three woodcuts, half calf
Est. 100 - 200

47

Ellis (Henry) A Voyage to Hudson's Bay, by the Dobbs Galley and
California, in the Years 1746 and 1747, for Discovering a North-West
Passage ..., Whitridge, 1748, folding frontis map, nine plates (five
folding), calf (re-backed retaining original faded backstrip)
Ellis (Henry)A Voyage to Hudson's Bay, by the Dobbs Galley and
California, in the Years 1746 and 1747, for Discovering a North-West
Passage ..., Whitridge, 1748, folding frontis map, nine plates (five
folding), calf (re-backed retaining original faded backstrip)
Est. 200 - 400
Back (Captain) Narrative of the Arctic Land Expedition, to the Mouth of
the Great Fish River, and along the Shores of the Arctic Ocean, in the
years 1833, 1834 and 1835, John Murray, 1836, sixteen plates and
folding map, half calf, modern slipcase
Back (Captain)Narrative of the Arctic Land Expedition, to the Mouth of
the Great Fish River, and along the Shores of the Arctic Ocean, in the
years 1833, 1834 and 1835, John Murray, 1836, sixteen plates and
folding map, half calf, modern slipcase
Est. 100 - 200
Back (Captain) Narrative of an Expedition in H.M.S. Terror, undertaken
with a view to Geographical Discovery on the Arctic Shores in the years
1836-7, John Murray, 1838, twelve plates and folding map, modern half
calf, slipcase
Back (Captain)Narrative of an Expedition in H.M.S. Terror, undertaken
with a view to Geographical Discovery on the Arctic Shores in the years
1836-7, John Murray, 1838, twelve plates and folding map, modern half
calf, slipcase
Est. 300 - 500
Lyon (G.F., Captain) The Private Journal of Captain G.F. Lyon of H.M.S.
Hecla, during the Recent Voyage of Discovery under Captain Parry,
John Murray, 1824, seven plates and folding map, half leather, modern
slipcase
Lyon (G.F., Captain)The Private Journal of Captain G.F. Lyon of H.M.S.
Hecla, during the Recent Voyage of Discovery under Captain Parry,
John Murray, 1824, seven plates and folding map, half leather, modern
slipcase
Est. 200 - 300
M'Clintock (Captain) The Voyage of the 'Fox' in the Arctic Seas. A
Narrative of the Discovery of the fate of Sir John Franklin, John Murray,
1859, maps and plates as called for including folding map in rear pocket,
original cloth, slipcase
M'Clintock (Captain)The Voyage of the 'Fox' in the Arctic Seas. A
Narrative of the Discovery of the fate of Sir John Franklin, John Murray,
1859, maps and plates as called for including folding map in rear pocket,
original cloth, slipcase
Est. 200 - 300
Collinson (Richard, Capt.) Journal of H.M.S. Enterprise, on the
Expedition in Search of Sir John Franklin's Ships by Behring Strait,
1850-55, Sampson Low .., 1889, colour frontis, six folding maps and
portrait, modern quarter morocco, slipcase (annotation to page 100)
Collinson (Richard, Capt.)Journal of H.M.S. Enterprise, on the
Expedition in Search of Sir John Franklin's Ships by Behring Strait,
1850-55, Sampson Low .., 1889, colour frontis, six folding maps and
portrait, modern quarter morocco, slipcase (annotation to page 100)
Est. 500 - 800
M'Clintock (Captain) The Voyage of the 'Fox' in the Arctic Seas. A
Narrative of the Discovery of the fate of Sir John Franklin, John Murray,
1859, maps and plates as called for including folding map in rear pocket,
original cloth (re-cased, original endpapers with taped hinges), basic
slipcase
M'Clintock (Captain)The Voyage of the 'Fox' in the Arctic Seas. A
Narrative of the Discovery of the fate of Sir John Franklin, John Murray,
1859, maps and plates as called for including folding map in rear pocket,
original cloth (re-cased, original endpapers with taped hinges), basic
slipcase
Est. 200 - 300
Hall (Charles Francis, Capt.) Life with the Esquimaux: The Narrative of
Captain Charles Francis Hall, of the Whaling Barque 'George Henry' ...,
Sampson Low .., 1864, two volumes, frontis, folding map and text
illustrations, half calf gilt
Hall (Charles Francis, Capt.)Life with the Esquimaux: The Narrative of
Captain Charles Francis Hall, of the Whaling Barque 'George Henry' ...,
Sampson Low .., 1864, two volumes, frontis, folding map and text
illustrations, half calf gilt
Est. 200 - 300
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Beechey (Captain F.W.) A Voyage of Discovery Towards The North
Pole, Performed in his Majesty's Ships Dorothea and Trent under the
Command of Captain David Buchan, R.N. 1818 to which is added ...,
Richard Bentley, 1843, frontis, folding chart, five plates (two folding,
significant foxing and staining to two plates), original cloth (neatly
re-backed retaining original backstrip), modern slipcase
Beechey (Captain F.W.)A Voyage of Discovery Towards The North
Pole, Performed in his Majesty's Ships Dorothea and Trent under the
Command of Captain David Buchan, R.N. 1818 to which is added ...,
Richard Bentley, 1843, frontis, folding chart, five plates (two folding,
significant foxing and staining to two plates), original cloth (neatly
re-backed retaining original backstrip), modern slipcase
Est. 400 - 600
Armstrong (Alex.) A Personal Narrative of the Discovery of the
North-West Passage; with Numerous Incidents of Travel and Adventure
... while in Search of the Expedition under Sir John Franklin, Hurst and
Blackett, 1857, tinted litho. frontis, folding chart, original cloth (re-backed
retaining original backstrip, new endpapers), basic slipcase
Armstrong (Alex.)A Personal Narrative of the Discovery of the
North-West Passage; with Numerous Incidents of Travel and Adventure
... while in Search of the Expedition under Sir John Franklin, Hurst and
Blackett, 1857, tinted litho. frontis, folding chart, original cloth (re-backed
retaining original backstrip, new endpapers), basic slipcase
Est. 800 - 1,200
M'Dougall (George F.) The Eventful Voyage of H.M. Discovery Ship
'Resolute' to the Arctic Regions in Search of Sir John Franklin ...,
Longman, Brown ..., 1857, hand-coloured folding chart, eight coloured
litho. plates as called for, modern half calf, slipcase
M'Dougall (George F.)The Eventful Voyage of H.M. Discovery Ship
'Resolute' to the Arctic Regions in Search of Sir John Franklin ...,
Longman, Brown ..., 1857, hand-coloured folding chart, eight coloured
litho. plates as called for, modern half calf, slipcase
Est. 400 - 600
Anon. [Donnett (James,) edit.] Arctic Miscellanies. A Souvenir of the
Late Polar Search by the Officers and Seamen of the Expedition,
Colburn, 1852, tinted litho frontis., modern half calf, slipcase (indistinct
blindstamps to frontis and title)
Anon. [Donnett (James,) edit.]Arctic Miscellanies. A Souvenir of the Late
Polar Search by the Officers and Seamen of the Expedition, Colburn,
1852, tinted litho frontis., modern half calf, slipcase (indistinct
blindstamps to frontis and title)
Est. 100 - 200
Osborn (Sherard, Lieut.) Stray Leaves from an Arctic Journal; or
Eighteen Months in the Polar Regions, in Search of Sir John Franklin's
Expedition, in the Years 1850-51, Longman, Brown, 1852, folding chart,
four coloured plates, modern half calf, slipcase
Osborn (Sherard, Lieut.)Stray Leaves from an Arctic Journal; or
Eighteen Months in the Polar Regions, in Search of Sir John Franklin's
Expedition, in the Years 1850-51, Longman, Brown, 1852, folding chart,
four coloured plates, modern half calf, slipcase
Est. 100 - 200
Sutherland (Peter C.) Journal of a Voyage in Baffin's Bay and Barrow
Straits, in the Years 1850-1851, Performed by H.M. Ships 'Lady
Franklin' and 'Sophia' ... in Search of the Missing Crews of H.M. Ships
Erebus and Terror .., Longman, Brown, 1852, two volumes, two folding
coloured charts (one with backing), six litho plates (four coloured) as
called for, text illustrations, modern half calf, slipcase
Sutherland (Peter C.)Journal of a Voyage in Baffin's Bay and Barrow
Straits, in the Years 1850-1851, Performed by H.M. Ships 'Lady
Franklin' and 'Sophia' ... in Search of the Missing Crews of H.M. Ships
Erebus and Terror .., Longman, Brown, 1852, two volumes, two folding
coloured charts (one with backing), six litho plates (four coloured) as
called for, text illustrations, modern half calf, slipcase
Est. 300 - 500
Back (Captain) Narrative of the Arctic Land Expedition, to the Mouth of
the Great Fish River, and along the Shores of the Arctic Ocean, in the
years 1833, 1834 and 1835, John Murray, 1836, sixteen plates and
folding map, original cloth (re-backed retaining original backstrip, new
endpapers), basic slipcase
Back (Captain)Narrative of the Arctic Land Expedition, to the Mouth of
the Great Fish River, and along the Shores of the Arctic Ocean, in the
years 1833, 1834 and 1835, John Murray, 1836, sixteen plates and
folding map, original cloth (re-backed retaining original backstrip, new
endpapers), basic slipcase
Est. 100 - 200

62

Seemann (Berthold) Narrative of the Voyage of H.M.S. Herald During
the Years 1845-51, under the Command of Captain Henry Kellett .... in
Search of Sir John Franklin, Reeve, 1853, two volumes bound as one,
colour frontis to each volume, folding map, all edges gilt, modern half
morocco by Aquarius
Seemann (Berthold)Narrative of the Voyage of H.M.S. Herald During the
Years 1845-51, under the Command of Captain Henry Kellett .... in
Search of Sir John Franklin, Reeve, 1853, two volumes bound as one,
colour frontis to each volume, folding map, all edges gilt, modern half
morocco by Aquarius
Est. 600 - 1,000
Inglefield (E. A., Cdr.) A Summer Search for Sir John Franklin; with a
Peep into the Arctic Basin, Thomas Harrison, 1853, presentation
inscription from the author's son to Frank Worsley (1932), later
presented to James Marr by Worsley's widow, four plates including
frontis and folding panoramic plate, folding chart (linen backed), extra
portrait of Franklin bound in, original cloth (restoration to head of spine),
basic slipcase
Inglefield (E. A., Cdr.)A Summer Search for Sir John Franklin; with a
Peep into the Arctic Basin, Thomas Harrison, 1853, presentation
inscription from the author's son to Frank Worsley (1932), later
presented to James Marr by Worsley's widow, four plates including
frontis and folding panoramic plate, folding chart (linen backed), extra
portrait of Franklin bound in, original cloth (restoration to head of spine),
basic slipcase
Est. 800 - 1,200
M'Clintock (Captain) The Voyage of the 'Fox' in the Arctic Seas. A
Narrative of the Discovery of the fate of Sir John Franklin, John Murray,
1859, maps and plates as called for including folding map in rear pocket,
modern half morocco,
M'Clintock (Captain)The Voyage of the 'Fox' in the Arctic Seas. A
Narrative of the Discovery of the fate of Sir John Franklin, John Murray,
1859, maps and plates as called for including folding map in rear pocket,
modern half morocco,
Est. 100 - 200
Hooper (W.H., Lieut.) Ten Months Among The Tents of the Tuski, with
Incidents of an Arctic Boat Expedition in Search of Sir John Franklin ...,
John Murray, 1853, plates as called for (including four tinted lithos.),
folding map, original cloth gilt, modern slipcase [provenance - Franklin
Brooke-Hitching #644]
Hooper (W.H., Lieut.)Ten Months Among The Tents of the Tuski, with
Incidents of an Arctic Boat Expedition in Search of Sir John Franklin ...,
John Murray, 1853, plates as called for (including four tinted lithos.),
folding map, original cloth gilt, modern slipcase[provenance - Franklin
Brooke-Hitching #644]
Est. 500 - 800
Rae (John) Narrative of an Expedition to the Shores of the Arctic Sea in
1846 and 1847, Boone, 1850, two hand-coloured folding maps, top edge
gilt, half morocco, modern slipcase
Rae (John)Narrative of an Expedition to the Shores of the Arctic Sea in
1846 and 1847, Boone, 1850, two hand-coloured folding maps, top edge
gilt, half morocco, modern slipcase
Est. 500 - 800
Bellot (Joseph Rene) Memoirs of Lieutenant Joseph Rene Bellot ..., with
his Journal of a Voyage in the Polar Seas, in Search of Sir John
Franklin, Hurst and Blackett, 1855, two volumes, portrait frontis, pages
tanned, titles lighter than pages, original cloth (recased with later
endpapers), slipcase
Bellot (Joseph Rene)Memoirs of Lieutenant Joseph Rene Bellot ..., with
his Journal of a Voyage in the Polar Seas, in Search of Sir John
Franklin, Hurst and Blackett, 1855, two volumes, portrait frontis, pages
tanned, titles lighter than pages, original cloth (recased with later
endpapers), slipcase
Est. 500 - 800
'An Officer of the Expedition' Letters Written During the late Voyage of
Discovery, Richard Phillips, 1821, frontis map, three plates, half calf
(re-backed)
'An Officer of the Expedition'Letters Written During the late Voyage of
Discovery, Richard Phillips, 1821, frontis map, three plates, half calf
(re-backed)
Est. 100 - 200
von Wrangell (Ferdinand) Narrative of an Expedition to the Polar Sea in
the Years 1820, 1821, 1822, & 1823, James Madden, 1840, edited by
Edward Sabine, large folding map at rear, top edge gilt, half morocco
(re-backed retaining original backstrip) [note; the 1844 edition was
issued with a portrait frontis, this edition does not appear to call for one]
von Wrangell (Ferdinand)Narrative of an Expedition to the Polar Sea in
the Years 1820, 1821, 1822, & 1823, James Madden, 1840, edited by
Edward Sabine, large folding map at rear, top edge gilt, half morocco
(re-backed retaining original backstrip)[note; the 1844 edition was issued
with a portrait frontis, this edition does not appear to call for one]
Est. 100 - 200
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Barrow (John) Voyages of Discovery and Reasearch within the Arctic
Regions from 1818 to the Present Time .., John Murray, 1846, portrait
frontis, two charts (the large folding chart torn without loss), original cloth
(gutter gaping in places, spine head worn); Fisher (Alexander), Journal
of a Voyage of Discovery to the Arctic Regions, in his Majesty's Ships
Hecla and Griper, in the Years 1819 & 1820, Longman Hurst .., 1821,
third edition, folding frontis. chart, a map and five plates as called f
Barrow (John)Voyages of Discovery and Reasearch within the Arctic
Regions from 1818 to the Present Time .., John Murray, 1846, portrait
frontis, two charts (the large folding chart torn without loss), original cloth
(gutter gaping in places, spine head worn);Fisher (Alexander), Journal of
a Voyage of Discovery to the Arctic Regions, in his Majesty's Ships
Hecla and Griper, in the Years 1819 & 1820, Longman Hurst .., 1821,
third edition, folding frontis. chart, a map and five plates as called for,
half calf (rubbed); with one other (3)
Est. 100 - 200
Simpson (Alexander) The Life and Travels of Thomas Simpson, the
Arctic Discoverer, Richard Bentley, 1845, portrait frontis, folding map,
modern half morocco
Simpson (Alexander)The Life and Travels of Thomas Simpson, the
Arctic Discoverer, Richard Bentley, 1845, portrait frontis, folding map,
modern half morocco
Est. 100 - 200
Belcher (Edward, Sir) et al The Last of the Arctic Voyages; Being a
Narrative of the Expedition in H.M.S. Assistance .... In Search of Sir
John Franklin, During the Years 1852-53-54, Lovell Reeve, two
volumes, large octavo, four charts (three folding), thirty-six plates
(eleven coloured), original cloth (a little wear to joint heads), slipcase
Belcher (Edward, Sir) et alThe Last of the Arctic Voyages; Being a
Narrative of the Expedition in H.M.S. Assistance .... In Search of Sir
John Franklin, During the Years 1852-53-54, Lovell Reeve, two
volumes, large octavo, four charts (three folding), thirty-six plates
(eleven coloured), original cloth (a little wear to joint heads), slipcase
Est. 800 - 1,200
Fisher (Alexander) Journal of a Voyage of Discovery to the Arctic
Regions, in his Majesty's Ships Hecla and Griper, in the Years 1819 &
1820, Longman Hurst .., 1821, first edition, folding chart, and a map,
woodcut text illustrations, no half-title, half calf binding (rubbed);
Fisher (Alexander)Journal of a Voyage of Discovery to the Arctic
Regions, in his Majesty's Ships Hecla and Griper, in the Years 1819 &
1820, Longman Hurst .., 1821, first edition, folding chart, and a map,
woodcut text illustrations, no half-title, half calf binding (rubbed);
Est. 100 - 200
Ross (John, Sir) Narrative of a Second Voyage in Search of A
North-West Passage and of a Residence in the Arctic Regions During
the Years 1829, 1830, 1831, 1832, 1833. Webster, 1835, quarto, large
folding chart (repaired tear), thirty plates (three coloured), modern full
vellum binding with portrait to upper board
Ross (John, Sir)Narrative of a Second Voyage in Search of A
North-West Passage and of a Residence in the Arctic Regions During
the Years 1829, 1830, 1831, 1832, 1833. Webster, 1835, quarto, large
folding chart (repaired tear), thirty plates (three coloured), modern full
vellum binding with portrait to upper board
Est. 200 - 300
Ross (John, Sir) Explanation and Answer to Mr. John Braithwaite's
Supplement to Captain Sir John Ross's Narrative of a Second Voyage
..., Webster, 1835, eight pages, original printed wraps
Ross (John, Sir)Explanation and Answer to Mr. John Braithwaite's
Supplement to Captain Sir John Ross's Narrative of a Second Voyage
..., Webster, 1835, eight pages, original printed wraps
Est. 500 - 800
Ross (John, Sir) An Explanation of Captain Sabine's Remarks on the
Late Voyage of Discovery to Baffin's Bay, John Murray, 1819, half calf
Ross (John, Sir)An Explanation of Captain Sabine's Remarks on the
Late Voyage of Discovery to Baffin's Bay, John Murray, 1819, half calf
Est. 500 - 800
Ross (John, Sir) A Treatise on Navigation by Steam; Comprising a
History of the Steam Engine, and an Essay towards a System of the
Naval Tactics Peculiar to Steam Navigation ..., Longman, Rees ..., 1828,
quarto, frontis, plate, text llustrations, errata slip, contemporary calf
(re-backed retaining original backstrip) [provenance - Bertram Plimer
Collection #389]
Ross (John, Sir)A Treatise on Navigation by Steam; Comprising a
History of the Steam Engine, and an Essay towards a System of the
Naval Tactics Peculiar to Steam Navigation ..., Longman, Rees ..., 1828,
quarto, frontis, plate, text llustrations, errata slip, contemporary calf
(re-backed retaining original backstrip)[provenance - Bertram Plimer
Collection #389]
Est. 200 - 300

78

'An Officer Attached to the Expedition' The Last Voyage of Capt. John
Ross. R.N. for the Discovery of the North West Passage, performed in
the Years 1829, 30, 31, 32 & 33, John Saunders, 1834, portrait frontis,
engraved title, engraved chart, six plates, folding table, modern half
morocco
'An Officer Attached to the Expedition'The Last Voyage of Capt. John
Ross. R.N. for the Discovery of the North West Passage, performed in
the Years 1829, 30, 31, 32 & 33, John Saunders, 1834, portrait frontis,
engraved title, engraved chart, six plates, folding table, modern half
morocco
Est. 200 - 300
Simpson (Thomas) Narrative of the Discoveries on the North Coast of
America; effected by the Officers of the Hudson's Bay Company during
the Years 1836-39, Richard Bentley, 1843, three maps on two folding
sheets (larger sheet linen backed) contained in front pocket, original
cloth (re-backed retaining original backstrip) [provenance - Bertram
Plimer Collection #425]
Simpson (Thomas)Narrative of the Discoveries on the North Coast of
America; effected by the Officers of the Hudson's Bay Company during
the Years 1836-39, Richard Bentley, 1843, three maps on two folding
sheets (larger sheet linen backed) contained in front pocket, original
cloth (re-backed retaining original backstrip) [provenance - Bertram
Plimer Collection #425]
Est. 500 - 800
Hind (Henry Youle) Narrative of the Canadian Red River Exploring
Expedition of 1857 and of the Assinniboine and Saskatchewan
Exploring Expedition of 1858, Longman, Green ..., 1860, two volumes,
partly unopened, eight coloured maps (three folding), twenty
chromoxylographic plates, original cloth (holes in front free endpapers),
modern slipcase [provenance - Franklin Brooke-Hitching #629]
Hind (Henry Youle)Narrative of the Canadian Red River Exploring
Expedition of 1857 and of the Assinniboine and Saskatchewan
Exploring Expedition of 1858, Longman, Green ..., 1860, two volumes,
partly unopened, eight coloured maps (three folding), twenty
chromoxylographic plates, original cloth (holes in front free endpapers),
modern slipcase [provenance - Franklin Brooke-Hitching #629]
Est. 300 - 600
M'Clure (Robert, Capt.) & Osborn (Sherard) edit. The Discovery of the
North-West Passage by H.M.S. 'Investigator', Capt. R. M'Clure, 1850,
1851, 1852, 1853, 1854, Longman, Brown ..., 1856, folding map and
four plates as called for (some water staining), modern quarter vellum
M'Clure (Robert, Capt.) & Osborn (Sherard) edit.The Discovery of the
North-West Passage by H.M.S. 'Investigator', Capt. R. M'Clure, 1850,
1851, 1852, 1853, 1854, Longman, Brown ..., 1856, folding map and
four plates as called for (some water staining), modern quarter vellum
Est. 100 - 200
King (Dr. [Richard]) The Franklin Expedition from First to Last, John
Churchill, 1855, presentation inscription signed by the author on title
page, frontis, three charts, original cloth (re-backed retaining original
backstrip and advert endpapers), basic slipcase
King (Dr. [Richard])The Franklin Expedition from First to Last, John
Churchill, 1855, presentation inscription signed by the author on title
page, frontis, three charts, original cloth (re-backed retaining original
backstrip and advert endpapers), basic slipcase
Est. 2,000 - 3,000
Arctic Blue Books Additional Papers Relative to the Arctic Expedition
under the Orders of Captain Austin and Mr. William Penny, H.M.S.O.,
1852, folio, fifteen charts (six folding), original wraps (spine cracked and
worn), preserved in solander box with mounted facsimile covers
Arctic Blue BooksAdditional Papers Relative to the Arctic Expedition
under the Orders of Captain Austin and Mr. William Penny, H.M.S.O.,
1852, folio, fifteen charts (six folding), original wraps (spine cracked and
worn), preserved in solander box with mounted facsimile covers
Est. 800 - 1,200
Arctic Blue Books Report of the Committee Appointed by the Lords
Commissioners of the Admiralty to inquire into and report on The Recent
Arctic Expeditions in Search of Sir John Franklin together with The
Minutes of Evidence ..., H.M.S.O., 1852, folio, two folding charts, later
card wraps with original front and rear covers laid down, preserved in
solander box with mounted facsimile covers
Arctic Blue Books Report of the Committee Appointed by the Lords
Commissioners of the Admiralty to inquire into and report on The Recent
Arctic Expeditions in Search of Sir John Franklin together with The
Minutes of Evidence ..., H.M.S.O., 1852, folio, two folding charts, later
card wraps with original front and rear covers laid down, preserved in
solander box with mounted facsimile covers
Est. 800 - 1,200
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Arctic Blue Books Papers Relative to the Recent Arctic Expeditions in
Search of Sir John Franklin and the Crews of H.M.S. 'Erebus' and
'Terror', H.M.S.O., 1854, folio, five folding charts, later cloth with original
front and rear covers laid down, preserved in solander box with mounted
facsimile covers
Arctic Blue BooksPapers Relative to the Recent Arctic Expeditions in
Search of Sir John Franklin and the Crews of H.M.S. 'Erebus' and
'Terror', H.M.S.O., 1854, folio, five folding charts, later cloth with original
front and rear covers laid down, preserved in solander box with mounted
facsimile covers
Est. 800 - 1,200
Arctic Blue Books Further Papers Relative to the Recent Arctic
Expeditions in Search of Sir John Franklin and the Crews of H.M.S.
'Erebus' and 'Terror', H.M.S.O., 1855, folio, twenty-nine charts
(seventeen folding, one torn, one possibly trimmed), three plates, later
half cloth, bound without original wrappers
Arctic Blue BooksFurther Papers Relative to the Recent Arctic
Expeditions in Search of Sir John Franklin and the Crews of H.M.S.
'Erebus' and 'Terror', H.M.S.O., 1855, folio, twenty-nine charts
(seventeen folding, one torn, one possibly trimmed), three plates, later
half cloth, bound without original wrappers
Est. 800 - 1,200
Arctic Blue Books [Nares (George)], Papers and Correspondence
relating to the Equipment and Fitting Out of the Arctic Expedition of 1875
..., H.M.S.O., 1875, folio, library stamp to page 19, later half morocco,
bound without original wrappers; idem, Chart to Accompany Papers and
Correspondence relationg to the Equipment ..., H.M.S.O., folio, title
page, large folding chart, later half leather, bound without original
wrappers (2) [provenance - Franklin Brooke-Hitching #920 and #921]
Arctic Blue Books[Nares (George)], Papers and Correspondence
relating to the Equipment and Fitting Out of the Arctic Expedition of 1875
..., H.M.S.O., 1875, folio, library stamp to page 19, later half morocco,
bound without original wrappers;idem, Chart to Accompany Papers and
Correspondence relationg to the Equipment ..., H.M.S.O., folio, title
page, large folding chart, later half leather, bound without original
wrappers (2)[provenance - Franklin Brooke-Hitching #920 and #921]
Est. 400 - 600
Arctic Blue Books [Nares (George)], Journals and Proceedings of the
Arctic Expedition, 1875-6 under the Command of Captain Sir George S.
Nares, H.M.S.O., 1877, folio, seventeen maps and charts (fourteen
folding), fifteen plates (twelve folding), cloth (re-backed), original blue
wrappers present [provenance - Alfred Newton bequest bookplate]
Arctic Blue Books[Nares (George)], Journals and Proceedings of the
Arctic Expedition, 1875-6 under the Command of Captain Sir George S.
Nares, H.M.S.O., 1877, folio, seventeen maps and charts (fourteen
folding), fifteen plates (twelve folding), cloth (re-backed), original blue
wrappers present[provenance - Alfred Newton bequest bookplate]
Est. 400 - 600
von Wrangell (Ferdinand) Narrative of an Expedition to the Polar Sea in
the Years 1820, 1821, 1822, & 1823, James Madden, 1840, edited by
Edward Sabine, library blindstamps, large folding map in front pocket,
original cloth [note; the 1844 edition was issued with a portrait frontis,
this edition does not appear to call for one]
von Wrangell (Ferdinand)Narrative of an Expedition to the Polar Sea in
the Years 1820, 1821, 1822, & 1823, James Madden, 1840, edited by
Edward Sabine, library blindstamps, large folding map in front pocket,
original cloth[note; the 1844 edition was issued with a portrait frontis,
this edition does not appear to call for one]
Est. 100 - 200
Nares (George S., Capt. Sir) Narrative of A Voyage to the Polar Sea
During 1875-6 in H.M. Ships 'Alert' and 'Discovery', Sampson Low,
Marston .., 1878, two volumes, two folding maps, six mounted
photographs, eight other plates, text illustrations, partly unopened,
original cloth, modern slipcase
Nares (George S., Capt. Sir)Narrative of A Voyage to the Polar Sea
During 1875-6 in H.M. Ships 'Alert' and 'Discovery', Sampson Low,
Marston .., 1878, two volumes, two folding maps, six mounted
photographs, eight other plates, text illustrations, partly unopened,
original cloth, modern slipcase
Est. 300 - 500
Nares (George S., Capt. Sir) Narrative of A Voyage to the Polar Sea
During 1875-6 in H.M. Ships 'Alert' and 'Discovery', Sampson Low,
Marston .., 1878, two volumes, two folding maps (repaired tear), six
mounted photographs, eight other plates, text illustrations, original cloth
(re-backed retaining original backstrips)
Nares (George S., Capt. Sir)Narrative of A Voyage to the Polar Sea
During 1875-6 in H.M. Ships 'Alert' and 'Discovery', Sampson Low,
Marston .., 1878, two volumes, two folding maps (repaired tear), six
mounted photographs, eight other plates, text illustrations, original cloth
(re-backed retaining original backstrips)
Est. 100 - 200
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Nares ([George], Captain) The Official Report of the Recent Arctic
Expedition, John Murray, 1876, frontis map, original blue printed wraps,
initialled presentation inscription to front cover, possibly from the author,
modern slipcase with leather label
Nares ([George], Captain)The Official Report of the Recent Arctic
Expedition, John Murray, 1876, frontis map, original blue printed wraps,
initialled presentation inscription to front cover, possibly from the author,
modern slipcase with leather label
Est. 300 - 500
[Fisher (Alexander)] Journal of a Voyage of Discovery to the Arctic
Regions, performed between the 4th of April and the 18th of November,
1818, in his Majesty's Ship Alexander, Wm. Edw. Parry, Esq. Lieut. and
Commander, by an Officer of the Alexander, Richard Phillips,nd. [1819],
first edition, folding chart, three plates, no half-title, boards (re-backed)
[Fisher (Alexander)]Journal of a Voyage of Discovery to the Arctic
Regions, performed between the 4th of April and the 18th of November,
1818, in his Majesty's Ship Alexander, Wm. Edw. Parry, Esq. Lieut. and
Commander, by an Officer of the Alexander, Richard Phillips,nd. [1819],
first edition, folding chart, three plates, no half-title, boards (re-backed)
Est. 100 - 200
Beechey (Captain F.W.) Narrative of a Voyage to the Pacific and
Beering's Strait, to Co-operate with the Polar Expeditions: Performed in
His Majesty's Ship Blossom ... in the Years 1825, 26, 27, 28, Colburn
and Bentley, 1831, two volumes, three charts (two folding), twenty-three
plates as called for, full calf, modern slipcase
Beechey (Captain F.W.)Narrative of a Voyage to the Pacific and
Beering's Strait, to Co-operate with the Polar Expeditions: Performed in
His Majesty's Ship Blossom ... in the Years 1825, 26, 27, 28, Colburn
and Bentley, 1831, two volumes, three charts (two folding), twenty-three
plates as called for, full calf, modern slipcase
Est. 200 - 300
Lyon (G.F., Captain) The Private Journal of Captain G.F. Lyon of H.M.S.
Hecla, during the Recent Voyage of Discovery under Captain Parry,
John Murray, 1824, seven plates and folding map, half calf gilt
Lyon (G.F., Captain)The Private Journal of Captain G.F. Lyon of H.M.S.
Hecla, during the Recent Voyage of Discovery under Captain Parry,
John Murray, 1824, seven plates and folding map, half calf gilt
Est. 200 - 300
Lyon (G.F., Captain) A Brief Narrative of an Unsuccessful Attempt to
Reach Repulse Bay, through Sir Thomas Rowe's 'Welcome', in his
Majesty's Ship Griper in the year MDCCCXXIV, John Murray, 1825,
seven plates and folding chart, half calf gilt (uniform with previous lot)
Lyon (G.F., Captain)A Brief Narrative of an Unsuccessful Attempt to
Reach Repulse Bay, through Sir Thomas Rowe's 'Welcome', in his
Majesty's Ship Griper in the year MDCCCXXIV, John Murray, 1825,
seven plates and folding chart, half calf gilt (uniform with previous lot)
Est. 200 - 300
M'Cormick (R.) Voyages of Discovery in the Arctic and Antarctic Seas
and Round the World: being Personal Narratives of Attempts to Reach
the North and South Poles; and an Open-Boat Expedition up the
Wellington Channel in Search of Sir John Franklin ..., Sampson Low ...,
1884, two volumes, three maps, sixty-two plates (five folding) as called
for, prize calf gilt (spines rubbed and faded, lacking volume labels),
modern slipcase
M'Cormick (R.)Voyages of Discovery in the Arctic and Antarctic Seas
and Round the World: being Personal Narratives of Attempts to Reach
the North and South Poles; and an Open-Boat Expedition up the
Wellington Channel in Search of Sir John Franklin ..., Sampson Low ...,
1884, two volumes, three maps, sixty-two plates (five folding) as called
for, prize calf gilt (spines rubbed and faded, lacking volume labels),
modern slipcase
Est. 400 - 600
Markham (Albert H.) A Polar Reconnaissance, Being the Voyage of the
'Isbjorn' to Novaya Zemlya in 1879, Kegan Paul, 1881, two folding maps,
six plates as called for, original cloth
Markham (Albert H.)A Polar Reconnaissance, Being the Voyage of the
'Isbjorn' to Novaya Zemlya in 1879, Kegan Paul, 1881, two folding maps,
six plates as called for, original cloth
Est. 200 - 400
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Sverdrup (Otto) New Land, Four Years in the Arctic Regions, Longmans,
Green, 1904, two volumes, full page plates as called for, folding
geological map, four maps on two folding sheets in rear pocket, original
cloth; Jackson (Frederick George), The Great Frozen Land (Bolshaia
Zemelskija Tundra), Narrative of a Winter Journey, Across the Tundras
and a Sojourn Among the Samoyads, Macmillan, 1895, frontis, three
folding maps, original cloth; Keely (Robert N.) & Davis (G.G.), In Arctic
Seas, The Voy
Sverdrup (Otto)New Land, Four Years in the Arctic Regions, Longmans,
Green, 1904, two volumes, full page plates as called for, folding
geological map, four maps on two folding sheets in rear pocket, original
cloth;Jackson (Frederick George), The Great Frozen Land (Bolshaia
Zemelskija Tundra), Narrative of a Winter Journey, Across the Tundras
and a Sojourn Among the Samoyads, Macmillan, 1895, frontis, three
folding maps, original cloth; Keely (Robert N.) & Davis (G.G.), In Arctic
Seas, The Voyage of the 'Kite', with the Peary Expedition, together with
a Transcript of the Log of the Kite, Hartranft, 1892, folding map, plates
as called for, original cloth
(4)
Est. 150 - 200
Young (Allen, Sir) The Two Voyages of the 'Pandora' in 1875 and 1876,
Edward Stanford, 1879, nine plates, large folding chart in front pocket
(repairs to folds), large linen-backed folding map in rear pocket, original
cloth gilt, modern slipcase
Young (Allen, Sir)The Two Voyages of the 'Pandora' in 1875 and 1876,
Edward Stanford, 1879, nine plates, large folding chart in front pocket
(repairs to folds), large linen-backed folding map in rear pocket, original
cloth gilt, modern slipcase
Est. 2,000 - 3,000
MacGahan (J.A.) Under the Northern Lights, [The Cruise of the
Pandora], Edward Stanford, 1876, folding map, eight plates, text
illustrations, original cloth gilt [note; the Brooke-Hitching copy was
described as having 11 plates, all other copies found have had eight]
MacGahan (J.A.)Under the Northern Lights, [The Cruise of the
Pandora], Edward Stanford, 1876, folding map, eight plates, text
illustrations, original cloth gilt [note; the Brooke-Hitching copy was
described as having 11 plates, all other copies found have had eight]
Est. 200 - 400
The 'Jeannette' Jeannette Inquiry. Before the Committee on Naval
Affairs of the United States House of Representatives, Forty-Eighth
Congress, Washington; Govt. Printing Office, 1884, half calf
The 'Jeannette'Jeannette Inquiry. Before the Committee on Naval Affairs
of the United States House of Representatives, Forty-Eighth Congress,
Washington; Govt. Printing Office, 1884, half calf
Est. 200 - 400
Danenhower [John W.] Lieutenant Danenhower's Narrative of the
Jeannette, Boston; Osgood, 1882, portrait frontis, plate, double page
map, original printed wraps
Danenhower [John W.]Lieutenant Danenhower's Narrative of the
Jeannette, Boston; Osgood, 1882, portrait frontis, plate, double page
map, original printed wraps
Est. 200 - 400
Kane (Elisha Kent) The U.S. Grinnell Expedition in Search of Sir John
Franklin. A Personal Narrative, New York; Harper, 1853, three charts
(one folding), fourteen plates, a little staining in places, half morocco
Kane (Elisha Kent)The U.S. Grinnell Expedition in Search of Sir John
Franklin. A Personal Narrative, New York; Harper, 1853, three charts
(one folding), fourteen plates, a little staining in places, half morocco
Est. 200 - 400
Kane (Elisha Kent) The U.S. Grinnell Expedition in Search of Sir John
Franklin. A Personal Narrative, New York; Harper, 1854, three charts
(one folding), fourteen plates, staining in places, original cloth
(re-backed retaining original cloth
Kane (Elisha Kent)The U.S. Grinnell Expedition in Search of Sir John
Franklin. A Personal Narrative, New York; Harper, 1854, three charts
(one folding), fourteen plates, staining in places, original cloth
(re-backed retaining original cloth
Est. 100 - 200
Kane (Elisha Kent) The U.S. Grinnell Expedition in Search of Sir John
Franklin. A Personal Narrative, New York; Harper, 1854, three charts
(one folding and backed), fourteen plates, original cloth (re-backed
retaining original cloth
Kane (Elisha Kent)The U.S. Grinnell Expedition in Search of Sir John
Franklin. A Personal Narrative, New York; Harper, 1854, three charts
(one folding and backed), fourteen plates, original cloth (re-backed
retaining original cloth
Est. 100 - 200
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Kane (Elisha Kent) Arctic Explorations, The Second Grinnell Expedition
in Search of Sir John Franklin,1853, '54, '55. Philadelphia; Childs &
Peterson, 1856, two volumes, four charts (two folding including one of
multiple isothermals, one chart within pagination), twenty-two plates,
original cloth (a little spotting to cloth)
Kane (Elisha Kent)Arctic Explorations, The Second Grinnell Expedition
in Search of Sir John Franklin,1853, '54, '55. Philadelphia; Childs &
Peterson, 1856, two volumes, four charts (two folding including one of
multiple isothermals, one chart within pagination), twenty-two plates,
original cloth (a little spotting to cloth)
Est. 100 - 200
Davis (C.H.) edit. Narrative of the North Polar Expedition. U.S. Ship
Polaris, Captain Charles Francis Hall Commanding ..., Washington;
Govt. Printing Office, 1876, quarto, plates and maps as called for,
original cloth gilt; Blake (E. Vale), Arctic Experiences: containing Capt.
George E. Tyson's Wonderful Drift on the Ice-Floe, A History of the
Polaris Expedition ..., New York; Harper, 1874, frontis, map, text
illustrations, original cloth; Healy (M.A., Capt.), Report of the Cruise of
the Revenu
Davis (C.H.) edit.Narrative of the North Polar Expedition. U.S. Ship
Polaris, Captain Charles Francis Hall Commanding ..., Washington;
Govt. Printing Office, 1876, quarto, plates and maps as called for,
original cloth gilt;Blake (E. Vale), Arctic Experiences: containing Capt.
George E. Tyson's Wonderful Drift on the Ice-Floe, A History of the
Polaris Expedition ..., New York; Harper, 1874, frontis, map, text
illustrations, original cloth;Healy (M.A., Capt.), Report of the Cruise of
the Revenue Marine Steamer Corwin in the Arctic Ocean in the Year
1884, Washington; Govt. Printing Office, 1889, quarto, thirty nine plates
only, no charts present, recent quarter cloth
(3)
Est. 100 - 200
Markham (Albert Hastings, Capt.) The Great Frozen Sea, A Personal
Narrative of the Voyage of the 'Alert', During the Arctic Expedition of
1875-6, Daldy, Ibister, 1878, first edition, plates as called for including
two double page coloured plates of flags, folding map, original cloth gilt
Markham (Albert Hastings, Capt.)The Great Frozen Sea, A Personal
Narrative of the Voyage of the 'Alert', During the Arctic Expedition of
1875-6, Daldy, Ibister, 1878, first edition, plates as called for including
two double page coloured plates of flags, folding map, original cloth gilt
Est. 200 - 400
Markham (Albert Hastings, Capt.) Northward Ho!, Macmillan, 1879, map
and plates as called for, original cloth, basic slipcase
Markham (Albert Hastings, Capt.)Northward Ho!, Macmillan, 1879, map
and plates as called for, original cloth, basic slipcase
Est. 100 - 200
Koldewey (Captain) The German Arctic Expedition of 1869-70, and
Narrative of the Wreck of the 'Hansa' in the Ice, Sampson Low ..., 1874,
four chromolitho plates, two coloured folding charts, thirty one other
plates, top edge gilt, half morocco; Payer (Julius), New Lands Within
The Arctic Circle, Narrative of the Discoveries of the Austrian Ship
'Tegetthoff' in the Years 1872-1874, Macmillan, 1876, two volumes,
chromolitho frontis, map, plates as called for, top edge gilt, original cloth
gilt
Koldewey (Captain)The German Arctic Expedition of 1869-70, and
Narrative of the Wreck of the 'Hansa' in the Ice, Sampson Low ..., 1874,
four chromolitho plates, two coloured folding charts, thirty one other
plates, top edge gilt, half morocco; Payer (Julius), New Lands Within
The Arctic Circle, Narrative of the Discoveries of the Austrian Ship
'Tegetthoff' in the Years 1872-1874, Macmillan, 1876, two volumes,
chromolitho frontis, map, plates as called for, top edge gilt, original cloth
gilt (3)
Est. 200 - 300
Hayes (Isaac J.) The Land of Desolation, Being a Personal Narrative of
Adventure in Greenland, Sampson Low ..., 1871, plates as called for,
original cloth gilt; idem, The Open Polar Sea: A Narrative of a Voyage
of Discovery towards the North Pole in the Schooner 'United States',
New York; Hurd & Houghton, 1867, portrait frontis, nine maps, charts
and plates, original cloth; [Leslie (Alex.), The Arctic Voyages of Adolf
Erik Nordenskiold, 1858-1879, Macmillan, 1879, map frontis, three
folding map
Hayes (Isaac J.)The Land of Desolation, Being a Personal Narrative of
Adventure in Greenland, Sampson Low ..., 1871, plates as called for,
original cloth gilt; idem, The Open Polar Sea: A Narrative of a Voyage of
Discovery towards the North Pole in the Schooner 'United States', New
York; Hurd & Houghton, 1867, portrait frontis, nine maps, charts and
plates, original cloth;[Leslie (Alex.), The Arctic Voyages of Adolf Erik
Nordenskiold, 1858-1879, Macmillan, 1879, map frontis, three folding
maps, text illustrations, bookplate of William Edward Oates, original
cloth gilt, modern slipcase
(3)
Est. 200 - 300
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Arctic The Arctic, A History of its Discovery, Its Plants, Animals, and
Natural Phenomena, Edinburgh; George Tod, 1876, quarto in eights,
118 illustrations as called for, all edges gilt, original morocco gilt (ex
library with shelf ref. to spine);
ArcticThe Arctic, A History of its Discovery, Its Plants, Animals, and
Natural Phenomena, Edinburgh; George Tod, 1876, quarto in eights,
118 illustrations as called for, all edges gilt, original morocco gilt (ex
library with shelf ref. to spine);
Est. 100 - 200
Osborne (Sherard) & McDougall (Geo. F.) Facsimile of the Illustrated
Arctic News, Published on board H.M.S. Resolute: Capt. Horatio T.
Austin, in Search of the Expedition under Sir John Franklin, Ackermann,
March 15th, 1852, folio, lithographed throughout, colour illustrations,
three leaves loose, original cloth gilt
Osborne (Sherard) & McDougall (Geo. F.)Facsimile of the Illustrated
Arctic News, Published on board H.M.S. Resolute: Capt. Horatio T.
Austin, in Search of the Expedition under Sir John Franklin, Ackermann,
March 15th, 1852, folio, lithographed throughout, colour illustrations,
three leaves loose, original cloth gilt
Est. 100 - 200
Cyriax (Richard J.) Sir John Franklin's Last Arctic Expedition, The
Franklin Expedition, A Chapter in the History of the Royal Navy,
Methuen, 1939, 'with the authors compliments' to front endpaper, four
maps (three folding), dust wrapper (priced 12s.6d.), basic slipcase
Cyriax (Richard J.)Sir John Franklin's Last Arctic Expedition, The
Franklin Expedition, A Chapter in the History of the Royal Navy,
Methuen, 1939, 'with the authors compliments' to front endpaper, four
maps (three folding), dust wrapper (priced 12s.6d.), basic slipcase
Est. 500 - 800
Cyriax (Richard J.) Sir John Franklin's Last Arctic Expedition, The
Franklin Expedition, A Chapter in the History of the Royal Navy,
Methuen, 1939, signed pencil sketch of Crozier's Landing by John
Harrington [Canadian explorer] to front endpaper, half-title signed by
seven men who followed Franklin's footsteps in 1998 (together with a
paw print), original cloth (evidence of earlier institutional ownership),
basic slipcase
Cyriax (Richard J.)Sir John Franklin's Last Arctic Expedition, The
Franklin Expedition, A Chapter in the History of the Royal Navy,
Methuen, 1939, signed pencil sketch of Crozier's Landing by John
Harrington [Canadian explorer] to front endpaper, half-title signed by
seven men who followed Franklin's footsteps in 1998 (together with a
paw print), original cloth (evidence of earlier institutional ownership),
basic slipcase
Est. 200 - 400
The Graphic Arctic Number, Nov 8, 1876, folio, pages 3 - 34, including
double-page illustration, modern quarter cloth, bound without wraps;
Anon., Arctic Travels; or, An Account of the Several Land Expeditions to
Determine the Geography of The Northern Part of the American
Continent, Dublin; Thomas White, 1830, frontis (loss to corner of frontis
and title without loss of text), five plates, modern morocco; Royal
Geographical Society, A Selection of Papers on Arctic Geography and
Ethnology .., Jo
The GraphicArctic Number, Nov 8, 1876, folio, pages 3 - 34, including
double-page illustration, modern quarter cloth, bound without
wraps;Anon., Arctic Travels; or, An Account of the Several Land
Expeditions to Determine the Geography of The Northern Part of the
American Continent, Dublin; Thomas White, 1830, frontis (loss to corner
of frontis and title without loss of text), five plates, modern
morocco;Royal Geographical Society, A Selection of Papers on Arctic
Geography and Ethnology .., John Murray, 1875, two folding maps,
original cloth;with four others
(7)
Est. 200 - 300
Scoresby (W.) Junior An Account of the Arctic Regions, with a History
and Description of the Northern Whale-Fishery, Edinburgh; 1820, two
volumes, two folding frontis, twenty-two other plates including charts (six
folding), some foxing, modern half calf, slipcase
Scoresby (W.) JuniorAn Account of the Arctic Regions, with a History
and Description of the Northern Whale-Fishery, Edinburgh; 1820, two
volumes, two folding frontis, twenty-two other plates including charts (six
folding), some foxing, modern half calf, slipcase
Est. 600 - 1,000
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Scoresby (William) Junior Journal of a Voyage to the Northern
Whale-Fishery; including Researches and Discoveries on the Eastern
Coast of West Greenland, Made in the Summer of 1822, in the ship
Baffin of Liverpool, Edinburgh; 1823, eight plates and charts (four
folding), some foxing, modern half calf (uniform with previous lot),
slipcase
Scoresby (William) JuniorJournal of a Voyage to the Northern
Whale-Fishery; including Researches and Discoveries on the Eastern
Coast of West Greenland, Made in the Summer of 1822, in the ship
Baffin of Liverpool, Edinburgh; 1823, eight plates and charts (four
folding), some foxing, modern half calf (uniform with previous lot),
slipcase
Est. 100 - 200
Scoresby (William) Junior. Journal of a Voyage to the Northern
Whale-Fishery; including Researches and Discoveries on the Eastern
Coast of West Greenland, Made in the Summer of 1822, in the ship
Baffin of Liverpool, Edinburgh; 1823, signed presentation copy, eight
plates and charts (four folding), some foxing, modern half cloth
Scoresby (William) Junior.Journal of a Voyage to the Northern
Whale-Fishery; including Researches and Discoveries on the Eastern
Coast of West Greenland, Made in the Summer of 1822, in the ship
Baffin of Liverpool, Edinburgh; 1823, signed presentation copy, eight
plates and charts (four folding), some foxing, modern half cloth
Est. 100 - 200
Scoresby (William) Junior. Journal of a Voyage to the Northern
Whale-Fishery; including Researches and Discoveries on the Eastern
Coast of West Greenland, Made in the Summer of 1822, in the ship
Baffin of Liverpool, Edinburgh; 1823, signed presentation copy, eight
plates and charts (four folding), some foxing, top edge gilt, half calf
(margin of title excised without loss of text, some wear to binding,
lacking spine label)
Scoresby (William) Junior.Journal of a Voyage to the Northern
Whale-Fishery; including Researches and Discoveries on the Eastern
Coast of West Greenland, Made in the Summer of 1822, in the ship
Baffin of Liverpool, Edinburgh; 1823, signed presentation copy, eight
plates and charts (four folding), some foxing, top edge gilt, half calf
(margin of title excised without loss of text, some wear to binding,
lacking spine label)
Est. 100 - 200
Lyon (G.F., Captain) A Brief Narrative of an Unsuccessful Attempt to
Reach Repulse Bay, through Sir Thomas Rowe's 'Welcome', in his
Majesty's Ship Griper in the year MDCCCXXIV, John Murray, 1825,
seven plates and folding chart, modern half calf
Lyon (G.F., Captain)A Brief Narrative of an Unsuccessful Attempt to
Reach Repulse Bay, through Sir Thomas Rowe's 'Welcome', in his
Majesty's Ship Griper in the year MDCCCXXIV, John Murray, 1825,
seven plates and folding chart, modern half calf
Est. 150 - 200
Manby (George William) Journal of a Voyage to Greenland, in the Year
1821 .., Whittaker, 1823, folding frontis map (facsimile), twenty litho
plates (four folding), circulation list to front pastedown, original boards
(edges worn, re-backed with new spine label); Markham (Albert
Hastings), A Whaling Cruise to Baffin's Bay and the Gulf of Boothia ...,
Sampson Low, .., 1874, eight plates, colour folding map (torn without
loss), half morocco (school stamp to front endpaper); Bullen (Frank T.),
The
Manby (George William)Journal of a Voyage to Greenland, in the Year
1821 .., Whittaker, 1823, folding frontis map (facsimile), twenty litho
plates (four folding), circulation list to front pastedown, original boards
(edges worn, re-backed with new spine label);Markham (Albert
Hastings), A Whaling Cruise to Baffin's Bay and the Gulf of Boothia ...,
Sampson Low, .., 1874, eight plates, colour folding map (torn without
loss), half morocco (school stamp to front endpaper); Bullen (Frank T.),
The Cruise of the 'Cachelot', Round the World after Sperm Whales,
Smith, Elder, 1898, folding map, eight plates, original cloth gilt
(3)
Est. 150 - 200
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Greely (Adolphus W.) Three Years of Arctic Service, An Account of the
Lady Franklin Bay Expedition of 1881-84 and the Attainment of the
Farthest North, New York; Scribner's Sons, 1886, two volumes, signed
by the author, frontis to each, forty-two other plates, nine maps including
large folding map in rear pocket (torn at folds), original cloth; U.S.
Senate, Proceedings of the 'Proteus' Court of Inquiry on the Greely
Relief Expedition of 1883, Washington; Govt. Printing Office, 1884, six
folding
Greely (Adolphus W.)Three Years of Arctic Service, An Account of the
Lady Franklin Bay Expedition of 1881-84 and the Attainment of the
Farthest North, New York; Scribner's Sons, 1886, two volumes, signed
by the author, frontis to each, forty-two other plates, nine maps including
large folding map in rear pocket (torn at folds), original cloth;U.S.
Senate, Proceedings of the 'Proteus' Court of Inquiry on the Greely
Relief Expedition of 1883, Washington; Govt. Printing Office, 1884, six
folding maps (several torn without loss), seven illustrations on four
plates, modern cloth;with four others (7)
Est. 150 - 200
Jackson (Frederick G.) A Thousand Days in the Arctic, London and New
York; Harper, 1899, two volumes, each with presentation inscription
from the author to F.W. Frohawk (one of the illustrators), five folding
maps, illustrations as called for, top edge gilt, original cloth
Jackson (Frederick G.)A Thousand Days in the Arctic, London and New
York; Harper, 1899, two volumes, each with presentation inscription
from the author to F.W. Frohawk (one of the illustrators), five folding
maps, illustrations as called for, top edge gilt, original cloth
Est. 200 - 300
Jackson (Frederick G.) A Thousand Days in the Arctic, New York and
London; Harper, 1899, unopened, five folding maps, illustrations as
called for, top edge gilt, original cloth, modern slipcase
Jackson (Frederick G.)A Thousand Days in the Arctic, New York and
London; Harper, 1899, unopened, five folding maps, illustrations as
called for, top edge gilt, original cloth, modern slipcase
Est. 200 - 300
Mikkelsen (Ejnar) Lost in the Arctic, Being the Story of the 'Alabama'
Expedition, 1909-1912, Heinemann, 1913, folding map, plates as called
for, original cloth, modern slipcase
Mikkelsen (Ejnar)Lost in the Arctic, Being the Story of the 'Alabama'
Expedition, 1909-1912, Heinemann, 1913, folding map, plates as called
for, original cloth, modern slipcase
Est. 100 - 200
Henson (Matthew A.) A Negro Explorer at the North Pole, Stokes,
February 1912, frontis, six plates as called for, surface tear to page 77
with loss of text, original cloth with mounted portrait, basic slipcase
Henson (Matthew A.)A Negro Explorer at the North Pole, Stokes,
February 1912, frontis, six plates as called for, surface tear to page 77
with loss of text, original cloth with mounted portrait, basic slipcase
Est. 100 - 200
Amedeo (Luigi, of Savoy) On the 'Polar Star' in the Arctic Sea,
Hutchinson, 1903, two volumes, sixteen plates, two panoramas, five
maps including two folding maps in rear pocket, text illustrations,
original; cloth gilt; Glen (A.R.) & Croft (N.A.C.), Under the Pole Star, The
Oxford University Arctic Expedition, 1935-6, Methuen, 1937, plates and
maps as called for, dust wrapper; Mikkelsen (Ejnar), Lost in the Arctic,
Being the Story of the 'Alabama' Expedition, 1909-1912, Heinemann,
1913, folding
Amedeo (Luigi, of Savoy)On the 'Polar Star' in the Arctic Sea,
Hutchinson, 1903, two volumes, sixteen plates, two panoramas, five
maps including two folding maps in rear pocket, text illustrations,
original; cloth gilt;Glen (A.R.) & Croft (N.A.C.), Under the Pole Star, The
Oxford University Arctic Expedition, 1935-6, Methuen, 1937, plates and
maps as called for, dust wrapper;Mikkelsen (Ejnar), Lost in the Arctic,
Being the Story of the 'Alabama' Expedition, 1909-1912, Heinemann,
1913, folding map, plates as called for, modern cloth binding with
mounted figures on skis towing a sled, slipcase;with seven others
(11)
Est. 150 - 200
Shackleton (Edward) Arctic Journeys, The Story of the Oxford University
Ellesmere Land Expedition, 1934-5, Hodder and Stoughton, 1937,
signed by the author, dust wrapper (priced 21/-, repairs to head and tail
of dust wrapper spine)
Shackleton (Edward)Arctic Journeys, The Story of the Oxford University
Ellesmere Land Expedition, 1934-5, Hodder and Stoughton, 1937,
signed by the author, dust wrapper (priced 21/-, repairs to head and tail
of dust wrapper spine)
Est. 100 - 200
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Amundsen (Roald) Roald Amundsen's 'The North West Passage', Being
the Record of a Voyage of Exploration of the Ship 'Gjoa' 1903-1907,
Constable, 1908, two volumes, two folding maps in rear pockets, plates
as called for, original cloth gilt (head of spine worn); with three others
(5)
Amundsen (Roald)Roald Amundsen's 'The North West Passage', Being
the Record of a Voyage of Exploration of the Ship 'Gjoa' 1903-1907,
Constable, 1908, two volumes, two folding maps in rear pockets, plates
as called for, original cloth gilt (head of spine worn);with three others
(5)
Est. 100 - 200
Nansen (Fridtjof) In Northern Mists, Arctic Exploration in Early Times,
Heinemann, 1911, two volumes, mounted frontis to each, original cloth
gilt; with seven others
(9)
Nansen (Fridtjof)In Northern Mists, Arctic Exploration in Early Times,
Heinemann, 1911, two volumes, mounted frontis to each, original cloth
gilt;with seven others
(9)
Est. 100 - 200
Abruzzi (Duke of), [Amedeo (Luigi, of Savoy)] Farther North Than
Nansen, Being the Voyage of the Polar Star, Bell, 1901, frontis, fold out
plate, two full page illustrations within the pagination, original pictorial
cloth
Abruzzi (Duke of), [Amedeo (Luigi, of Savoy)]Farther North Than
Nansen, Being the Voyage of the Polar Star, Bell, 1901, frontis, fold out
plate, two full page illustrations within the pagination, original pictorial
cloth
Est. 100 - 200
Stefansson (Vilhjalmur) The Adventure of Wrangel Island, Cape, 1926,
folding map, plates as called for, dust wrapper (priced 18s.); Andree
(S.A.), Strindberg (Nils) & Fraenkel (Knut), The Andree Diaries, being ...
written during their Balloon Expedition to the North Pole in 1897 ....,
John Lane, 1931, first English edition, frontis, three folding maps, plates
as called for, dust wrapper (priced 21s.); with seven others
(9)
Stefansson (Vilhjalmur) The Adventure of Wrangel Island, Cape, 1926,
folding map, plates as called for, dust wrapper (priced 18s.);Andree
(S.A.), Strindberg (Nils) & Fraenkel (Knut), The Andree Diaries, being ...
written during their Balloon Expedition to the North Pole in 1897 ....,
John Lane, 1931, first English edition, frontis, three folding maps, plates
as called for, dust wrapper (priced 21s.);with seven others
(9)
Est. 100 - 200
Hayes (J. Gordon) Robert Edwin Peary, A Record of his Explorations
1886-1909, Richards & Toulmin, n.d. [1929], plates and charts as called
for, including four folding charts in rear pocket, dust wrapper (priced
15s.); with five others
(6)
Hayes (J. Gordon)Robert Edwin Peary, A Record of his Explorations
1886-1909, Richards & Toulmin, n.d. [1929], plates and charts as called
for, including four folding charts in rear pocket, dust wrapper (priced
15s.); with five others
(6)
Est. 100 - 200
Lewin (W. Henry) The Great North Pole Fraud, C.W. Daniel, 1935,
folding map, dust wrapper (priced 7s.6d.)
Lewin (W. Henry)The Great North Pole Fraud, C.W. Daniel, 1935,
folding map, dust wrapper (priced 7s.6d.)
Est. 300 - 500
The Arctic A quantity of books on Arctic exploration, the Franklin Search,
the voyage of the Jeannette, etc. (c50)
The ArcticA quantity of books on Arctic exploration, the Franklin Search,
the voyage of the Jeannette, etc. (c50)
Est. 100 - 200
Mawson (Douglas) The Home of the Blizzard, Being the Story of the
Australasian Antarctic Expedition, 1911-1914, Heinemann, 1915, first
edition, , two volumes, portrait frontis, colour and monochrome plates as
called for, three folding maps in rear pocket, original cloth gilt, modern
slipcase.
Mawson (Douglas)The Home of the Blizzard, Being the Story of the
Australasian Antarctic Expedition, 1911-1914, Heinemann, 1915, first
edition, , two volumes, portrait frontis, colour and monochrome plates as
called for, three folding maps in rear pocket, original cloth gilt, modern
slipcase.
Est. 300 - 500
Mawson (Douglas) The Home of the Blizzard, Being the Story of the
Australasian Antarctic Expedition, 1911-1914, Heinemann, 1915, first
edition, two volumes, portrait frontis, colour and monochrome plates as
called for, three folding maps in rear pocket, original cloth gilt (re-cased)
Mawson (Douglas)The Home of the Blizzard, Being the Story of the
Australasian Antarctic Expedition, 1911-1914, Heinemann, 1915, first
edition, two volumes, portrait frontis, colour and monochrome plates as
called for, three folding maps in rear pocket, original cloth gilt (re-cased)
Est. 100 - 200
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Shackleton (E.H.) The Heart of the Antarctic, Being the Story of the
British Antarctic Expedition, 1907-1909, Heinemann, 1909, two volumes,
presentation inscription signed by the author (Feb 1910), frontis to each,
colour and monochrome plates as called for (a few plates with frayed
margins), folding panorama and three folding maps in rear pocket (some
folds reinforced on reverse), errata slip, top edge gilt, original cloth
(re-backed retaining original backstrips), modern slipcase
Shackleton (E.H.)The Heart of the Antarctic, Being the Story of the
British Antarctic Expedition, 1907-1909, Heinemann, 1909, two volumes,
presentation inscription signed by the author (Feb 1910), frontis to each,
colour and monochrome plates as called for (a few plates with frayed
margins), folding panorama and three folding maps in rear pocket (some
folds reinforced on reverse), errata slip, top edge gilt, original cloth
(re-backed retaining original backstrips), modern slipcase
Est. 600 - 1,000
Shackleton (E.H.) The Heart of the Antarctic, Being the Story of the
British Antarctic Expedition, 1907-1909, Heinemann, 1909, two volumes,
frontis to each, colour and monochrome plates as called for, folding
panorama and three folding maps in rear pocket, errata slip, top edge
gilt, original cloth
Shackleton (E.H.)The Heart of the Antarctic, Being the Story of the
British Antarctic Expedition, 1907-1909, Heinemann, 1909, two volumes,
frontis to each, colour and monochrome plates as called for, folding
panorama and three folding maps in rear pocket, errata slip, top edge
gilt, original cloth
Est. 200 - 300
Shackleton (Ernest, Sir) South, The Story of Shackleton's Last
Expedition, 1914-1917, Heinemann, 1919, first edition, colour frontis,
monochrome plates as called for, folding map (margin torn without loss),
original cloth, modern slipcase
Shackleton (Ernest, Sir)South, The Story of Shackleton's Last
Expedition, 1914-1917, Heinemann, 1919, first edition, colour frontis,
monochrome plates as called for, folding map (margin torn without loss),
original cloth, modern slipcase
Est. 400 - 600
Shackleton (Ernest, Sir) South, The Story of Shackleton's Last
Expedition, 1914-1917, Heinemann, 1919, second impression, colour
frontis, monochrome plates as called for, folding map, original cloth
(re-backed retaining original backstrip; with four others (5)
Shackleton (Ernest, Sir)South, The Story of Shackleton's Last
Expedition, 1914-1917, Heinemann, 1919, second impression, colour
frontis, monochrome plates as called for, folding map, original cloth
(re-backed retaining original backstrip;with four others (5)
Est. 100 - 200
Wild (Frank, Cdr.) Shackleton's Last Voyage, The Story of the Quest ..,
Cassell, 1923, colour frontis, 100 monochrome illustrations on plates as
called for, some foxing, original cloth gilt, modern slipcase
Wild (Frank, Cdr.)Shackleton's Last Voyage, The Story of the Quest ..,
Cassell, 1923, colour frontis, 100 monochrome illustrations on plates as
called for, some foxing, original cloth gilt, modern slipcase
Est. 150 - 200
Wild (Frank, Cdr.) - Manuscript A seven page signed autograph account
by Frank Wild, describing his experiences in the Antarctic, written in the
commonplace book of Miss Kathleen M. Blocksidge of Surrey at the
request of her grandfather [c1917], with a signed photograph of Wild
tipped in. Wild describes icebergs, their shape and dimensions; the
problems of food supply, discussing the taste of seal and penguin meat
-'the penguins are really nice, the legs taste like mutton and the breast
very lik
Wild (Frank, Cdr.) - ManuscriptA seven page signed autograph account
by Frank Wild, describing his experiences in the Antarctic, written in the
commonplace book of Miss Kathleen M. Blocksidge of Surrey at the
request of her grandfather [c1917], with a signed photograph of Wild
tipped in. Wild describes icebergs, their shape and dimensions; the
problems of food supply, discussing the taste of seal and penguin meat
-'the penguins are really nice, the legs taste like mutton and the breast
very like hare'; the cycle of the sun, its effect on temperature and
frostbite; wildlife and the seasons - petrels, penguins, skuas, sea
leopards, close escapes from killer whales; his affection for the sledge
dogs and how sad he was when they had to be shot! Also signed by
Raymond Priestley, one leaf loose, original cloth
Est. 1,000 - 2,000

146

Hurley (Frank, Capt) Argonauts of the South .. being a Narrative of
Voyagings and Polar Seas and Adventures in the Antarctic with Sir
Douglas Mawson and Sir Ernest Shackleton, Putnam's, 1925, first
edition, two folding maps, monochrome plates as called for, top edge
gilt, unclipped dust wrapper (some restoration), slipcase [provenance Franklin Brooke-Hitching #658]
Hurley (Frank, Capt)Argonauts of the South .. being a Narrative of
Voyagings and Polar Seas and Adventures in the Antarctic with Sir
Douglas Mawson and Sir Ernest Shackleton, Putnam's, 1925, first
edition, two folding maps, monochrome plates as called for, top edge
gilt, unclipped dust wrapper (some restoration), slipcase [provenance Franklin Brooke-Hitching #658]
Est. 600 - 1,000
Hurley (Frank, Capt) Argonauts of the South .. being a Narrative of
Voyagings and Polar Seas and Adventures in the Antarctic with Sir
Douglas Mawson and Sir Ernest Shackleton, Putnam's, 1925, first
edition, two folding maps, monochrome plates as called for, top edge
gilt, original cloth (some fore-edge staining); Worsley (Frank Arthur),
Endurance, An Epic of Polar Adventure, Allan, 1931, plates as called
for, original cloth (2)
Hurley (Frank, Capt)Argonauts of the South .. being a Narrative of
Voyagings and Polar Seas and Adventures in the Antarctic with Sir
Douglas Mawson and Sir Ernest Shackleton, Putnam's, 1925, first
edition, two folding maps, monochrome plates as called for, top edge
gilt, original cloth (some fore-edge staining);Worsley (Frank Arthur),
Endurance, An Epic of Polar Adventure, Allan, 1931, plates as called
for, original cloth (2)
Est. 200 - 300
Murray (James) & Marston (George) Antarctic Days ..., Andrew Melrose,
1913, plates as called for, original cloth (re-cased with new endpapers)
Murray (James) & Marston (George)Antarctic Days ..., Andrew Melrose,
1913, plates as called for, original cloth (re-cased with new endpapers)
Est. 100 - 200
Hussey (L.D.A., Dr.) South with Shackleton, Sampson Low, 1949, text
illustrations, dust wrapper (chipped); Another copy, oceanographic
survey stamps to verso of half title, original cloth
(2)
Hussey (L.D.A., Dr.)South with Shackleton, Sampson Low, 1949, text
illustrations, dust wrapper (chipped);Another copy, oceanographic
survey stamps to verso of half title, original cloth
(2)
Est. 100 - 200
Whitehouse (J.H.) & Shackleton (E.H., Sir) A Visit to Nansen [and]
Adventure, O.U.P., 1928, portrait plates of each author, original
cloth-backed boards; Joyce (Ernest E. Mills), The South Polar Trail,
Duckworth, 1929, plates as called for, original? gray wraps (spine worn
with later label), modern slipcase
Whitehouse (J.H.) & Shackleton (E.H., Sir)A Visit to Nansen [and]
Adventure, O.U.P., 1928, portrait plates of each author, original
cloth-backed boards; Joyce (Ernest E. Mills), The South Polar Trail,
Duckworth, 1929, plates as called for, original? gray wraps (spine worn
with later label), modern slipcase
Est. 100 - 200
Davis (John K.) With the 'Aurora' in the Antarctic, 1911-1914, Andrew
Melrose, n.d. [1919], plates and maps as called for, original orange cloth
gilt, modern slipcase
Davis (John K.)With the 'Aurora' in the Antarctic, 1911-1914, Andrew
Melrose, n.d. [1919], plates and maps as called for, original orange cloth
gilt, modern slipcase
Est. 300 - 500
Scott (Robert F., Capt.) The Voyage of the 'Discovery', Smith Elder,
1905, first edition, two volumes, presentation inscription to Sir Arthur
Moore signed by the author, plates and maps as called for, two folding
charts in rear pockets, top edge gilt, original cloth, modern slipcase
Scott (Robert F., Capt.)The Voyage of the 'Discovery', Smith Elder,
1905, first edition, two volumes, presentation inscription to Sir Arthur
Moore signed by the author, plates and maps as called for, two folding
charts in rear pockets, top edge gilt, original cloth, modern slipcase
Est. 800 - 1,200
Scott (Robert F., Capt.) The Voyage of the 'Discovery', Smith Elder,
1905, first edition, two volumes, plates and maps as called for, two
folding charts in rear pockets, top edge gilt, original cloth (ink inscription
to head of titles)
Scott (Robert F., Capt.)The Voyage of the 'Discovery', Smith Elder,
1905, first edition, two volumes, plates and maps as called for, two
folding charts in rear pockets, top edge gilt, original cloth (ink inscription
to head of titles)
Est. 300 - 400
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Scott (Robert Falcon) Scott's Last Expedition ..Being the Journals of
Captain R.F. Scott ...Reports of the Journeys and Scientific Work ..,
arranged by Leonard Huxley, Smith Elder, 1913, two volumes, folding
maps, colour and monochrome plates all present as called for, top edge
gilt, original cloth, dust wrappers (chipped, vol. I dust wrapper with tape
verso and washed-out spine), modern slipcase
Scott (Robert Falcon)Scott's Last Expedition ..Being the Journals of
Captain R.F. Scott ...Reports of the Journeys and Scientific Work ..,
arranged by Leonard Huxley, Smith Elder, 1913, two volumes, folding
maps, colour and monochrome plates all present as called for, top edge
gilt, original cloth, dust wrappers (chipped, vol. I dust wrapper with tape
verso and washed-out spine), modern slipcase
Est. 600 - 1,000
Priestley (Raymond E.) Antarctic Adventure, Scott's Northern Party,
Fisher Unwin, 1914, three folding maps, plates present as called for, top
edge gilt, original cloth, modern slipcase
Priestley (Raymond E.)Antarctic Adventure, Scott's Northern Party,
Fisher Unwin, 1914, three folding maps, plates present as called for, top
edge gilt, original cloth, modern slipcase
Est. 200 - 400
Taylor (Griffith) With Scott, The Silver Lining, Smith, Elder, 1916, first
edition without the preface leaf added to later issues, folding maps and
plates present as called for, original cloth, modern slipcase
Taylor (Griffith)With Scott, The Silver Lining, Smith, Elder, 1916, first
edition without the preface leaf added to later issues, folding maps and
plates present as called for, original cloth, modern slipcase
Est. 200 - 400
Cherry-Garrard (Apsley) The Worst Journey in the World, Antarctic
1910-1913, Constable, 1922, first edition, maps, colour and
monochrome plates (ten folding) present as called for, duplicate spine
labels on front pastedowns, original cloth-backed boards, modern
slipcase
Cherry-Garrard (Apsley)The Worst Journey in the World, Antarctic
1910-1913, Constable, 1922, first edition, maps, colour and
monochrome plates (ten folding) present as called for, duplicate spine
labels on front pastedowns, original cloth-backed boards, modern
slipcase
Est. 600 - 1,000
Cherry-Garrard (Apsley) The Worst Journey in the World, Antarctic
1910-1913, Constable, 1922, first edition, maps, colour and
monochrome plates (ten folding) present as called for, original
cloth-backed boards, modern slipcase
Cherry-Garrard (Apsley)The Worst Journey in the World, Antarctic
1910-1913, Constable, 1922, first edition, maps, colour and
monochrome plates (ten folding) present as called for, original
cloth-backed boards, modern slipcase
Est. 400 - 600
Priestley (Raymond E.) Antarctic Adventure, Scott's Northern Party,
Fisher Unwin, 1914, three folding maps, plates present as called for, top
edge gilt, modern quarter morocco binding with slipcase
Priestley (Raymond E.)Antarctic Adventure, Scott's Northern Party,
Fisher Unwin, 1914, three folding maps, plates present as called for, top
edge gilt, modern quarter morocco binding with slipcase
Est. 100 - 200
Armitage (Albert B., Lieut.) Two Years in the Antarctic, Being a Narrative
of the British National Antarctic Expedition, Edward Arnold, 1905, folding
map (foxed), plates present as called for, original cloth, modern slipcase
Armitage (Albert B., Lieut.)Two Years in the Antarctic, Being a Narrative
of the British National Antarctic Expedition, Edward Arnold, 1905, folding
map (foxed), plates present as called for, original cloth, modern slipcase
Est. 300 - 500
Armitage (Albert B., Lieut.) Two Years in the Antarctic, Being a Narrative
of the British National Antarctic Expedition, Edward Arnold, 1905, folding
map plates present as called for, modern half calf
Armitage (Albert B., Lieut.)Two Years in the Antarctic, Being a Narrative
of the British National Antarctic Expedition, Edward Arnold, 1905, folding
map plates present as called for, modern half calf
Est. 100 - 200
Ponting (Herbert G.) The Great White South, Being an Account of
Experiences with Captain Scott's South Pole Expedition and of the
Nature Life of the Antarctic, Duckworth, 1921, plates as called for,
original cloth, modern slipcase
Ponting (Herbert G.)The Great White South, Being an Account of
Experiences with Captain Scott's South Pole Expedition and of the
Nature Life of the Antarctic, Duckworth, 1921, plates as called for,
original cloth, modern slipcase
Est. 100 - 200

163

Ponting (Herbert G.) The Great White South, Being an Account of
Experiences with Captain Scott's South Pole Expedition and of the
Nature Life of the Antarctic, Duckworth, 1921, plates as called for,
original cloth; Hurley (Frank, Capt), Argonauts of the South .. being a
Narrative of Voyagings and Polar Seas and Adventures in the Antarctic
with Sir Douglas Mawson and Sir Ernest Shackleton, Putnam's, 1925,
first edition, two folding maps, monochrome plates as called for, top
edge gilt, original cl
Ponting (Herbert G.)The Great White South, Being an Account of
Experiences with Captain Scott's South Pole Expedition and of the
Nature Life of the Antarctic, Duckworth, 1921, plates as called for,
original cloth;Hurley (Frank, Capt), Argonauts of the South .. being a
Narrative of Voyagings and Polar Seas and Adventures in the Antarctic
with Sir Douglas Mawson and Sir Ernest Shackleton, Putnam's, 1925,
first edition, two folding maps, monochrome plates as called for, top
edge gilt, original cloth (at least four pages crudely opened with torn
margins)
(2)
Est. 100 - 200
Bernacchi (L.C.) A Very Gallant Gentleman, Butterworth, 1933, first
edition, plates and maps as called for, dust wrapper (priced 8/6,
chipped)
Bernacchi (L.C.)A Very Gallant Gentleman, Butterworth, 1933, first
edition, plates and maps as called for, dust wrapper (priced 8/6,
chipped)
Est. 100 - 200
Evans (Edward, Capt.) South With Scott, Collins, 1921, first edition,
portrait frontis, three folding maps, folding plan, original cloth
(re-cased/restored), basic slipcase
Evans (Edward, Capt.)South With Scott, Collins, 1921, first edition,
portrait frontis, three folding maps, folding plan, original cloth
(re-cased/restored), basic slipcase
Est. 100 - 200
Evans (Edward, Capt.) South With Scott, Collins, 1921, first edition,
portrait frontis, three folding plates, re-bound retaining original backstrip,
basic slipcase; idem., South With Scott, Collins' Clear Type, n.d.,
presentation inscription signed by the author in 1936, frontis, three maps
on one sheet, original cloth; with nine other volumes
(11)
Evans (Edward, Capt.)South With Scott, Collins, 1921, first edition,
portrait frontis, three folding plates, re-bound retaining original backstrip,
basic slipcase;idem., South With Scott, Collins' Clear Type, n.d.,
presentation inscription signed by the author in 1936, frontis, three maps
on one sheet, original cloth;with nine other volumes
(11)
Est. 100 - 200
Evans (Edward, Cdr.) Souvenir of Lecture: 'The British Antarctic
Expedition, 1910-1913' …, printed by Geo. Gordon of Bristol, n.d.,
[1913], signed by the author, loosely inserted Typed Letter Signed by
the author (8th April 1942) recalling his lecture at Manchester, complete
with envelope, original wraps (creasing to mounted portrait on front
cover); idem, Baths Hall, Wimbledon … Commander Evans to deliver a
Lecture on Capt. Scott's Expedition on Monday, February 16th … Sir
Ernest Shackleton wil
Evans (Edward, Cdr.)Souvenir of Lecture: 'The British Antarctic
Expedition, 1910-1913' …, printed by Geo. Gordon of Bristol, n.d.,
[1913], signed by the author, loosely inserted Typed Letter Signed by
the author (8th April 1942) recalling his lecture at Manchester, complete
with envelope, original wraps (creasing to mounted portrait on front
cover);idem, Baths Hall, Wimbledon … Commander Evans to deliver a
Lecture on Capt. Scott's Expedition on Monday, February 16th … Sir
Ernest Shackleton will Preside, Maxwell's, four page promotional,
illustrated, creased horizontally and vertically where folded (tearing at
folds)
Est. 200 - 400
Lashly (W.) The Diary of W. Lashly, A Record of the Return Journey of
the Last Supporting Party with Capt. Scott to the South Pole, University
of Reading, 1938-39, numbered limited edition of 75, Nautical College
Bookplate and accession stamp, original linen-backed printed paper
boards (manuscript title to backstrip), modern slipcase
Lashly (W.)The Diary of W. Lashly, A Record of the Return Journey of
the Last Supporting Party with Capt. Scott to the South Pole, University
of Reading, 1938-39, numbered limited edition of 75, Nautical College
Bookplate and accession stamp, original linen-backed printed paper
boards (manuscript title to backstrip), modern slipcase
Est. 1,000 - 2,000
Hayes (J. Gordon) Antarctica, A Treatise on the Southern Ocean,
Richards Press, 1928, first edition, plates and maps as called for, dust
wrapper (priced 42/-, chipped)
Hayes (J. Gordon)Antarctica, A Treatise on the Southern Ocean,
Richards Press, 1928, first edition, plates and maps as called for, dust
wrapper (priced 42/-, chipped)
Est. 200 - 300
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Hayes (J. Gordon) Antarctica, A Treatise on the Southern Ocean,
Richards Press, 1928, first edition, plates and maps as called for, recent
quarter morocco, slipcase
Hayes (J. Gordon)Antarctica, A Treatise on the Southern Ocean,
Richards Press, 1928, first edition, plates and maps as called for, recent
quarter morocco, slipcase
Est. 100 - 150
Rymill (John) Southern Lights, The Official Account of the British
Graham Land Expedition, 1934-1937, Chatto and Windus, 1938, first
edition, plates as called for, four coloured maps (three folding), dust
wrapper (price clipped)
Rymill (John)Southern Lights, The Official Account of the British Graham
Land Expedition, 1934-1937, Chatto and Windus, 1938, first edition,
plates as called for, four coloured maps (three folding), dust wrapper
(price clipped)
Est. 100 - 200
Cook (Frederick A.) Through the First Antarctic Night, 1898-1899, A
Narrative of the Voyage of the 'Belgica' …, New York; Doubleday &
McClure, 1900, numbered 'Author's edition' of 1000*, signed by the
author with additional portrait frontis, plates as called for, original
pictorial cloth (faded, recased with new endpapers), modern slipcase
[*Rosove believes that the number was much smaller]
Cook (Frederick A.)Through the First Antarctic Night, 1898-1899, A
Narrative of the Voyage of the 'Belgica' …, New York; Doubleday &
McClure, 1900, numbered 'Author's edition' of 1000*, signed by the
author with additional portrait frontis, plates as called for, original
pictorial cloth (faded, recased with new endpapers), modern slipcase
[*Rosove believes that the number was much smaller]

177

'Three of the Staff' The Voyage of the 'Scotia', Being the Record of a
Voyage of Exploration in Antarctic Seas, William Blackwood, 1906,
plates as called for, three maps (two folding and in colour), original
pictorial cloth, modern slipcase
'Three of the Staff'The Voyage of the 'Scotia', Being the Record of a
Voyage of Exploration in Antarctic Seas, William Blackwood, 1906,
plates as called for, three maps (two folding and in colour), original
pictorial cloth, modern slipcase
Est. 300 - 500
Doorly (Gerald S., Capt.) The Voyages of the 'Morning', Smith Elder,
1916, first edition, frontis, plates and sheet music as called for, folding
map, original pictorial cloth, modern slipcase
Doorly (Gerald S., Capt.)The Voyages of the 'Morning', Smith Elder,
1916, first edition, frontis, plates and sheet music as called for, folding
map, original pictorial cloth, modern slipcase
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
Amundsen (Roald) The South Pole, An Account of the Norwegian
Antarctic Expedition in the 'Fram', 1910-1912, John Murray, 1912, first
English edition, two volumes, plates and maps as called for, top edge
gilt, original red cloth, modern slipcase
Amundsen (Roald)The South Pole, An Account of the Norwegian
Antarctic Expedition in the 'Fram', 1910-1912, John Murray, 1912, first
English edition, two volumes, plates and maps as called for, top edge
gilt, original red cloth, modern slipcase
Est. 600 - 1,000
Cook (Frederick A.) Through the First Antarctic Night, 1898-1899, A
Narrative of the Voyage of the 'Belgica' …, Heinemann, 1900, colour
and monochrome plates as called for, original pictorial cloth (re-backed
retaining original backstrip, library stamp to final page); Amundsen
(Roald), My Life as an Explorer, Heinemann, 1927, frontis, dust wrapper
(priced 10s.6d., worn and faded); idem, The South Pole, An Account of
the Norwegian Antarctic Expedition in the 'Fram', 1910-1912, John
Murray, 1912,
Cook (Frederick A.)Through the First Antarctic Night, 1898-1899, A
Narrative of the Voyage of the 'Belgica' …, Heinemann, 1900, colour
and monochrome plates as called for, original pictorial cloth (re-backed
retaining original backstrip, library stamp to final page); Amundsen
(Roald), My Life as an Explorer, Heinemann, 1927, frontis, dust wrapper
(priced 10s.6d., worn and faded);idem, The South Pole, An Account of
the Norwegian Antarctic Expedition in the 'Fram', 1910-1912, John
Murray, 1912, first English edition, two volumes, plates and maps as
called for (one folding map torn without loss), top edge gilt, modern red
cloth (4)
Est. 100 - 200
Bagshawe (Thomas Wyatt) Two Men in the Antarctic, An Expedition to
Graham Land, 1920-1922, Cambridge University Press, 1939, first
edition, two panoramas on folding sheet, plates as called for, dust
wrapper (priced 15s., dust wrapper chipped with small hole to front)
Bagshawe (Thomas Wyatt)Two Men in the Antarctic, An Expedition to
Graham Land, 1920-1922, Cambridge University Press, 1939, first
edition, two panoramas on folding sheet, plates as called for, dust
wrapper (priced 15s., dust wrapper chipped with small hole to front)
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Est. 400 - 600
Charcot (Jean) The Voyage of the 'Why Not?' In the Antarctic, The
Journal of the Second French South Polar Expedition, 1908-1910,
Hodder and Stoughton, n.d., folding frontis, plates as called for, original
cloth gilt (recased with restoration of endpapers at hinges), modern
slipcase
Charcot (Jean)The Voyage of the 'Why Not?' In the Antarctic, The
Journal of the Second French South Polar Expedition, 1908-1910,
Hodder and Stoughton, n.d., folding frontis, plates as called for, original
cloth gilt (recased with restoration of endpapers at hinges), modern
slipcase
Est. 200 - 300
Drygalski (Erich von) The Southern Ice-Continent, The German South
Polar Expedition aboard the Gauss, 1901-1903, Bluntisham
Books/Erskine Press, 1989, first edition in English, folio, original pictorial
cloth; Filchner (Wilhelm), To the Sixth Continent, The Second German
South Polar Expedition, Bluntisham Books/Erskine Press, 1994, first
edition in English, folio, original cloth; with nine others
(11)
Drygalski (Erich von)The Southern Ice-Continent, The German South
Polar Expedition aboard the Gauss, 1901-1903, Bluntisham
Books/Erskine Press, 1989, first edition in English, folio, original pictorial
cloth;Filchner (Wilhelm), To the Sixth Continent, The Second German
South Polar Expedition, Bluntisham Books/Erskine Press, 1994, first
edition in English, folio, original cloth;with nine others
(11)
Est. 200 - 300
Borchgrevink (C.E.) First on the Antarctic Continent being An Account of
the British Antarctic Expedition, 1898-1900, George Newnes, 1901, first
edition, portrait frontis, three folding colour maps, text illustrations
including full page images, top edge gilt, original cloth gilt, modern
slipcase
Borchgrevink (C.E.)First on the Antarctic Continent being An Account of
the British Antarctic Expedition, 1898-1900, George Newnes, 1901, first
edition, portrait frontis, three folding colour maps, text illustrations
including full page images, top edge gilt, original cloth gilt, modern
slipcase
Est. 400 - 600
Bernacchi (Louis) To The South Polar Regions, Expedition of
1898-1900, Hurst and Blackett, 1901, first edition, frontis and
illustrations as called for, plates within pagination, three charts (two
folding and in colour, one with repaired small closed tear), original cloth
gilt, modern slipcase
Bernacchi (Louis)To The South Polar Regions, Expedition of 1898-1900,
Hurst and Blackett, 1901, first edition, frontis and illustrations as called
for, plates within pagination, three charts (two folding and in colour, one
with repaired small closed tear), original cloth gilt, modern slipcase
Est. 500 - 800
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Est. 300 - 500
Nordenskjold (N. Otto G., Dr.) & Andersson (Joh. Gunnar, Dr.)
Antarctica, or Two Years Amongst the Ice of the South Pole, Hurst and
Blackett, 1905, portrait frontis, colour plates as called for, text
illustrations, four colour maps (two large folding, one with torn fold),
original cloth (spine head and tail frayed)
Nordenskjold (N. Otto G., Dr.) & Andersson (Joh. Gunnar,
Dr.)Antarctica, or Two Years Amongst the Ice of the South Pole, Hurst
and Blackett, 1905, portrait frontis, colour plates as called for, text
illustrations, four colour maps (two large folding, one with torn fold),
original cloth (spine head and tail frayed)
Est. 300 - 500
Nordenskjold (N. Otto G., Dr.) & Andersson (Joh. Gunnar, Dr.)
Antarctica, or Two Years Amongst the Ice of the South Pole, Hurst and
Blackett, 1905, portrait frontis, colour plates as called for, text
illustrations, four colour maps (two large folding), recent full calf
Nordenskjold (N. Otto G., Dr.) & Andersson (Joh. Gunnar,
Dr.)Antarctica, or Two Years Amongst the Ice of the South Pole, Hurst
and Blackett, 1905, portrait frontis, colour plates as called for, text
illustrations, four colour maps (two large folding), recent full calf
Est. 200 - 300
Davis (John King) With the 'Aurora' in the Antarctic, 1911-1914, Andrew
Melrose, n.d. [1919], plates and maps as called for, original navy cloth
gilt, modern slipcase
Davis (John King)With the 'Aurora' in the Antarctic, 1911-1914, Andrew
Melrose, n.d. [1919], plates and maps as called for, original navy cloth
gilt, modern slipcase
Est. 300 - 500
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Brown (R.N. Rudmose) A Naturalist at the Poles, The Life, Work and
Voyages of Dr. W.S. Bruce, the Polar Explorer, Seeley, Service, 1923,
first edition, two folding colour maps, plates as called for, dust wrapper
with price excised from backstrip; Levick (G. Murray, Dr.), Antarctic
Penguins, A Study of their Social Habits, Heinemann, 1914, plates as
called for, original pictorial cloth; with one other
(3)
Brown (R.N. Rudmose)A Naturalist at the Poles, The Life, Work and
Voyages of Dr. W.S. Bruce, the Polar Explorer, Seeley, Service, 1923,
first edition, two folding colour maps, plates as called for, dust wrapper
with price excised from backstrip;Levick (G. Murray, Dr.), Antarctic
Penguins, A Study of their Social Habits, Heinemann, 1914, plates as
called for, original pictorial cloth;with one other
(3)
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Mill (Hugh R.) The Siege of the South Pole, The Story of Antarctic
Exploration, Alston Rivers, 1905, plates as called for, large folding colour
map, original cloth gilt; Buache (M. [Philippe]), Geographical and
Physical Observations, including a Theory of the Antarctic Regions, and
the Frozen Sea …, extracted from the Gentleman's Magazine, 1763,
pages 32-36, with folding chart '… the Antarctic Polar Circle, with the
Countries adjoining according to the New Hypothesis of M. Buache.
From the Memoi
Mill (Hugh R.)The Siege of the South Pole, The Story of Antarctic
Exploration, Alston Rivers, 1905, plates as called for, large folding colour
map, original cloth gilt;Buache (M. [Philippe]), Geographical and
Physical Observations, including a Theory of the Antarctic Regions, and
the Frozen Sea …, extracted from the Gentleman's Magazine, 1763,
pages 32-36, with folding chart '… the Antarctic Polar Circle, with the
Countries adjoining according to the New Hypothesis of M. Buache.
From the Memoirs of the Royal Academy at Paris', modern quarter cloth
binding
(2)
Est. 100 - 200
Christensen (Lars) My Last Expedition to the Antarctic 1936-1937, With
a Review of the research work done on the voyages in 1927-1937, A
Lecture …, Oslo; Tanum, '1938' (Reprinted Washington D.C, 1940),
portrait frontis, five double-sided plates, light water staining to upper
margin of outer leaves, original cloth with paper label; Villiers (A.J.), To
the Frozen South, Hobart; Davies Bros., n.d. [1924], quarto, [8], 96
pages, original cloth-backed printed paper boards;
with one other
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Est. 200 - 300
Joyce (Ernest E. Mills) The South Polar Trail, … Log of the Imperial
Trans-Antarctic Expedition, Duckworth, 1929, first edition, plates as
called for, chart in text with errata slip, original cloth
Joyce (Ernest E. Mills)The South Polar Trail, … Log of the Imperial
Trans-Antarctic Expedition, Duckworth, 1929, first edition, plates as
called for, chart in text with errata slip, original cloth
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Est. 100 - 200
Joyce (Ernest E. Mills) The South Polar Trail, … Log of the Imperial
Trans-Antarctic Expedition, Duckworth, 1929, first edition, plates as
called for, chart in text with errata slip, original cloth
Joyce (Ernest E. Mills)The South Polar Trail, … Log of the Imperial
Trans-Antarctic Expedition, Duckworth, 1929, first edition, plates as
called for, chart in text with errata slip, original cloth
Est. 100 - 200
Fricker (Karl, Dr.) The Antarctic Regions, Swan Sonnenschein, 1900,
first edition, Ernest Shackleton's own copy, signed 'E.H. Shackleton,
11.3.01' on front free endpaper, folding colour chart (torn without loss,
some foxing), plates as called for, foxing to prelims and endpapers,
original cloth gilt (rubbed)
Fricker (Karl, Dr.)The Antarctic Regions, Swan Sonnenschein, 1900, first
edition, Ernest Shackleton's own copy, signed 'E.H. Shackleton, 11.3.01'
on front free endpaper, folding colour chart (torn without loss, some
foxing), plates as called for, foxing to prelims and endpapers, original
cloth gilt (rubbed)
Est. 500 - 800
Balch (Edwin Swift) Antarctica, Philadelphia; Allen, Lane & Scott, 1902,
author's presentation copy, three folding maps, top edge gilt, original
cloth (slight wear to head of spine)
Balch (Edwin Swift)Antarctica, Philadelphia; Allen, Lane & Scott, 1902,
author's presentation copy, three folding maps, top edge gilt, original
cloth (slight wear to head of spine)
Est. 200 - 400
Bull (H[enrik] J[ohan]) The Cruise of the 'Antarctic' to the South Polar
Regions, Edward Arnold, 1896, first edition, presentation inscription to
Capt. Aagaard, signed by the author, twelve plates as called for, original
cloth (rubbed, hinge of rear endpaper crudely glued), modern slipcase
Bull (H[enrik] J[ohan])The Cruise of the 'Antarctic' to the South Polar
Regions, Edward Arnold, 1896, first edition, presentation inscription to
Capt. Aagaard, signed by the author, twelve plates as called for, original
cloth (rubbed, hinge of rear endpaper crudely glued), modern slipcase
Est. 400 - 600
Bull (H[enrik] J[ohan]) The Cruise of the 'Antarctic' to the South Polar
Regions, Edward Arnold, 1896, first edition, twelve plates as called for,
original cloth, modern slipcase
Bull (H[enrik] J[ohan])The Cruise of the 'Antarctic' to the South Polar
Regions, Edward Arnold, 1896, first edition, twelve plates as called for,
original cloth, modern slipcase
Est. 300 - 500
Murdoch (W.G. Burn) From Edinburgh to the Antarctic, An Artist's Notes
and Sketches during the Dundee Antarctic Expedition of 1892-93,
Longmans, Green, 1894, first edition, two maps (one folding), J. Gordon
Hayes' copy, light pencil annotation/underlining, bookplate of Patrick
Walcot, original cloth (1 cm split to upper joint), basic slipcase
Murdoch (W.G. Burn)From Edinburgh to the Antarctic, An Artist's Notes
and Sketches during the Dundee Antarctic Expedition of 1892-93,
Longmans, Green, 1894, first edition, two maps (one folding), J. Gordon
Hayes' copy, light pencil annotation/underlining, bookplate of Patrick
Walcot, original cloth (1 cm split to upper joint), basic slipcase
Est. 100 - 200
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Christensen (Lars)My Last Expedition to the Antarctic 1936-1937, With a
Review of the research work done on the voyages in 1927-1937, A
Lecture …, Oslo; Tanum, '1938' (Reprinted Washington D.C, 1940),
portrait frontis, five double-sided plates, light water staining to upper
margin of outer leaves, original cloth with paper label;Villiers (A.J.), To
the Frozen South, Hobart; Davies Bros., n.d. [1924], quarto, [8], 96
pages, original cloth-backed printed paper boards;
with one other
(3)
Est. 100 - 200
Bernacchi (L.C.) et al The Polar Book, Allom, n.d. [1930], two colour
maps on one large folding sheet, original pictorial wraps, modern
slipcase [issued for the British Polar Exhibition of 1930]
Bernacchi (L.C.) et alThe Polar Book, Allom, n.d. [1930], two colour
maps on one large folding sheet, original pictorial wraps, modern
slipcase [issued for the British Polar Exhibition of 1930]
Est. 100 - 200
Murray (George) edit. The Antarctic Manual for the Use of the
Expedition of 1901, Royal Geographical Society, 1901, first edition,
Captain C.W. Royds' name to pastedown (First Lieut. on Scott's
expedition), presentation inscription to his daughter Blanche Royds from
Sir Clement Markham (author of the preface) dated Aug 6th 1901, three
folding maps in rear pocket, original cloth, modern slipcase
Murray (George) edit.The Antarctic Manual for the Use of the Expedition
of 1901, Royal Geographical Society, 1901, first edition, Captain C.W.
Royds' name to pastedown (First Lieut. on Scott's expedition),
presentation inscription to his daughter Blanche Royds from Sir Clement
Markham (author of the preface) dated Aug 6th 1901, three folding
maps in rear pocket, original cloth, modern slipcase
Est. 2,000 - 3,000
Scott Antarctic Expedition Postal Cover New Zealand 1d carmine
postage stamp on envelope addressed to Lyttleton, N.Z., stamp
overprinted 'Victoria Land', cancelled with '.... ntarctic Expd. JA 18
[19]13', circular arrival stamp on reverse 'Lyt...n, N.Z., 12 FE 13', issued
for Scott's Terra Nova Expedition and used for mail from Cape Evans
and from the ship
Scott Antarctic Expedition Postal CoverNew Zealand 1d carmine
postage stamp on envelope addressed to Lyttleton, N.Z., stamp
overprinted 'Victoria Land', cancelled with '.... ntarctic Expd. JA 18
[19]13', circular arrival stamp on reverse 'Lyt...n, N.Z., 12 FE 13', issued
for Scott's Terra Nova Expedition and used for mail from Cape Evans
and from the ship
Est. 50 - 100
National Antarctic Expedition 1901-1904 Album of Photographs and
Sketches with a Portfolio of Panoramic Views, The Royal Society, 1908,
quarto volume with portfolio, 167 plates as called for, including the
twenty-four folding panoramic views and two folding maps in portfolio,
both volumes in original quarter style full cloth
National Antarctic Expedition 1901-1904Album of Photographs and
Sketches with a Portfolio of Panoramic Views, The Royal Society, 1908,
quarto volume with portfolio, 167 plates as called for, including the
twenty-four folding panoramic views and two folding maps in portfolio,
both volumes in original quarter style full cloth
Est. 600 - 1,000
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National Antarctic Expedition 1901-1904 Album of Photographs and
Sketches with a Portfolio of Panoramic Views, The Royal Society, 1908,
quarto volume with portfolio, 167 plates as called for, including the
twenty-four folding panoramic views and two folding maps in portfolio,
institution stamps on reverse of title and final page of album and on
reverse of one folding map, both volumes in original quarter style full
cloth (wear to head and tail of album, portfolio joints split)
National Antarctic Expedition 1901-1904Album of Photographs and
Sketches with a Portfolio of Panoramic Views, The Royal Society, 1908,
quarto volume with portfolio, 167 plates as called for, including the
twenty-four folding panoramic views and two folding maps in portfolio,
institution stamps on reverse of title and final page of album and on
reverse of one folding map, both volumes in original quarter style full
cloth (wear to head and tail of album, portfolio joints split)
Est. 400 - 600
National Antarctic Expedition 1901-1904 Album of Photographs and
Sketches with a Portfolio of Panoramic Views, The Royal Society, 1908,
quarto volume, lacking portfolio, 141 plates, original quarter style full
cloth (binding worn and damp-stained)
National Antarctic Expedition 1901-1904Album of Photographs and
Sketches with a Portfolio of Panoramic Views, The Royal Society, 1908,
quarto volume, lacking portfolio, 141 plates, original quarter style full
cloth (binding worn and damp-stained)
Est. 100 - 200
Debenham (F.) British (Terra Nova) Antarctic Expedition, 1910-1913,
Report on the Maps and Surveys, Harrison, 1923, quarto, two plates,
fifteen folding maps in rear pocket, original cloth
Debenham (F.)British (Terra Nova) Antarctic Expedition, 1910-1913,
Report on the Maps and Surveys, Harrison, 1923, quarto, two plates,
fifteen folding maps in rear pocket, original cloth
Est. 500 - 600
Wright (C.S.) British (Terra Nova) Antarctic Expedition, 1910-1913,
Physiography of the Beardmore Glacier Region, Harrison, 1923, quarto,
plates as called for, folding map in rear pocket, original printed card
wraps; Lyons (H.G.), British (Terra Nova) Antarctic Expedition,
1910-1913, Miscellaneous Data, Harrison, 1924, quarto, folding plan in
rear pocket, original printed wraps [two copies] (3)
Wright (C.S.)British (Terra Nova) Antarctic Expedition, 1910-1913,
Physiography of the Beardmore Glacier Region, Harrison, 1923, quarto,
plates as called for, folding map in rear pocket, original printed card
wraps;Lyons (H.G.), British (Terra Nova) Antarctic Expedition,
1910-1913, Miscellaneous Data, Harrison, 1924, quarto, folding plan in
rear pocket, original printed wraps [two copies] (3)
Est. 150 - 200
Wright (C.S.) & Priestley (R.E.) British (Terra Nova) Antarctic Expedition,
1910-1913, Glaciology, Harrison, 1922, quarto, plates as called for (a
few with closed tears), fifteen folding maps in rear pocket (several torn
without loss), ex-university with stamps to each map and deaccession
stamp to rear endpaper, later cloth with part of original back-strip laid
down
Wright (C.S.) & Priestley (R.E.)British (Terra Nova) Antarctic Expedition,
1910-1913, Glaciology, Harrison, 1922, quarto, plates as called for (a
few with closed tears), fifteen folding maps in rear pocket (several torn
without loss), ex-university with stamps to each map and deaccession
stamp to rear endpaper, later cloth with part of original back-strip laid
down
Est. 200 - 400
Antarctica A large collection of books on the exploration of the South
Polar Region
(84)
AntarcticaA large collection of books on the exploration of the South
Polar Region
(84)
Est. 200 - 400
Debenham (Frank) The Voyage of Captain Frank Bellingshausen to the
Antarctic Seas 1819-1821, Hakluyt Society, 1945, two volumes, plates
and maps as called for, original cloth gilt, basic slipcase
Debenham (Frank)The Voyage of Captain Frank Bellingshausen to the
Antarctic Seas 1819-1821, Hakluyt Society, 1945, two volumes, plates
and maps as called for, original cloth gilt, basic slipcase
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Anson (George) A Voyage Round the World in the Years MDCCXL, I, II,
III, IV, printed for the author by Knapton, 1748, first edition, quarto, large
margins, subscribers list, forty-two plates, maps and charts (forty-one
folding or double page) as called for (one torn without loss), calf
(re-backed)
Anson (George)A Voyage Round the World in the Years MDCCXL, I, II,
III, IV, printed for the author by Knapton, 1748, first edition, quarto, large
margins, subscribers list, forty-two plates, maps and charts (forty-one
folding or double page) as called for (one torn without loss), calf
(re-backed)
Est. 500 - 800
Bougainville (Lewis de) A Voyage Round the World, Performed by Order
of His Most Christian Majesty, In the Years 1766, 1767, 1768 and 1769,
Nourse and Davies, 1772, first English edition translated by John
Reinhold Forster, quarto, five folding maps, folding plate, contemporary
calf gilt (joints cracked in places with some restoration)
Bougainville (Lewis de)A Voyage Round the World, Performed by Order
of His Most Christian Majesty, In the Years 1766, 1767, 1768 and 1769,
Nourse and Davies, 1772, first English edition translated by John
Reinhold Forster, quarto, five folding maps, folding plate, contemporary
calf gilt (joints cracked in places with some restoration)
Est. 700 - 1,000
[Wilson (William)] A Missionary Voyage to the Southern Pacific Ocean,
Performed in the Years 1796, 1797, 1798, in the Ship Duff, Commanded
by Captain James Wilson ...., Chapman, 1799, quarto, thirteen maps
and plates (six folding) as called for, restoration and cleaning of
preliminary leaves, minor surface abrasion to several plates, modern
half calf binding
[Wilson (William)]A Missionary Voyage to the Southern Pacific Ocean,
Performed in the Years 1796, 1797, 1798, in the Ship Duff, Commanded
by Captain James Wilson ...., Chapman, 1799, quarto, thirteen maps
and plates (six folding) as called for, restoration and cleaning of
preliminary leaves, minor surface abrasion to several plates, modern
half calf binding
Est. 100 - 200
Dixon (George, Capt.) A Voyage Round the World; But More
Particularly to the North-West Coast of America: Performed in 1785,
1786, 1787, and 1788, in The King George and Queen Charlotte,
Captains Portlock and Dixon, Goulding, 1789, quarto, large folding map
(torn without loss), twenty one charts and plates ( twelve folding, one
plate with repaired tear), original boards, preserved in modern solander
box
Dixon (George, Capt.) A Voyage Round the World; But More
Particularly to the North-West Coast of America: Performed in 1785,
1786, 1787, and 1788, in The King George and Queen Charlotte,
Captains Portlock and Dixon, Goulding, 1789, quarto, large folding map
(torn without loss), twenty one charts and plates ( twelve folding, one
plate with repaired tear), original boards, preserved in modern solander
box
Est. 800 - 1,200
Portlock (Nathaniel, Capt.) A Voyage Round the World; But More
Particularly to the North-West Coast of America: Performed in 1785,
1786, 1787, and 1788, in The King George and Queen Charlotte,
Captains Portlock and Dixon, Stockdale & Goulding, 1789, quarto, large
folding map, nineteen other charts and plates (five folding), calf boards
(re-backed with calf gilt)
Portlock (Nathaniel, Capt.)A Voyage Round the World; But More
Particularly to the North-West Coast of America: Performed in 1785,
1786, 1787, and 1788, in The King George and Queen Charlotte,
Captains Portlock and Dixon, Stockdale & Goulding, 1789, quarto, large
folding map, nineteen other charts and plates (five folding), calf boards
(re-backed with calf gilt)
Est. 800 - 1,200
Willyams (Cooper) A Voyage up The Mediterranean in His Majesty's
Ship the Swiftsure, one of the Squadron under the Command of
Rear-Admiral Sir Horatio Nelson ..., with a Description of the Battle of
the Nile ...., White, 1802, quarto, engraved dedication, double-page
aquatint map, forty-one aquatint plates as called for, additional plate and
mounted portrait, manuscript leaf loosely inserted, contemporary diced
calf (re-backed)
Willyams (Cooper)A Voyage up The Mediterranean in His Majesty's
Ship the Swiftsure, one of the Squadron under the Command of
Rear-Admiral Sir Horatio Nelson ..., with a Description of the Battle of
the Nile ...., White, 1802, quarto, engraved dedication, double-page
aquatint map, forty-one aquatint plates as called for, additional plate and
mounted portrait, manuscript leaf loosely inserted, contemporary diced
calf (re-backed)
Est. 400 - 600
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Est. 100 - 200
Hakluyt Society A collection of books on early travel and exploration,
published by the Hakluyt Society, comprising fifteen volumes from the
Second Series and sixteen volumes from the Third Series, all in dust
wrappers
(31)
Hakluyt SocietyA collection of books on early travel and exploration,
published by the Hakluyt Society, comprising fifteen volumes from the
Second Series and sixteen volumes from the Third Series, all in dust
wrappers (31)
Est. 100 - 200
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Simpson (George) Narrative of a Journey Round the World, During the
Years 1841 and 1842, Henry Colburn, 1847, two volumes, portrait
frontis, folding map, original cloth (re-backed retaining backstrips)
Simpson (George)Narrative of a Journey Round the World, During the
Years 1841 and 1842, Henry Colburn, 1847, two volumes, portrait
frontis, folding map, original cloth (re-backed retaining backstrips)
Est. 200 - 300
Belcher (Edward, Capt.) Narrative of a Voyage Round the World,
performed in Her Majesty's Ship Sulphur, During the Years 1836-1842,
Including Details of the Naval Operations in China, from Dec. 1840 to
Nov. 1841, Henry Colburn, two volumes, first edition, presentation
inscription from the author to a family member, three folding maps in
front pocket, nineteen plates as called for, original cloth, modern
slipcase
Belcher (Edward, Capt.)Narrative of a Voyage Round the World,
performed in Her Majesty's Ship Sulphur, During the Years 1836-1842,
Including Details of the Naval Operations in China, from Dec. 1840 to
Nov. 1841, Henry Colburn, two volumes, first edition, presentation
inscription from the author to a family member, three folding maps in
front pocket, nineteen plates as called for, original cloth, modern
slipcase
Est. 500 - 800
Kotzebue (Otto von) A New Voyage Round the World, in the Years
1823, 24, 25, and 26, Henry Colburn and Richard Bentley, 1830, first
English edition, two volumes, frontis to each, engraved plan, two folding
charts, nineteenth century calf
Kotzebue (Otto von)A New Voyage Round the World, in the Years 1823,
24, 25, and 26, Henry Colburn and Richard Bentley, 1830, first English
edition, two volumes, frontis to each, engraved plan, two folding charts,
nineteenth century calf
Est. 500 - 800
Erskine (Charles) Twenty Years Before The Mast, .... While
Circumnavigating the Globe under the command of the late Admiral
Charles Wilkes, 1838-1842, Boston; private publication, 1890, first
edition, double page frontis, text illustrations, original cloth gilt; Hall
(Basil, Capt.), Fragments of Voyages and Travels, Including Anecdotes
of a Naval Life: Chiefly for the Use of Young Persons, Robert Cadell,
1831, first edition, three volumes, each with engraved title, modern
quarter calf with eight
Erskine (Charles)Twenty Years Before The Mast, .... While
Circumnavigating the Globe under the command of the late Admiral
Charles Wilkes, 1838-1842, Boston; private publication, 1890, first
edition, double page frontis, text illustrations, original cloth gilt;Hall
(Basil, Capt.), Fragments of Voyages and Travels, Including Anecdotes
of a Naval Life: Chiefly for the Use of Young Persons, Robert Cadell,
1831, first edition, three volumes, each with engraved title, modern
quarter calfwith eight others (12)
Est. 100 - 200
Key (Astley Cooper) A Narrative of the Recovery of H.M.S. Gorgon,
(Charles Hotham, Esq., Captain) Stranded in the Bay of Monte Video,
May 10th, 1844, Smith, Elder, 1847, presentation copy from the author,
folding litho frontis, two folding charts and fifteen other plates (four
folding) as called for, two page manuscript letter bound in, original cloth
(re-cased with new endpapers)
Key (Astley Cooper)A Narrative of the Recovery of H.M.S. Gorgon,
(Charles Hotham, Esq., Captain) Stranded in the Bay of Monte Video,
May 10th, 1844, Smith, Elder, 1847, presentation copy from the author,
folding litho frontis, two folding charts and fifteen other plates (four
folding) as called for, two page manuscript letter bound in, original cloth
(re-cased with new endpapers)
Est. 80 - 120
Osborn (Sherard, Capt.) A Cruise in Japanese Waters, William
Blackwood, 1859, presentation inscription signed by the author, original
cloth, modern slipcase [provenance - Franklin Brooke-Hitching #977]
Osborn (Sherard, Capt.)A Cruise in Japanese Waters, William
Blackwood, 1859, presentation inscription signed by the author, original
cloth, modern slipcase[provenance - Franklin Brooke-Hitching #977]
Est. 200 - 300
Hall (Basil, Capt.) & Clifford (H.J.) Account of A Voyage of Discovery to
the West Coast of Corea, and the Great Loo-Choo Island ..., and A
Vocabulary of the Loo-Choo Language, John Murray, 1818, first edition,
quarto, ten plates (eight hand-coloured), five charts (two folding), original
boards (re-backed, retaining back strip and printed spine label)
Hall (Basil, Capt.) & Clifford (H.J.)Account of A Voyage of Discovery to
the West Coast of Corea, and the Great Loo-Choo Island ..., and A
Vocabulary of the Loo-Choo Language, John Murray, 1818, first edition,
quarto, ten plates (eight hand-coloured), five charts (two folding), original
boards (re-backed, retaining back strip and printed spine label)
Est. 400 - 600

220

Barrow (John) Travels in China, containing Descriptions, Observations,
and Comparisons, Made and Collected in the Course of a Short
Residence at the Imperial Palace of Yuen-Min-Yuen, and on a
subsequent Journey through the Country from Pekin to Canton ...,
Cadell and Davies, 1804, quarto, eight plates (five hand-coloured),
modern quarter morocco
Barrow (John)Travels in China, containing Descriptions, Observations,
and Comparisons, Made and Collected in the Course of a Short
Residence at the Imperial Palace of Yuen-Min-Yuen, and on a
subsequent Journey through the Country from Pekin to Canton ...,
Cadell and Davies, 1804, quarto, eight plates (five hand-coloured),
modern quarter morocco
Est. 300 - 500
Turner (Samuel, Capt.) An Account of an Embassy to the Court of the
Teshoo Lama, in Tibet; containing a Narrative of a Journey through
Bootan, and Part of Tibet, Nicol, 1800, quarto, folding map, thirteen
plates, full calf
Turner (Samuel, Capt.)An Account of an Embassy to the Court of the
Teshoo Lama, in Tibet; containing a Narrative of a Journey through
Bootan, and Part of Tibet, Nicol, 1800, quarto, folding map, thirteen
plates, full calf
Est. 800 - 1,200
Symes (Michael, Maj.) An Account of an Embassy to the Kingdom of
Ava, sent by the Governor-General of India in the Year 1795, Nicol and
Wright, 1800, quarto, two folding maps, twenty-six plates (four folding),
full calf (uniform with lot 221)
Symes (Michael, Maj.)An Account of an Embassy to the Kingdom of
Ava, sent by the Governor-General of India in the Year 1795, Nicol and
Wright, 1800, quarto, two folding maps, twenty-six plates (four folding),
full calf (uniform with lot 221)
Est. 700 - 1,000
Younghusband (Francis) Peking to Lhasa, The Narrative of Journeys in
the Chinese Empire made by the late Brigadier-General George Pereira
..., Constable, 1925, first edition, thirty-three plates, two folding maps,
original cloth; Dainella (Giotto), Buddhists and Glaciers of Western Tibet,
Kegan Paul ..., 1933, thirty-two plates, map, original cloth; Bishop
(Isabella Bird), Among the Tibetans, New York; Revell, n.d. [1894], first
US edition, frontis, text illustrations (including full page, origi
Younghusband (Francis)Peking to Lhasa, The Narrative of Journeys in
the Chinese Empire made by the late Brigadier-General George Pereira
..., Constable, 1925, first edition, thirty-three plates, two folding maps,
original cloth;Dainella (Giotto), Buddhists and Glaciers of Western Tibet,
Kegan Paul ..., 1933, thirty-two plates, map, original cloth;Bishop
(Isabella Bird), Among the Tibetans, New York; Revell, n.d. [1894], first
US edition, frontis, text illustrations (including full page, original cloth
gilt;with eleven others
(14)
Est. 100 - 200
Rawling (C.G., Capt.) The Great Plateau, Being an Account of
Exploration in Central Tibet, 1903, and of the Gartok Expedition,
1904-1905, Edward Arnold, 1905, first edition, two folding maps,
monochrome plates as called for, original cloth gilt, modern slipcase
Rawling (C.G., Capt.)The Great Plateau, Being an Account of
Exploration in Central Tibet, 1903, and of the Gartok Expedition,
1904-1905, Edward Arnold, 1905, first edition, two folding maps,
monochrome plates as called for, original cloth gilt, modern slipcase
Est. 200 - 300
Ward (F. Kingdon) The Land of the Blue Poppy, Travels of a Naturalist
in Eastern Tibet, Cambridge; University Press, 1913, first edition, forty
plates, five maps (three folding), original cloth
Ward (F. Kingdon)The Land of the Blue Poppy, Travels of a Naturalist in
Eastern Tibet, Cambridge; University Press, 1913, first edition, forty
plates, five maps (three folding), original cloth
Est. 150 - 200
Ward (F. Kingdon) The Riddle of the Tsangpo Gorges, Edward Arnold,
1926, first edition, twenty-one plates and folding map as called for,
original cloth
Ward (F. Kingdon)The Riddle of the Tsangpo Gorges, Edward Arnold,
1926, first edition, twenty-one plates and folding map as called for,
original cloth
Est. 150 - 200
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Hooker (Joseph Dalton) Himalayan Journals; or, Notes of a Naturalist in
Bengal, The Sikkim and Nepal Himalayas, the Khasia Mountains, &c.,
John Murray, 1854, first edition, two volumes, twelve coloured litho
plates (one folding), wood engraved plate, two folding maps (one torn
without loss), errata slip in each volume, adverts dated January 1884,
some gathers loosening, original cloth gilt (rebacked retaining original
backstrips), modern slipcase
Hooker (Joseph Dalton)Himalayan Journals; or, Notes of a Naturalist in
Bengal, The Sikkim and Nepal Himalayas, the Khasia Mountains, &c.,
John Murray, 1854, first edition, two volumes, twelve coloured litho
plates (one folding), wood engraved plate, two folding maps (one torn
without loss), errata slip in each volume, adverts dated January 1884,
some gathers loosening, original cloth gilt (rebacked retaining original
backstrips), modern slipcase
Est. 200 - 300
Bruce (Clarence Dalrymple, Maj.) In the Footsteps of Marco Polo. Being
the Account of a Journey Overland from Simla to Pekin, William
Blackwood, 1907, large folding map (repaired closed tear), twenty-five
plates as called for, top edge gilt, original cloth gilt
Bruce (Clarence Dalrymple, Maj.)In the Footsteps of Marco Polo. Being
the Account of a Journey Overland from Simla to Pekin, William
Blackwood, 1907, large folding map (repaired closed tear), twenty-five
plates as called for, top edge gilt, original cloth gilt
Est. 200 - 300
Stein (M. Aurel) Ruins of Desert Cathay, Personal Narrative of
Explorations in Central Asia and Westernmost China, Macmillan, 1912,
first edition, two volumes, 'presentation copy' blindstamp, three folding
maps, eight coloured plates, six folding panoramas, 334 monochrome
illustrations (333 on plates) as called for, original cloth gilt (lower corner
of volume I nibbled, small puncture holes through two maps, final leaves
and rear board of volume II)
Stein (M. Aurel)Ruins of Desert Cathay, Personal Narrative of
Explorations in Central Asia and Westernmost China, Macmillan, 1912,
first edition, two volumes, 'presentation copy' blindstamp, three folding
maps, eight coloured plates, six folding panoramas, 334 monochrome
illustrations (333 on plates) as called for, original cloth gilt (lower corner
of volume I nibbled, small puncture holes through two maps, final leaves
and rear board of volume II)
Est. 100 - 200
Stein (Aurel) On Ancient Central-Asian Tracks, Brief Narrative of Three
Expeditions in Innermost Asia and North-Western China, Macmillan,
1933, first edition, partly unopened, colour frontis, folding colour map,
147 monochrome and colour plates including several folding panoramas
as called for, top edge gilt, dust wrapper (priced 31/6)
Stein (Aurel)On Ancient Central-Asian Tracks, Brief Narrative of Three
Expeditions in Innermost Asia and North-Western China, Macmillan,
1933, first edition, partly unopened, colour frontis, folding colour map,
147 monochrome and colour plates including several folding panoramas
as called for, top edge gilt, dust wrapper (priced 31/6)
Est. 800 - 1,200
Stein (Aurel) On Alexander's Track to the Indus, Personal Narrative of
Explorations on the North-West Frontier of India, Macmillan, 1929, first
edition, two folding colour maps, frontis, ninety-seven monochrome
illustrations as called for, top edge gilt, original cloth gilt
Stein (Aurel)On Alexander's Track to the Indus, Personal Narrative of
Explorations on the North-West Frontier of India, Macmillan, 1929, first
edition, two folding colour maps, frontis, ninety-seven monochrome
illustrations as called for, top edge gilt, original cloth gilt
Est. 200 - 300
Hedin (Sven) Through Asia, Methuen, 1898, first British edition, two
volumes, frontis, colour and monochrome plates as called for, text
illustrations, two folding chromolitho maps, top edge gilt, original cloth
gilt; idem, Central Asia and Tibet, Towards the Holy City of Lassa, Hurst
and Blackett, 1903, first British edition, two volumes, portrait frontis to
each, colour and monochrome plates as called for, text illustrations, four
chromolitho maps and one litho map (on four folding sheets), top
Hedin (Sven)Through Asia, Methuen, 1898, first British edition, two
volumes, frontis, colour and monochrome plates as called for, text
illustrations, two folding chromolitho maps, top edge gilt, original cloth
gilt;idem, Central Asia and Tibet, Towards the Holy City of Lassa, Hurst
and Blackett, 1903, first British edition, two volumes, portrait frontis to
each, colour and monochrome plates as called for, text illustrations, four
chromolitho maps and one litho map (on four folding sheets), top edge
gilt, original cloth gilt;with three others (7)
Est. 200 - 300

233

Hedin (Sven) Trans-Himalaya, Discoveries and Adventures in Tibet,
Macmillan, 1909, first British edition, two volumes, 388 colour and
monochrome illustrations as called for, ten maps (including three folding
chromolithographs), top edge gilt, original cloth gilt (new endpapers;
idem, Overland to India, Macmillan, 1910, first British edition, two
volumes, 'presentation copy' blindstamps, colour frontis to each volume,
293 colour and monochrome plates and four folding panoramas as
called for, two
Hedin (Sven)Trans-Himalaya, Discoveries and Adventures in Tibet,
Macmillan, 1909, first British edition, two volumes, 388 colour and
monochrome illustrations as called for, ten maps (including three folding
chromolithographs), top edge gilt, original cloth gilt (new
endpapers;idem, Overland to India, Macmillan, 1910, first British edition,
two volumes, 'presentation copy' blindstamps, colour frontis to each
volume, 293 colour and monochrome plates and four folding panoramas
as called for, two chromolitho folding maps, top edge gilt, original cloth
gilt;with two others (6)
Est. 200 - 300
Hedin (Sven) Jehol, City of Emperors, Kegan Paul ..., 1932, first English
edition, plates as called for, dust wrapper (priced 18s.); idem, Riddles of
the Gobi Desert, Routledge, 1933, first English edition, folding map,
plates as called for, dust wrappper (priced 18s.); idem, The Wandering
Lake, Routledge, 1940, first English edition, folding map, plates as
called for, dust wrapper (with 10/8 label over 18s.); with five others, all
English first editions by Hedin (8)
Hedin (Sven)Jehol, City of Emperors, Kegan Paul ..., 1932, first English
edition, plates as called for, dust wrapper (priced 18s.); idem, Riddles of
the Gobi Desert, Routledge, 1933, first English edition, folding map,
plates as called for, dust wrappper (priced 18s.);idem, The Wandering
Lake, Routledge, 1940, first English edition, folding map, plates as
called for, dust wrapper (with 10/8 label over 18s.);with five others, all
English first editions by Hedin (8)
Est. 100 - 200
Pottinger (Henry, Lieut.) Travels in Beloochistan and Sinde;
Accompanied by a Geographical and Historical Account of those
Countries, with a Map, Longman, Hurst ..., 1818, quarto, first edition,
hand-coloured frontis, large folding map - hand-coloured in outline (two
minor tears at folds), contemporary calf (re-backed, new endpapers)
Pottinger (Henry, Lieut.)Travels in Beloochistan and Sinde;
Accompanied by a Geographical and Historical Account of those
Countries, with a Map, Longman, Hurst ..., 1818, quarto, first edition,
hand-coloured frontis, large folding map - hand-coloured in outline (two
minor tears at folds), contemporary calf (re-backed, new endpapers)
Est. 500 - 800
Fraser (James B.) Narrative of a Journey into Khorasan, in the Years
1821 and 1822, including some Account of the Countries to the
North-East of Persia ..., Longman, Hurst ..., 1825, quarto, folding map,
errata slip, modern calf
Fraser (James B.)Narrative of a Journey into Khorasan, in the Years
1821 and 1822, including some Account of the Countries to the
North-East of Persia ..., Longman, Hurst ..., 1825, quarto, folding map,
errata slip, modern calf
Est. 400 - 600
Alexander (James Edward) Travels from India to England;
Comprehending a Visit to the Burman Empire, and a Journey through
Persia, Asia Minor, Eropean Turkey, &c. in the Years 1825-26, Parbury,
Allen, 1827, first edition, quarto, portrait frontis, two maps, fourteen
plates (five coloured), modern calf
Alexander (James Edward)Travels from India to England;
Comprehending a Visit to the Burman Empire, and a Journey through
Persia, Asia Minor, Eropean Turkey, &c. in the Years 1825-26, Parbury,
Allen, 1827, first edition, quarto, portrait frontis, two maps, fourteen
plates (five coloured), modern calf
Est. 400 - 600
Campbell (Donald) A Journey Over Land to India, Partly by a Route
Never Gone Before by any European, Cullen, 1795, first edition, quarto
(possibly large paper), contains three parts and an appendix, each
separately paginated, all edges gilt, full morocco by Kalthoeber
(re-backed retaining original backstrip)
Campbell (Donald)A Journey Over Land to India, Partly by a Route
Never Gone Before by any European, Cullen, 1795, first edition, quarto
(possibly large paper), contains three parts and an appendix, each
separately paginated, all edges gilt, full morocco by Kalthoeber
(re-backed retaining original backstrip)
Est. 400 - 600
Burckhardt (John Lewis) Travels in Syria and the Holy Land, John
Murray, 1822, first edition, quarto, portrait frontis, six engraved maps
(two linen-backed), calf (re-backed with remnant label)
Burckhardt (John Lewis)Travels in Syria and the Holy Land, John
Murray, 1822, first edition, quarto, portrait frontis, six engraved maps
(two linen-backed), calf (re-backed with remnant label)
Est. 400 - 600
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Irwin (Eyles) A Series of Adventures in the Course of A Voyage up the
Red Sea, on the Coasts of Arabia and Egypt; and of A Route through
the Desarts of Thebais, Hitherto Unknown to the European Traveller, in
the Year MDCCLXXVII, J. Dodsley, 1780, second edition, quarto, three
plates (two with double views) and three folding maps, half calf gilt (well
rubbed)
Irwin (Eyles)A Series of Adventures in the Course of A Voyage up the
Red Sea, on the Coasts of Arabia and Egypt; and of A Route through
the Desarts of Thebais, Hitherto Unknown to the European Traveller, in
the Year MDCCLXXVII, J. Dodsley, 1780, second edition, quarto, three
plates (two with double views) and three folding maps, half calf gilt (well
rubbed)
Est. 200 - 300
Buckingham (J.S.) Travels among The Arab Tribes Inhabiting the
Countries East of Syria and Palestine, including a Journey from
Nazareth to the Mountains beyond the Dead Sea and ..., Longman,
Hurst .., 1825, first edition, quarto, folding frontis map, partly unopened,
modern half morocco
Buckingham (J.S.)Travels among The Arab Tribes Inhabiting the
Countries East of Syria and Palestine, including a Journey from
Nazareth to the Mountains beyond the Dead Sea and ..., Longman,
Hurst .., 1825, first edition, quarto, folding frontis map, partly unopened,
modern half morocco
Est. 300 - 500
Burckhardt (John Lewis) Travels in Nubia, John Murray, 1819, first
edition, quarto, portrait frontis, three engraved maps (two folding, one
linen-backed and worm-tracked), all edges gilt, half morocco; Belzoni
(G.), Narrative of the Operations and Recent Discoveries ... in Egypt and
Nubia .., John Murray, 1820, first edition, text volume only, quarto,
portrait frontis, Book Society 181* regulations to front pastedown,
original boards with modern morocco spine
Burckhardt (John Lewis)Travels in Nubia, John Murray, 1819, first
edition, quarto, portrait frontis, three engraved maps (two folding, one
linen-backed and worm-tracked), all edges gilt, half morocco;Belzoni
(G.), Narrative of the Operations and Recent Discoveries ... in Egypt and
Nubia .., John Murray, 1820, first edition, text volume only, quarto,
portrait frontis, Book Society 181* regulations to front pastedown,
original boards with modern morocco spine
(2)
Est. 200 - 400
Salt (Henry) A Voyage to Abyssinia, and Travels into the Interior of that
Country, executed under the Orders of the British Government in the
Years 1809 and 1810; in which are included, An Account of the
Portuguese Settlements on the East Coast of Africa ..., Rivington, 1814,
first edition, quarto, eight maps and charts on seven sheets (five folding,
one coloured), twenty seven plates, two vignettes, recent period style
full calf gilt
Salt (Henry)A Voyage to Abyssinia, and Travels into the Interior of that
Country, executed under the Orders of the British Government in the
Years 1809 and 1810; in which are included, An Account of the
Portuguese Settlements on the East Coast of Africa ..., Rivington, 1814,
first edition, quarto, eight maps and charts on seven sheets (five folding,
one coloured), twenty seven plates, two vignettes, recent period style
full calf gilt
Est. 500 - 800
Lyon (G.F.) A Narrative of Travels in Northern Africa, in the Years 1818,
19 and 20; accompanied by Geographical Notices of Soudan, and of the
Course of the Niger ..., John Murray, 1821, first edition, quarto, folding
frontis map, seventeen hand-coloured plates, modern half calf
Lyon (G.F.)A Narrative of Travels in Northern Africa, in the Years 1818,
19 and 20; accompanied by Geographical Notices of Soudan, and of the
Course of the Niger ..., John Murray, 1821, first edition, quarto, folding
frontis map, seventeen hand-coloured plates, modern half calf
Est. 400 - 600
Niebuhr (M.) Travels through Arabia, and other Countries in the East ...
translated into English by Robert Heron, Edinburgh; Morison, Mudie &
Vernor, 1792, first English edition, two volumes, ten plates, three folding
maps (some restoration), only the title leaf present before the contents
pages of volume I (which is numbered [xv] (b2) to xx), however the text
pagination starts at 9 (A1), so may therefore be complete, no half titles
present, modern quarter morocco
Niebuhr (M.) Travels through Arabia, and other Countries in the East ...
translated into English by Robert Heron, Edinburgh; Morison, Mudie &
Vernor, 1792, first English edition, two volumes, ten plates, three folding
maps (some restoration), only the title leaf present before the contents
pages of volume I (which is numbered [xv] (b2) to xx), however the text
pagination starts at 9 (A1), so may therefore be complete, no half titles
present, modern quarter morocco
Est. 200 - 400

246

Palgrave (William Gifford) Narrative of A Year's Journey through Central
and Eastern Arabia (1862-63) Macmillan, 1865, first English edition, two
volumes, portrait frontis, folding map (foxed, small closed tear), four
folding plans, modern half morocco
Palgrave (William Gifford)Narrative of A Year's Journey through Central
and Eastern Arabia (1862-63) Macmillan, 1865, first English edition, two
volumes, portrait frontis, folding map (foxed, small closed tear), four
folding plans, modern half morocco
Est. 100 - 200
Bishop (Mrs) (Isabella L. Bird) Journeys in Persia and Kurdistan,
including a Summer in the Upper Karun Region and a Visit to the
Nestorian Rayahs, John Murray, 1891, first edition, presentation
inscription from the author, two volumes, frontis to each, plates as called
for, two folding maps, original cloth gilt (foxing to endpapers)
Bishop (Mrs) (Isabella L. Bird)Journeys in Persia and Kurdistan,
including a Summer in the Upper Karun Region and a Visit to the
Nestorian Rayahs, John Murray, 1891, first edition, presentation
inscription from the author, two volumes, frontis to each, plates as called
for, two folding maps, original cloth gilt (foxing to endpapers)
Est. 300 - 500
Layard (Henry) Early Adventures in Persia, Susiana and Babylonia,
including a Residence among the Bakhtiyari and other Wild Tribes
before the Discovery of Nineveh, John Murray, 1887, first edition, two
volumes, colour frontis, three other plates as called for, three folding
maps, original cloth (ownership inscription, endpapers split at hinges);
idem, Discoveries in the Ruins of Nineveh and Babylon .., John Murray,
1853, first edition, fold-out frontis, plates as called for, three folding
plans,
Layard (Henry)Early Adventures in Persia, Susiana and Babylonia,
including a Residence among the Bakhtiyari and other Wild Tribes
before the Discovery of Nineveh, John Murray, 1887, first edition, two
volumes, colour frontis, three other plates as called for, three folding
maps, original cloth (ownership inscription, endpapers split at
hinges);idem, Discoveries in the Ruins of Nineveh and Babylon .., John
Murray, 1853, first edition, fold-out frontis, plates as called for, three
folding plans, two folding maps (one torn without loss), original
embossed cloth
(3)
Est. 100 - 200
Kennedy (Alexander B.W.) Petra, Its History and Monuments, Country
Life, 1925, first edition, quarto, plates and maps as called for, Anthony
Huxley's copy, lacking front free endpaper, dust wrapper; Botta (M.), M.
Botta's Letters on the Discoveries at Nineveh, translated .. by C.T.,
Longman, Brown ..., 1850, first English edition, forty-nine plates (many
folding), original cloth (library de-accession stamps to front pastedown);
Volney (M.), The Ruins, or A Survey of the Revolutions of Empires, J
Kennedy (Alexander B.W.)Petra, Its History and Monuments, Country
Life, 1925, first edition, quarto, plates and maps as called for, Anthony
Huxley's copy, lacking front free endpaper, dust wrapper;Botta (M.), M.
Botta's Letters on the Discoveries at Nineveh, translated .. by C.T.,
Longman, Brown ..., 1850, first English edition, forty-nine plates (many
folding), original cloth (library de-accession stamps to front
pastedown);Volney (M.), The Ruins, or A Survey of the Revolutions of
Empires, Johnson, 1796, third edition, frontis, two folding plates
(restored and lined), modern half leather;with ten others
(13)
Est. 100 - 200
Edwards (Amelia B.) A Thousand Miles up the Nile, Longmans, Green,
1877, two folding maps, plates as called for, all edges gilt, original
decorative cloth gilt (re-cased with restoration to spine); Kelly (R.
Talbot), Egypt, Painted and Described, Adam & Charles Black, 1902,
unnumbered de luxe limited edition of 500, signed by the author, large
paper, seventy-five colour plates, top edge gilt, original decorative cloth;
Arnold (Julian T. Biddulph), Palms and Temples, Being Notes of a Four
Months'
Edwards (Amelia B.)A Thousand Miles up the Nile, Longmans, Green,
1877, two folding maps, plates as called for, all edges gilt, original
decorative cloth gilt (re-cased with restoration to spine);Kelly (R. Talbot),
Egypt, Painted and Described, Adam & Charles Black, 1902,
unnumbered de luxe limited edition of 500, signed by the author, large
paper, seventy-five colour plates, top edge gilt, original decorative
cloth;Arnold (Julian T. Biddulph), Palms and Temples, Being Notes of a
Four Months' Voyage upon the Nile, Tinsley Bros., 1882, frontis,
additional title with vignette, original cloth gilt (recased with decorative
endpapers);with three others (6)
Est. 100 - 200
Ainsworth (William Francis) A Personal Narrative of the Euphrates
Expedition, Kegan Paul .., 1888, first edition, two volumes, folding map
frontis, original cloth
Ainsworth (William Francis)A Personal Narrative of the Euphrates
Expedition, Kegan Paul .., 1888, first edition, two volumes, folding map
frontis, original cloth
Est. 200 - 400
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Hodgson (Christopher Pemberton) El Ydaiour, W.N. Wright, 1849, first
edition, duodecimo, original cloth gilt, modern slipcase [provenance Franklin Brooke-Hitching #636]
Hodgson (Christopher Pemberton)El Ydaiour, W.N. Wright, 1849, first
edition, duodecimo, original cloth gilt, modern slipcase[provenance Franklin Brooke-Hitching #636]
Est. 500 - 800
Sackville-West (V.) Passenger to Teheran, Hogarth Press, 1926, first
edition, plates as called for, original cloth; idem, Twelve Days, An
Account of a Journey across the Bakhtiari Mountains in South-western
Persia, Hogarth Press, 1928, first edition, plates as called for, original
cloth [two copies, with variant cloth]; Sykes (Ella C.), Through Persia on
a Side Saddle, John Macqueen, 1901, folding frontis map, eight plates,
original pictorial cloth; Villiers (Alan), Sons of Sindbad .., Hodder &
Sackville-West (V.)Passenger to Teheran, Hogarth Press, 1926, first
edition, plates as called for, original cloth;idem, Twelve Days, An
Account of a Journey across the Bakhtiari Mountains in South-western
Persia, Hogarth Press, 1928, first edition, plates as called for, original
cloth [two copies, with variant cloth]; Sykes (Ella C.), Through Persia on
a Side Saddle, John Macqueen, 1901, folding frontis map, eight plates,
original pictorial cloth;Villiers (Alan), Sons of Sindbad .., Hodder &
Stoughton, 1940, first edition, dust wrapper (priced 20/-);with three
others
(8)
Est. 100 - 200
[Buckingham (James Silk)] Verbatim Report of the Action for Libel in the
Case of Buckingham versus Bankes, Tried in the Court of King's Bench
... London, before the Lord Chief Justice Abbott ..., 1826, 91 pages,
Buckingham accused Bankes of libel in relation to a letter/advert in the
Calcutta Journal linked to 'Travels in Palestine', [bound with]
Buckingham (J.S.), Travels in Mesopotamia .., Colburn, 1827, consisting
only of title, dedication, contents pages, index, fourteen vignettes,
appendix
[Buckingham (James Silk)]Verbatim Report of the Action for Libel in the
Case of Buckingham versus Bankes, Tried in the Court of King's Bench
... London, before the Lord Chief Justice Abbott ..., 1826, 91 pages,
Buckingham accused Bankes of libel in relation to a letter/advert in the
Calcutta Journal linked to 'Travels in Palestine', [bound with]Buckingham
(J.S.), Travels in Mesopotamia .., Colburn, 1827, consisting only of title,
dedication, contents pages, index, fourteen vignettes, appendix and
Opinions of Reviewers;signed presentation inscription from the author
on fly leaf, original cloth (re-backed retaining original backstrip, spine
label worn)
Est. 300 - 500
Woolley (C. Leonard) & Lawrence (T.E) Palestine Exploration Fund
Annual 1914-1915, The Wilderness of Zin (Archaeological Report),
[1915], first edition (second issue), quarto, thirty-seven plates, two maps,
original quarter cloth over printed boards, glassine dust wrapper; Hall
(L.J., Lieut.Col) & Hughes (R.H.W., Brig.Gen), The Inland Water
Transport in Mesopotamia, Constable, 1921, first edition, folding map
frontis, plates as called for, four folding tables/charts, folding plan,
original clot
Woolley (C. Leonard) & Lawrence (T.E)Palestine Exploration Fund
Annual 1914-1915, The Wilderness of Zin (Archaeological Report),
[1915], first edition (second issue), quarto, thirty-seven plates, two maps,
original quarter cloth over printed boards, glassine dust wrapper; Hall
(L.J., Lieut.Col) & Hughes (R.H.W., Brig.Gen), The Inland Water
Transport in Mesopotamia, Constable, 1921, first edition, folding map
frontis, plates as called for, four folding tables/charts, folding plan,
original cloth; The Palestine News, A Brief Record of The Advance of
the Egyptian Expeditionary Force under ...Allenby, Cairo, 1919, first
edition, quarto, portrait frontis, fifty-six plates (maps), original cloth
(3)
Est. 200 - 400
Lawrence (T.E) Secret Despatches from Arabia, Golden Cockerel Press,
n.d. [1939], numbered limited edition of 1000, original quarter morocco;
idem, The Mint, A day-book of the R.A.F. Depot between August and
December 1922 .., Cape, 1955, numbered limited edition of 2000, partly
unopened, original quarter morocco, original slipcase; idem, Letters to
E.T. Leeds, Whittington Press, 1988, numbered limited edition of 750,
mounted frontis, original quarter cloth, original slipcase; with ten others

257

Doughty (Charles M.) Travels in Arabia Deserta, Cambridge; University
Press, 1888, first edition, two volumes, partly unopened, folding map in
rear pocket, original cloth gilt (endpapers split at hinge, 13mm tear to
spine head of volume II), preserved in two quarter morocco book-form
slipcases [provenance - H. Bradley Martin]
Doughty (Charles M.)Travels in Arabia Deserta, Cambridge; University
Press, 1888, first edition, two volumes, partly unopened, folding map in
rear pocket, original cloth gilt (endpapers split at hinge, 13mm tear to
spine head of volume II), preserved in two quarter morocco book-form
slipcases[provenance - H. Bradley Martin]
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
Philby (H. St. J.B.) The Heart of Arabia, A Record of Travel &
Exploration, Constable, 1922, first edition, two volumes, signed
presentation inscription from the author to 'Amir Liwa F.G. Peake Pasha'
(Lieut. Col. Peake campaigned with Lawrence and was founder and first
commander of the Arab League), plates as called for, plan, two folding
maps, original cloth, modern slipcase [provenance - Franklin
Brooke-Hitching #1020]
Philby (H. St. J.B.)The Heart of Arabia, A Record of Travel &
Exploration, Constable, 1922, first edition, two volumes, signed
presentation inscription from the author to 'Amir Liwa F.G. Peake Pasha'
(Lieut. Col. Peake campaigned with Lawrence and was founder and first
commander of the Arab League), plates as called for, plan, two folding
maps, original cloth, modern slipcase [provenance - Franklin
Brooke-Hitching #1020]
Est. 1,500 - 2,000
Philby (H. St. J.B.) Arabia of the Wahhabis, Constable, 1928, first
edition, plates as called for, large folding map, dust wrapper (priced
31/6, lengthy ownership inscription to front endpaper)
Philby (H. St. J.B.)Arabia of the Wahhabis, Constable, 1928, first edition,
plates as called for, large folding map, dust wrapper (priced 31/6,
lengthy ownership inscription to front endpaper)
Est. 100 - 200
Philby (H. St. J.B.) The Empty Quarter, being a description of the Great
South Desert of Arabia, known as the Rub' al Khali, Constable, 1933,
first edition, plates as called for, folding plan, two folding maps, original
cloth, front cover of dust wrapper mounted on rear pastedown
Philby (H. St. J.B.)The Empty Quarter, being a description of the Great
South Desert of Arabia, known as the Rub' al Khali, Constable, 1933,
first edition, plates as called for, folding plan, two folding maps, original
cloth, front cover of dust wrapper mounted on rear pastedown
Est. 100 - 200
Philby (H. St. J.B.) A Pilgrim in Arabia, Golden Cockerel Press, 1943,
numbered limited edition of 350, portrait frontis, original quarter morocco
by Sangorski and Sutcliffe
Philby (H. St. J.B.)A Pilgrim in Arabia, Golden Cockerel Press, 1943,
numbered limited edition of 350, portrait frontis, original quarter morocco
by Sangorski and Sutcliffe
Est. 100 - 200
Philby (H. St. J.B.) Sheba's Daughter, being a Record of Travel in
Southern Arabia, Methuen, 1939, first edition (clipped without removing
25s. price); idem, Arabian Days, An Autobiography, Robert Hale, 1948,
first edition, plates as called for, dust wrapper (priced 21/-); idem, The
Empty Quarter, being a description of the Great South Desert of Arabia,
known as the Rub' al Khali, Constable, 1933, first edition, plates as
called for, folding plan, two folding maps, some foxing, original cloth; w
Philby (H. St. J.B.)Sheba's Daughter, being a Record of Travel in
Southern Arabia, Methuen, 1939, first edition (clipped without removing
25s. price);idem, Arabian Days, An Autobiography, Robert Hale, 1948,
first edition, plates as called for, dust wrapper (priced 21/-);idem, The
Empty Quarter, being a description of the Great South Desert of Arabia,
known as the Rub' al Khali, Constable, 1933, first edition, plates as
called for, folding plan, two folding maps, some foxing, original cloth;with
two others
(5)
Est. 100 - 200
Bent (Theodore and Mabel) Southern Arabia, Smith, Elder, 1900, first
edition, plates as called for, six maps (five folding), original cloth (some
underlining in appendix)
Bent (Theodore and Mabel)Southern Arabia, Smith, Elder, 1900, first
edition, plates as called for, six maps (five folding), original cloth (some
underlining in appendix)
Est. 400 - 600
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Lawrence (T.E)Secret Despatches from Arabia, Golden Cockerel Press,
n.d. [1939], numbered limited edition of 1000, original quarter
morocco;idem, The Mint, A day-book of the R.A.F. Depot between
August and December 1922 .., Cape, 1955, numbered limited edition of
2000, partly unopened, original quarter morocco, original slipcase;idem,
Letters to E.T. Leeds, Whittington Press, 1988, numbered limited edition
of 750, mounted frontis, original quarter cloth, original slipcase;with ten
others
(13)
Est. 200 - 400
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Cheesman (R.E., Maj.) In Unknown Arabia, Macmillan, 1926, first
edition, plates as called for, folding map, institution bookplate, top edge
gilt, original cloth (endpapers split at hinges, blank 'plate' on rear
pastedown); Seabrook (W.B.), Adventures in Arabia .., Harrap, 1928,
first edition, plates as called for, dust wrapper (priced 12/6); Seabrook
(William B.), Jungle Ways, Harcourt Brace, [1931], numbered first
edition limited to 315 copies, signed by the author with eight extra
illustration
Cheesman (R.E., Maj.)In Unknown Arabia, Macmillan, 1926, first edition,
plates as called for, folding map, institution bookplate, top edge gilt,
original cloth (endpapers split at hinges, blank 'plate' on rear
pastedown);Seabrook (W.B.), Adventures in Arabia .., Harrap, 1928, first
edition, plates as called for, dust wrapper (priced 12/6);Seabrook
(William B.), Jungle Ways, Harcourt Brace, [1931], numbered first
edition limited to 315 copies, signed by the author with eight extra
illustrations, cloth; with sixteen others
(19)
Est. 100 - 200
Bell (Gertrude) The Letters of Gertrude Bell, edited by Lady Bell, Ernest
Benn, 1927, first edition, two volumes, plates as called for, folding map,
dust wrappers (priced £2 2 0); idem, Persian Pictures, Ernest Benn,
1928, first edition thus, dust wrapper (priced 10s.6d.)
Bell (Gertrude)The Letters of Gertrude Bell, edited by Lady Bell, Ernest
Benn, 1927, first edition, two volumes, plates as called for, folding map,
dust wrappers (priced £2 2 0);idem, Persian Pictures, Ernest Benn,
1928, first edition thus, dust wrapper (priced 10s.6d.)
Est. 100 - 200
Bell (Gertrude) The Arab War. Confidential Information for General
Headquarters from Gertrude Bell being Despatches Reprinted from the
Secret 'Arab Bulletin', Golden Cockerel Press, 1940, numbered limited
edition of 500, with the name of Kinahan Cornwallis, author of the
introduction, to front endpaper, original quarter morocco by Sangorski
and Sutcliffe
Bell (Gertrude)The Arab War. Confidential Information for General
Headquarters from Gertrude Bell being Despatches Reprinted from the
Secret 'Arab Bulletin', Golden Cockerel Press, 1940, numbered limited
edition of 500, with the name of Kinahan Cornwallis, author of the
introduction, to front endpaper, original quarter morocco by Sangorski
and Sutcliffe
Est. 100 - 200
Bell (Gertrude Lowthian) The Desert and the Sown, Heinemann, 1907,
first edition, colour frontis, text illustrations, folding map, original cloth
idem, Amurath to Amurath, Heinemann, 1911, first edition, frontis, plates
as called for (one torn with unsightly tape repair), folding map, original
cloth (re-backed, new endpapers)
(2)
Bell (Gertrude Lowthian)The Desert and the Sown, Heinemann, 1907,
first edition, colour frontis, text illustrations, folding map, original
clothidem, Amurath to Amurath, Heinemann, 1911, first edition, frontis,
plates as called for (one torn with unsightly tape repair), folding map,
original cloth (re-backed, new endpapers)
(2)
Est. 100 - 200
Bell (Gertrude Lowthian) Poems from the Divan of Hafiz, Heinemann,
1897, first edition, with Heinemann Autumn 1897 catalogue to rear,
original cloth
Bell (Gertrude Lowthian)Poems from the Divan of Hafiz, Heinemann,
1897, first edition, with Heinemann Autumn 1897 catalogue to rear,
original cloth
Est. 100 - 200
Bell (Gertrude Lowthian) The Arab in Mesopotamia [and] Asiatic Turkey,
Basrah; The Superintendent, n.d. [c1917], map frontis, two title pages
but continuous pagination, original cloth (replacement endpapers); Bell
(Gertrude), The Letters of Gertrude Bell, edited by Lady Bell, Ernest
Benn, 1927, first edition, two volumes, plates as called for, folding map,
modern half morocco; idem, Poems from the Divan of Hafiz,
Heinemann, 1928, dust wrapper (priced 5s.); idem, Persian Pictures,
Ernest Benn, 1
Bell (Gertrude Lowthian)The Arab in Mesopotamia [and] Asiatic Turkey,
Basrah; The Superintendent, n.d. [c1917], map frontis, two title pages
but continuous pagination, original cloth (replacement endpapers);Bell
(Gertrude), The Letters of Gertrude Bell, edited by Lady Bell, Ernest
Benn, 1927, first edition, two volumes, plates as called for, folding map,
modern half morocco;idem, Poems from the Divan of Hafiz, Heinemann,
1928, dust wrapper (priced 5s.); idem, Persian Pictures, Ernest Benn,
1928, first edition thus, original cloth;with six others (11)
Est. 100 - 200
Stark (Freya) Baghdad Sketches, Baghdad; Times Press, 1932, first
edition, twelve plates as called for, original cloth with paper labels (labels
chipped)
Stark (Freya)Baghdad Sketches, Baghdad; Times Press, 1932, first
edition, twelve plates as called for, original cloth with paper labels (labels
chipped)
Est. 200 - 400

271

Stark (Freya) Letters, Volumes One to Eight, Salisbury; Compton
Russell and Michael Russell, 1974-82, eight volumes, first editions, dust
wrappers (not clipped)
Stark (Freya)Letters, Volumes One to Eight, Salisbury; Compton Russell
and Michael Russell, 1974-82, eight volumes, first editions, dust
wrappers (not clipped)
Est. 80 - 120
Stark (Freya) Traveller's Prelude, An Autobiography; Beyond Euphrates,
Autobiography 1928-1933; The Coast of Incense, Autobiography
1933-1939; Dust in the Lion's Paw, Autobiography 1939-1946, John
Murray, 1950, 1951, 1953 and 1961, four volumes, first editions, dust
wrappers (not price-clipped), modern slipcase
Stark (Freya)Traveller's Prelude, An Autobiography; Beyond Euphrates,
Autobiography 1928-1933; The Coast of Incense, Autobiography
1933-1939; Dust in the Lion's Paw, Autobiography 1939-1946, John
Murray, 1950, 1951, 1953 and 1961, four volumes, first editions, dust
wrappers (not price-clipped), modern slipcase
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Est. 80 - 120
Stark (Freya) The Valleys of the Assassins ..., John Murray, 1934, first
edition, plates and maps as called for, map endpapers, modern quarter
morocco, slipcase; idem, The Southern Gates of Arabia .., John Murray,
1936, first edition, plates as called for, two folding maps (one torn and
taped), modern quarter morocco, slipcase; idem, Seen in the
Hadhramaut, John Murray, 1938, map, illustrated throughout, modern
quarter morocco; with two others
(5).
Stark (Freya)The Valleys of the Assassins ..., John Murray, 1934, first
edition, plates and maps as called for, map endpapers, modern quarter
morocco, slipcase;idem, The Southern Gates of Arabia .., John Murray,
1936, first edition, plates as called for, two folding maps (one torn and
taped), modern quarter morocco, slipcase;idem, Seen in the
Hadhramaut, John Murray, 1938, map, illustrated throughout, modern
quarter morocco;with two others
(5).
Est. 100 - 200
Stark (Freya) Space, Time and Movement in Landscape, 'Her Godson',
n.d., numbered limited edition of 500, signed by the author, landscape
quarto, illustrated, quarter morocco by Zaehnsdorf, slipcase
Stark (Freya)Space, Time and Movement in Landscape, 'Her Godson',
n.d., numbered limited edition of 500, signed by the author, landscape
quarto, illustrated, quarter morocco by Zaehnsdorf, slipcase
Est. 70 - 100
Stark (Freya) The Valleys of the Assassins, and Other Persian Travels,
John Murray, 1934, first edition, dust wrapper (priced 12.6d., worn with
some loss); idem, The Valleys of the Assassins, and Other Persian
Travels, New York; Dutton, 1934, first U.S. edition, dust wrapper (priced
$4.00, worn at edges); idem, The Southern Gates of Arabia, A Journey
in the Hadhramaut, John Murray, 1936, first edition, dust wrapper (worn
price-clipped wrapper with closed tears and creasing); idem, Baghdad
Sketc
Stark (Freya)The Valleys of the Assassins, and Other Persian Travels,
John Murray, 1934, first edition, dust wrapper (priced 12.6d., worn with
some loss);idem, The Valleys of the Assassins, and Other Persian
Travels, New York; Dutton, 1934, first U.S. edition, dust wrapper (priced
$4.00, worn at edges);idem, The Southern Gates of Arabia, A Journey in
the Hadhramaut, John Murray, 1936, first edition, dust wrapper (worn
price-clipped wrapper with closed tears and creasing); idem, Baghdad
Sketches, John Murray, 1937, the first edition published in England,
Times review pasted to front endpaper, loosely inserted postcard with
signed message from the author, dust wrapper (priced 12s.6d., loss to
head of wrapper spine);idem, Seen In The Hadhramaut, John Murray,
1938, first edition, dust wrapper (priced 21s., loss to head of wrapper
spine);idem, A Winter in Arabia, John Murray, 1940, first edition, dust
wrapper (priced 16s.);with twenty-two others
(28)
Est. 300 - 500
Thesiger (Wilfred) Desert, Marsh and Mountain, The World of a Nomad,
Collins, 1979, first edition, signed by the author, price-clipped dust
wrapper; with thirteen others by the author
(14)
Thesiger (Wilfred)Desert, Marsh and Mountain, The World of a Nomad,
Collins, 1979, first edition, signed by the author, price-clipped dust
wrapper;with thirteen others by the author
(14)
Est. 80 - 120
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Lewis (Norman) Sand and Sea in Arabia, Routledge, 1938, first edition,
quarto, price-clipped dust wrapper; idem, A Dragon Apparent, Travels in
Indo-China, Cape, 1951, first edition, dust wrapper (priced 15s.); idem,
An Empire of the East, Travels in Indonesia, Cape, signed by the author,
dust wrapper [two copies] with ten others by the author, all UK first
editions in dust wrappers
(14)
Lewis (Norman)Sand and Sea in Arabia, Routledge, 1938, first edition,
quarto, price-clipped dust wrapper;idem, A Dragon Apparent, Travels in
Indo-China, Cape, 1951, first edition, dust wrapper (priced 15s.);idem,
An Empire of the East, Travels in Indonesia, Cape, signed by the author,
dust wrapper [two copies]with ten others by the author, all UK first
editions in dust wrappers
(14)
Est. 100 - 200
Newby (Eric) A Short Walk in the Hindu Kush, Secker & Warburg, 1958,
first edition, previous owner's name to title and pastedown, price-clipped
dust wrapper; idem, Slowly Down the Ganges, Hodder & Stoughton,
1966, first edition, inscribed and signed by the author, dust wrapper
(priced 50s.); idem, A Small Place in Italy, HarperCollins, 1994, first
edition, signed by the author, dust wrapper (priced £14.99); idem, A
Merry Dance Around the World, HarperCollins, 1995, first edition, signed
by the a
Newby (Eric)A Short Walk in the Hindu Kush, Secker & Warburg, 1958,
first edition, previous owner's name to title and pastedown, price-clipped
dust wrapper;idem, Slowly Down the Ganges, Hodder & Stoughton,
1966, first edition, inscribed and signed by the author, dust wrapper
(priced 50s.);idem, A Small Place in Italy, HarperCollins, 1994, first
edition, signed by the author, dust wrapper (priced £14.99);idem, A
Merry Dance Around the World, HarperCollins, 1995, first edition, signed
by the author, dust wrapper (priced £18.00);idem, Grain Race, Pictures
of Life before the Mast in a Windjammer, George Allen & Unwin, 1968,
first edition, small quarto, cloth;with seventeen others by Newby, all first
editions in dust wrappers
(22)
Est. 100 - 200
Fermor (Patrick Leigh) The Traveller's Tree, A Journey Through the
Caribbean Islands, John Murray, 1950, first edition, price-clipped dust
wrapper; idem, Mani, Travels in the Southern Peleponnese, John
Murray, 1958, first edition, price-clipped dust wrapper; idem, Roumeli,
Travels in Northern Greece, John Murray, 1966, first edition, dust
wrapper (priced 30s); idem, Between the Woods and the Water ..., John
Murray, 1986, first edition, signed by the author, dust wrapper
(unclipped); with nine ot
Fermor (Patrick Leigh)The Traveller's Tree, A Journey Through the
Caribbean Islands, John Murray, 1950, first edition, price-clipped dust
wrapper;idem, Mani, Travels in the Southern Peleponnese, John
Murray, 1958, first edition, price-clipped dust wrapper;idem, Roumeli,
Travels in Northern Greece, John Murray, 1966, first edition, dust
wrapper (priced 30s);idem, Between the Woods and the Water ..., John
Murray, 1986, first edition, signed by the author, dust wrapper
(unclipped);with nine others
(13)
Est. 200 - 400
Meinertzhagen (R., Col.) Kenya Diary, 1902-1906, Oliver and Boyd,
1957, first edition, dust wrapper (priced 30/-); idem, Pirates and
Predators, The Piratical and Predatory Habits of Birds, Oliver & Boyd,
1959, first edition, quarto, plates as called for, dust wrapper (priced
70/-); with seven others
(9)
Meinertzhagen (R., Col.)Kenya Diary, 1902-1906, Oliver and Boyd,
1957, first edition, dust wrapper (priced 30/-); idem, Pirates and
Predators, The Piratical and Predatory Habits of Birds, Oliver & Boyd,
1959, first edition, quarto, plates as called for, dust wrapper (priced
70/-);with seven others
(9)
Est. 150 - 200

281

Twentieth Century Travel Durrell (Lawrence), Prospero's Cell ..., Faber
and Faber, 1945, first edition, dust wrapper (priced 10s.6d.); idem,
Reflections on a Marine Venus ..., Faber and Faber, 1953, first edition,
dust wrapper (priced 25s., torn with loss); idem, Bitter Lemons, Faber
and Faber, 1957, first edition, dust wrapper (priced 16s.); idem, The
Greek Islands, Faber and Faber, 1978, first edition, inscription signed by
the author, dust wrapper (price-clipped); Naipaul (V.S.), A House for
Twentieth Century TravelDurrell (Lawrence), Prospero's Cell ..., Faber
and Faber, 1945, first edition, dust wrapper (priced 10s.6d.);idem,
Reflections on a Marine Venus ..., Faber and Faber, 1953, first edition,
dust wrapper (priced 25s., torn with loss);idem, Bitter Lemons, Faber
and Faber, 1957, first edition, dust wrapper (priced 16s.);idem, The
Greek Islands, Faber and Faber, 1978, first edition, inscription signed by
the author, dust wrapper (price-clipped);Naipaul (V.S.), A House for Mr.
Biswas, Andre Deutsch, 1961, first edition, dust wrapper (priced
21s.);with nine others by Naipaul, all UK firsts in dust wrappers;Waugh
(Evelyn), A Tourist in Africa, Chapman & Hall, 1960, first edition, plates
as called for, dust wrapper (priced 16s);Thubron (Colin), Shadow of the
Silk Road, Chatto & Windus, 2006, first edition, signed by the author,
dust wrapper (not clipped);with eight others by Thubron, all first editions
in dust wrappers;Danziger (Nick), Danziger's Travels, Grafton, 1987,
first edition, signed by the author, price-clipped dust wrapper;with
approximately 95 others, first editions in dust wrappers
(c120)
Est. 300 - 500
Thompson (George) Travels and Adventures in Southern Africa ...,
Henry Colburn, 1827, second edition, two volumes, twenty-three plates
and maps as called for, some foxing, half calf (worn, spine heads torn)
Thompson (George)Travels and Adventures in Southern Africa ..., Henry
Colburn, 1827, second edition, two volumes, twenty-three plates and
maps as called for, some foxing, half calf (worn, spine heads torn)
Est. 100 - 200
Lyon (George Francis) A Journal of A Residence and Tour in the
Republic of Mexico in the Year 1826, with Some Account of the Mines of
that Country, John Murray, 1828, first edition, two volumes,
contemporary calf gilt by Ingalton of Eton, [provenance - Franklin
Brooke-Hitching #800]
Lyon (George Francis)A Journal of A Residence and Tour in the
Republic of Mexico in the Year 1826, with Some Account of the Mines of
that Country, John Murray, 1828, first edition, two volumes,
contemporary calf gilt by Ingalton of Eton, [provenance - Franklin
Brooke-Hitching #800]
Est. 300 - 500
Schoolcraft (Henry R.) Narrative Journal of Travels through the
Northwestern Regions of the United States Extending from Detroit
through the Great Chain of American Lakes to the Sources of the
Mississippi River ...., Albany; Hosford, 1821, folding hand-coloured map
(some restoration), engraved title and seven other plates (two
hand-coloured), bookplate recording donation to a corporation in 1904,
ref. number to engraved title, contemporary calf gilt (rebacked retaining
part of original backstrip
Schoolcraft (Henry R.)Narrative Journal of Travels through the
Northwestern Regions of the United States Extending from Detroit
through the Great Chain of American Lakes to the Sources of the
Mississippi River ...., Albany; Hosford, 1821, folding hand-coloured map
(some restoration), engraved title and seven other plates (two
hand-coloured), bookplate recording donation to a corporation in 1904,
ref. number to engraved title, contemporary calf gilt (rebacked retaining
part of original backstrip, new endpapers), binders label of Wm.
Seymour of Albany
Est. 100 - 200
Florenz (Karl, Dr.) & Lloyd (A.) Poetical Greetings From The Far East,
Japanese Poems, Tokyo; Hasegawa, n.d. [c1896], printed on crepe
paper with colour illustrations throughout, original printed paper fold-over
box with bone fasteners; idem, White Aster, A Japanese Epic, Together
with Other Poems, Tokyo; Hasegawa, 1897, printed on crepe paper with
colour illustrations throughout, original printed paper fold-over box with
bone fasteners, housed together in modern slipcase; Osborne (Sherard,
Capt
Florenz (Karl, Dr.) & Lloyd (A.)Poetical Greetings From The Far East,
Japanese Poems, Tokyo; Hasegawa, n.d. [c1896], printed on crepe
paper with colour illustrations throughout, original printed paper fold-over
box with bone fasteners;idem, White Aster, A Japanese Epic, Together
with Other Poems, Tokyo; Hasegawa, 1897, printed on crepe paper with
colour illustrations throughout, original printed paper fold-over box with
bone fasteners,housed together in modern slipcase;Osborne (Sherard,
Capt.), Japanese Fragments, with Facsimiles of Illustrations by Artists of
Yedo, Bradbury and Evans,1861, six hand-coloured plates, all edges
gilt, modern quarter morocco
(3)
Est. 200 - 300
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Orwell (George) Critical Essays, Secker and Warburg, 1946, first edition,
dust wrapper (priced 8s.6d.); idem, The English People, Collins, 1947,
first edition, dust wrapper [two copies]; idem, Shooting an Elephant, and
Other Essays, Secker and Warburg, 1950, first edition, dust wrapper
(priced 10/-); idem, England Your England, and Other Essays, Secker
and Warburg, 1953, first edition, dust wrapper (priced 12s.6d.); idem,
The Collected Essays, Journalism and Letters of George Orwell,
Volumes I-I
Orwell (George)Critical Essays, Secker and Warburg, 1946, first edition,
dust wrapper (priced 8s.6d.);idem, The English People, Collins, 1947,
first edition, dust wrapper [two copies];idem, Shooting an Elephant, and
Other Essays, Secker and Warburg, 1950, first edition, dust wrapper
(priced 10/-);idem, England Your England, and Other Essays, Secker
and Warburg, 1953, first edition, dust wrapper (priced 12s.6d.);idem,
The Collected Essays, Journalism and Letters of George Orwell,
Volumes I-IV, Secker and Warburg, 1968, first edition, four volumes,
dust wrappers (priced 50s each);with three others
(12)

290

Est. 150 - 200
Betjeman (John) Church Poems, John Murray, 1980, first edition, first
issue with the incomplete 'Bristol and Clifton' and 'Sunday Afternoon in
St. Enodoc Church, Cornwall' which resulted in its withdrawal, illustrated
by John Piper, dust wrapper (priced £5.95); idem, A Few Late
Chrysanthemums, John Murray, 1955, second printing, inscribed by the
author on endpaper, dust wrapper (priced 9s.6d.); idem, Continual Dew,
A Little Book of Bourgeois Verse, John Murray, 1937, first edition, dust
wrapper
Betjeman (John)Church Poems, John Murray, 1980, first edition, first
issue with the incomplete 'Bristol and Clifton' and 'Sunday Afternoon in
St. Enodoc Church, Cornwall' which resulted in its withdrawal, illustrated
by John Piper, dust wrapper (priced £5.95);idem, A Few Late
Chrysanthemums, John Murray, 1955, second printing, inscribed by the
author on endpaper, dust wrapper (priced 9s.6d.);idem, Continual Dew,
A Little Book of Bourgeois Verse, John Murray, 1937, first edition, dust
wrapper (priced 7/6);with fourteen others by the poet, first editions
(17)
Est. 80 - 120
Thomas (Dylan) In the Mustardseed Sun (Poem On His Birthday), The
Tern Press, 1983, numbered limited edition of 85, 12 colour prints by
Nicholas Parry, signed by the artist and Mary Parry, original printed
paper boards; Herbert (A.P.), Dolphin Square, Richard Costain, n.d.
[c1935], first edition, illustrated by H.M, Bateman, original wraps;
Machen (Arthur), The Terror, A Fantasy, Duckworth, 1917, first edition,
dust wrapper (priced 1/-, and restored with paper lining) LeCorbeau
(Adrien), The For
Thomas (Dylan)In the Mustardseed Sun (Poem On His Birthday), The
Tern Press, 1983, numbered limited edition of 85, 12 colour prints by
Nicholas Parry, signed by the artist and Mary Parry, original printed
paper boards;Herbert (A.P.), Dolphin Square, Richard Costain, n.d.
[c1935], first edition, illustrated by H.M, Bateman, original wraps;Machen
(Arthur), The Terror, A Fantasy, Duckworth, 1917, first edition, dust
wrapper (priced 1/-, and restored with paper lining)LeCorbeau (Adrien),
The Forest Giant, The Romance of A Tree, Harper, 1924, first edition
thus, translated by L.H. Ross (T.E. Lawrence), frontis, dust wrapper
(priced $2.00)with one other (5)
Est. 80 - 120
Dickens (Charles) The Chimes: A Goblin Story of Some Bells that Rang
an Old Year Out and a New Year In, Chapman & Hall, 1845 [1844], first
edition with Smith's issue points present but with second state vignette
title, all edges gilt, original red cloth gilt (a little wear to head and tail of
spine); idem, The Haunted Man and the Ghost's Bargain. A Fancy for
Christmas Time, Bradbury & Evans, 1848, first edition, majority of
Smith's issue points, all edges gilt, original red cloth gilt; idem, Pic
Dickens (Charles)The Chimes: A Goblin Story of Some Bells that Rang
an Old Year Out and a New Year In, Chapman & Hall, 1845 [1844], first
edition with Smith's issue points present but with second state vignette
title, all edges gilt, original red cloth gilt (a little wear to head and tail of
spine);idem, The Haunted Man and the Ghost's Bargain. A Fancy for
Christmas Time, Bradbury & Evans, 1848, first edition, majority of
Smith's issue points, all edges gilt, original red cloth gilt;idem, Pictures
From Italy, Bradbury & Evans, 1846, first edition, all of Smith's issue
points present, original blue cloth (wear to head of spine)
(3)
Est. 100 - 200

292

Joyce (James) A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, The Egoist, n.d.
[1917], first English edition, American sheets, Slocum and Cahoon no.
12 - 'the first English edition was made up of American sheets because
English printers would not accept the responsibility of printing it', original
dark green cloth (re-backed, replacement endpapers)
Joyce (James)A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, The Egoist, n.d.
[1917], first English edition, American sheets, Slocum and Cahoon no.
12 - 'the first English edition was made up of American sheets because
English printers would not accept the responsibility of printing it', original
dark green cloth (re-backed, replacement endpapers)
Est. 100 - 200
James (Montague Rhodes) Ghost-Stories of an Antiquary, Edward
Arnold, 1904, first edition, four plates as called for, original cloth with
yapp edges
James (Montague Rhodes)Ghost-Stories of an Antiquary, Edward
Arnold, 1904, first edition, four plates as called for, original cloth with
yapp edges
Est. 500 - 800
James (Montague Rhodes) More Ghost Stories of an Antiquary, Edward
Arnold, 1911, first edition, original cloth (a little wear to head and tail of
spine); idem, A Warning to the Curious and other Ghost Stories, Edward
Arnold, 1925, first edition, original cloth. (2)
James (Montague Rhodes)More Ghost Stories of an Antiquary, Edward
Arnold, 1911, first edition, original cloth (a little wear to head and tail of
spine);idem, A Warning to the Curious and other Ghost Stories, Edward
Arnold, 1925, first edition, original cloth. (2)
Est. 100 - 200
Poe (Edgar Allan) Tales of Mystery & Imagination, Harrap, 1935, first
edition thus, twelve colour and seventeen monochrome plates, original
cloth gilt; Sterne (Lawrence), The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy,
Gentleman, Golden Cockerel Press, 1929-30, numbered limited edition
of 500, three volumes, fifteen engravings by J.E. Laboureur, top edge
gilt, original cloth
(4)
Poe (Edgar Allan)Tales of Mystery & Imagination, Harrap, 1935, first
edition thus, twelve colour and seventeen monochrome plates, original
cloth gilt;Sterne (Lawrence), The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy,
Gentleman, Golden Cockerel Press, 1929-30, numbered limited edition
of 500, three volumes, fifteen engravings by J.E. Laboureur, top edge
gilt, original cloth
(4)
Est. 100 - 200
Sassoon (Siegfried) Single page Autograph Letter Signed, 23.8.62, in
which Sassoon responds to a request for accommodation for an
Irishman at Hungerford Hospital Flats (Anglican), advising that 'a
Catholic would be a fish out of water, so to speak, especially on Fridays',
explanatory note stapled to letter; idem, Memoirs of a Fox-Hunting Man,
Faber & Gwyer, 1928, first edition, original cloth; idem, Memoirs of an
Infantry Officer, Faber & Faber, 1930, first edition, dust wrapper (priced
7s.6d.)
Sassoon (Siegfried)Single page Autograph Letter Signed, 23.8.62, in
which Sassoon responds to a request for accommodation for an
Irishman at Hungerford Hospital Flats (Anglican), advising that 'a
Catholic would be a fish out of water, so to speak, especially on Fridays',
explanatory note stapled to letter;idem, Memoirs of a Fox-Hunting Man,
Faber & Gwyer, 1928, first edition, original cloth; idem, Memoirs of an
Infantry Officer, Faber & Faber, 1930, first edition, dust wrapper (priced
7s.6d.);with three others
(6)
Est. 100 - 200
Bookbinding Miura (Einen), The Art of Marbled Paper, Zaehnsdorf,
1989/90, dust wrapper; with a quantity of others on bookbinding
BookbindingMiura (Einen), The Art of Marbled Paper, Zaehnsdorf,
1989/90, dust wrapper;with a quantity of others on bookbinding
Est. 40 - 60
Woodhouse (Adrian) Beresford Egan, Tartarus, 2005, numbered limited
edition of 750, quarto, dust wrapper; Gardner (Keith S.) & Clark (Nigel
D.), Sir William Russell Flint, 1880-1969, A Comparative Review of the
Artist's Signed Limited Edition Prints, Bristol; Sir William Russell Flint
Galleries, 1986, numbered 'collector edition' of 1000 copies, folio,
fore-edge a little thumbed, half morocco, slipcase; Palmer (Arnold),
More Than Shadows, A Biography of W. Russell Flint, The Studio, 1943,
presen
Woodhouse (Adrian)Beresford Egan, Tartarus, 2005, numbered limited
edition of 750, quarto, dust wrapper;Gardner (Keith S.) & Clark (Nigel
D.), Sir William Russell Flint, 1880-1969, A Comparative Review of the
Artist's Signed Limited Edition Prints, Bristol; Sir William Russell Flint
Galleries, 1986, numbered 'collector edition' of 1000 copies, folio,
fore-edge a little thumbed, half morocco, slipcase;Palmer (Arnold), More
Than Shadows, A Biography of W. Russell Flint, The Studio, 1943,
presentation inscription signed by W. Russell Flint, dust
wrapper;McManners (Robert) & Wales (Gillian), The Quintessential
Cornish, The Life and Work of Norman Cornish, Gemini, 2009, signed
by Norman Cornish and the authors, dust wrapper;with five others (9)
Est. 100 - 200
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Brewster (John) Sermons for Prisons. To Which are Added Prayers for
the Use of Prisoners in Solitary Confinement, Stockton; printed by R.
Christopher, 1790, sheep (re-backed with calf); Richardson (William),
Remarks on Diabetes, Especially with Reference to Treatment, Lewis,
1871, first edition, original cloth (spine torn with loss) (2)
Brewster (John)Sermons for Prisons. To Which are Added Prayers for
the Use of Prisoners in Solitary Confinement, Stockton; printed by R.
Christopher, 1790, sheep (re-backed with calf);Richardson (William),
Remarks on Diabetes, Especially with Reference to Treatment, Lewis,
1871, first edition, original cloth (spine torn with loss) (2)
Est. 50 - 100
Boswell (James) The Life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D., Comprehending an
Account of his Studies and Numerous Works ..., Charles Dilly, 1791, first
edition, second state with corrected 'give', two volumes, quarto, portrait
frontis, two engraved plates, volume II pages 229, 408, 497, 504, 555,
585-6 misnumbered, calf (re-backed)
Boswell (James)The Life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D., Comprehending an
Account of his Studies and Numerous Works ..., Charles Dilly, 1791, first
edition, second state with corrected 'give', two volumes, quarto, portrait
frontis, two engraved plates, volume II pages 229, 408, 497, 504, 555,
585-6 misnumbered, calf (re-backed)
Est. 1,000 - 1,500
[Johnson (Samuel)] A Journey to the Western Islands of Scotland,
Strahan and Cadell, 1775, first edition, first issue, errata leaf with eleven
errata on twelve lines, none of which are corrected in the text, D8 and
U4 cancels, page 296 misnumbered 226, full calf
[Johnson (Samuel)]A Journey to the Western Islands of Scotland,
Strahan and Cadell, 1775, first edition, first issue, errata leaf with eleven
errata on twelve lines, none of which are corrected in the text, D8 and
U4 cancels, page 296 misnumbered 226, full calf
Est. 200 - 300
Beeton (Isabella) The Book of Household Management ..., S.O. Beeton,
1861, first edition, second issue with 248 Strand address on both title
and colour title, twelve colour plates as called for, original cloth,
re-backed with morocco
Beeton (Isabella)The Book of Household Management ..., S.O. Beeton,
1861, first edition, second issue with 248 Strand address on both title
and colour title, twelve colour plates as called for, original cloth,
re-backed with morocco
Est. 100 - 200
Radcliffe (M.) A Modern System of Domestic Cookery; or the
Housekeeper's Guide: Arranged on the Most Economical Plan for
Private Families ...,Manchester; Gleave, 1823, frontis, engraved title
(dated 1822), eleven plates, 19th century owners' names on fly leaf,
modern half morocco;
Thornton (Robert John), A New Family
Herbal: or Popular Account of the Natures and Properties of the Various
Plants used in Medicine, Diet and the Arts, Richard Phillips, 1810, first
edition, wood engravings b
Radcliffe (M.)A Modern System of Domestic Cookery; or the
Housekeeper's Guide: Arranged on the Most Economical Plan for
Private Families ...,Manchester; Gleave, 1823, frontis, engraved title
(dated 1822), eleven plates, 19th century owners' names on fly leaf,
modern half morocco;
Thornton (Robert John), A New Family
Herbal: or Popular Account of the Natures and Properties of the Various
Plants used in Medicine, Diet and the Arts, Richard Phillips, 1810, first
edition, wood engravings by Thomas Bewick after Henderson, repaired
closed tear to final leaf, modern quarter morocco
(2)
Est. 100 - 200
Bewick (Thomas) A General History of Quadrupeds, Newcastle upon
Tyne; Hodgson, Bielby & Bewick, 1791, second edition, demy octavo, all
edges gilt, full green morocco by Zaehnsdorf (spine faded) [Roscoe
2b, Variant B] Idem, A Memoir of Thomas Bewick .., Newcastle; Jane
Bewick, 1862, original cloth; Yarrell (William), A History of British Birds,
Van Voorst, 1843, three volumes, modern half calf calf gilt; Gosse (Philip
Henry), Actinologia Britannica, A History of the British Sea-Anemones
an
Bewick (Thomas)A General History of Quadrupeds, Newcastle upon
Tyne; Hodgson, Bielby & Bewick, 1791, second edition, demy octavo, all
edges gilt, full green morocco by Zaehnsdorf (spine faded) [Roscoe 2b,
Variant B] Idem, A Memoir of Thomas Bewick .., Newcastle; Jane
Bewick, 1862, original cloth;Yarrell (William), A History of British Birds,
Van Voorst, 1843, three volumes, modern half calf calf gilt;Gosse (Philip
Henry), Actinologia Britannica, A History of the British Sea-Anemones
and Corals, Van Voorst, 1860, twelve plates (eleven coloured), half calf
(spine rubbed, label worn) (6)
Est. 200 - 300

303

Bewick (Thomas) History of British Birds, Volume I containing the
History and Description of Land Birds, Newcastle; Beilby & Bewick, 1797
[bound with] A Supplement to ... Part I .. Land Birds, Newcastle; Bewick
and Charnley, 1821; Volume II containing the History and Description of
Water Birds, Bewick, 1804, [bound with] A Supplement ... Part II .. Water
Birds, Bewick and Charnley, 1821, first editions, first issues, two
volumes, thin royal octavo, top edges gilt, full green morocco by Wright
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Bewick (Thomas)History of British Birds, Volume I containing the History
and Description of Land Birds, Newcastle; Beilby & Bewick, 1797 [bound
with] A Supplement to ... Part I .. Land Birds, Newcastle; Bewick and
Charnley, 1821; Volume II containing the History and Description of
Water Birds, Bewick, 1804, [bound with] A Supplement ... Part II .. Water
Birds, Bewick and Charnley, 1821, first editions, first issues, two
volumes, thin royal octavo, top edges gilt, full green morocco by Wright
(Roscoe 14c, Variant A with correct Jug, Sea Eagle, Magpie and
advert; Roscoe 17c, Variant A with correct first state vignettes)
Est. 500 - 800
Bewick (Thomas) History of British Birds, Volume I containing the
History and Description of Land Birds, Newcastle; Beilby & Bewick,
1797; Volume II containing the History and Description of Water Birds,
Bewick, 1804, first editions, second issues, two volumes, thin octavo
and imperial paper, contemporary tree calf (joints cracking), modern
slipcases (Roscoe 14c variant B with second state Sea Eagle,Magpie &
advert; Roscoe 17a, Variant C)
Bewick (Thomas)History of British Birds, Volume I containing the History
and Description of Land Birds, Newcastle; Beilby & Bewick, 1797;
Volume II containing the History and Description of Water Birds, Bewick,
1804, first editions, second issues, two volumes, thin octavo and
imperial paper, contemporary tree calf (joints cracking), modern
slipcases (Roscoe 14c variant B with second state Sea Eagle,Magpie &
advert; Roscoe 17a, Variant C)
Est. 200 - 300
[White (Gilbert)] The Natural History and Antiquities of Selborne, in the
County of Southampton, White & Son, 1789, first edition, quarto, nine
plates including fold out frontis and two titles, page 292 misnumbered,
no pages numbered 441 and 442 as called for, signature of White's
grandfather bound in, repaired tear to R4 with subsequent staining
through adjacent leaves, morocco gilt by Bayntun (Riviere) of Bath
[provenance - Henry Stevenson; Richard Bowlder Sharpe; Dr. Nowell
Peach]
[White (Gilbert)]The Natural History and Antiquities of Selborne, in the
County of Southampton, White & Son, 1789, first edition, quarto, nine
plates including fold out frontis and two titles, page 292 misnumbered,
no pages numbered 441 and 442 as called for, signature of White's
grandfather bound in, repaired tear to R4 with subsequent staining
through adjacent leaves, morocco gilt by Bayntun (Riviere) of
Bath[provenance - Henry Stevenson; Richard Bowlder Sharpe; Dr.
Nowell Peach]
Est. 600 - 1,000
Encyclopeadia Britannica 'Moore's Dublin Edition', Encyclopaedia
Britannica, or a Dictionary of Arts, Sciences and Miscellaneous
Literature, on a Plan Entirely New ..., Dublin: James Moore, 1791,
eighteen volumes, quarto, plates and maps throughout, contemporary
calf (some wear to pages, one spine label lacking) sold not subject to
return
Encyclopeadia Britannica'Moore's Dublin Edition', Encyclopaedia
Britannica, or a Dictionary of Arts, Sciences and Miscellaneous
Literature, on a Plan Entirely New ..., Dublin: James Moore, 1791,
eighteen volumes, quarto, plates and maps throughout, contemporary
calf (some wear to pages, one spine label lacking) sold not subject to
return
Est. 200 - 400
Blanc (M. le) & Armengaud (M.M.) The Engineer & Machinist's
Drawing-Book, A Complete Course of Instruction for the Practical
Engineer ..., Blackie, 1871, folio, seventy-one plates including frontis
and engraved title, modern half morocco; French (James Weir), Modern
Power Generators, Steam Electric and Internal-Combustion, Gresham,
1908, two volumes, folio, eleven colour composite sectional model
plates, original Talwin Morris 'Glasgow Style' cloth gilt; with one other
(4)
Blanc (M. le) & Armengaud (M.M.)The Engineer & Machinist's
Drawing-Book, A Complete Course of Instruction for the Practical
Engineer ..., Blackie, 1871, folio, seventy-one plates including frontis
and engraved title, modern half morocco;French (James Weir), Modern
Power Generators, Steam Electric and Internal-Combustion, Gresham,
1908, two volumes, folio, eleven colour composite sectional model
plates, original Talwin Morris 'Glasgow Style' cloth gilt;with one other
(4)
Est. 100 - 200
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O'Connor (John) Canals, Barges and People, Art and Technics, 1950,
first edition, twenty four colour illustrations, dust wrapper (priced 10s 6d)
Rolt (L.T.C.), Green and Silver, George Allen .., 1949, first edition, dust
wrapper; idem, Red for Danger, Bodley Head, 1955, first edition, dust
wrapper; with twenty-two others
(25)
O'Connor (John)Canals, Barges and People, Art and Technics, 1950,
first edition, twenty four colour illustrations, dust wrapper (priced 10s
6d)Rolt (L.T.C.), Green and Silver, George Allen .., 1949, first edition,
dust wrapper; idem, Red for Danger, Bodley Head, 1955, first edition,
dust wrapper;with twenty-two others
(25)
Est. 100 - 200
Billings (Robert William) The Baronial and Ecclesiastical Antiquities of
Scotland, Blackwood, 1845-52, four volumes, quarto, 240 engraved
plates (lower imprint cropped on some), gauffered gilt edges, full
embossed calf by Seton and Mackenzie (rubbed, one volume with
cracked joints) [provenance - William Chambers, Charles E.S.
Chambers]
Billings (Robert William)The Baronial and Ecclesiastical Antiquities of
Scotland, Blackwood, 1845-52, four volumes, quarto, 240 engraved
plates (lower imprint cropped on some), gauffered gilt edges, full
embossed calf by Seton and Mackenzie (rubbed, one volume with
cracked joints)[provenance - William Chambers, Charles E.S.
Chambers]
Est. 100 - 200
Halfpenny (Joseph) A Selection of the Gothic Ornaments in the
Cathedral Church of York, York: John & George Todd, 1831, large
quarto, engraved title, 105 plates (two coloured), modern half morocco
gilt; Billings (Robert William), Illustrations of the Architectural Antiquities
of the County of Durham …, Andrews, 1846, large quarto, 60 full page
mounted plates, four other engraved plates, all edges gilt (worn); idem,
Architectural Illustrations and Description of the Cathedral Church at
Durham, Bo
Halfpenny (Joseph)A Selection of the Gothic Ornaments in the
Cathedral Church of York, York: John & George Todd, 1831, large
quarto, engraved title, 105 plates (two coloured), modern half morocco
gilt;Billings (Robert William), Illustrations of the Architectural Antiquities
of the County of Durham …, Andrews, 1846, large quarto, 60 full page
mounted plates, four other engraved plates, all edges gilt (worn);idem,
Architectural Illustrations and Description of the Cathedral Church at
Durham, Boone, 1843, quarto, title vignette, 75 engraved plates, half
morocco (faded and rubbed); idem, The Geometric Tracery of
Brancepeth Church in the County of Durham, Boone & Andrews, 1845,
tall quarto, frontis, hand-coloured text illustration, twenty engraved
plates, cloth-backed boards with original label;idem, Architectural
Illustrations, History and Description of Carlisle Cathedral, Boone, 1840,
quarto, forty-five engraved plates, modern cloth binding;with two others
(7)
Est. 100 - 200
Colling (James K.) Gothic Ornaments, Being a Series of Examples of
Enriched Details and Accessories of the Architecture of Great Britain,
George Bell, n.d., two volumes, quarto, 207 chromolitho and
monochrome plates including chromolitho illuminated titles, top edges
gilt, half morocco (worn); with five others
(7)
Colling (James K.)Gothic Ornaments, Being a Series of Examples of
Enriched Details and Accessories of the Architecture of Great Britain,
George Bell, n.d., two volumes, quarto, 207 chromolitho and
monochrome plates including chromolitho illuminated titles, top edges
gilt, half morocco (worn);with five others
(7)
Est. 100 - 200
Gibbs (James) Rules for Drawing the Several Parts of Architecture in a
More Exact and Easy Manner than has been heretofore practised, by
which all Fractions, in dividing the principal Members and their Parts, are
avoided, Innys, Richardson et al, 1753, third edition, folio, first leaf is a
blank, 63 (of 64) engraved plates, half calf (worn); Gotch (J. Alfred),
Architecture of the Renaissance in England ..., Batsford, 1894, two
volumes, folio, ex-library, 145 plates with stamps verso, top edges g
Gibbs (James)Rules for Drawing the Several Parts of Architecture in a
More Exact and Easy Manner than has been heretofore practised, by
which all Fractions, in dividing the principal Members and their Parts, are
avoided, Innys, Richardson et al, 1753, third edition, folio, first leaf is a
blank, 63 (of 64) engraved plates, half calf (worn);Gotch (J. Alfred),
Architecture of the Renaissance in England ..., Batsford, 1894, two
volumes, folio, ex-library, 145 plates with stamps verso, top edges gilt,
original half morocco;Shaw (Richard Norman), Architectural Sketches
from the Continent, Day, n.d. [1858], folio, litho title, 100 litho plates,
modern cloth
(4)
Est. 100 - 200

313

Architecture Wright (Frank Lloyd), An Autobiography, Faber, 1945, first
edition, dust wrapper (priced 35s.); Le Corbusier, Towards a New
Architecture, New York: Brewer, Warren .., n.d., second to fourth
thousand, dust wrapper; with a quantity of others
(qty)
ArchitectureWright (Frank Lloyd), An Autobiography, Faber, 1945, first
edition, dust wrapper (priced 35s.);Le Corbusier, Towards a New
Architecture, New York: Brewer, Warren .., n.d., second to fourth
thousand, dust wrapper;with a quantity of others
(qty)
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314
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Est. 100 - 200
Fergusson (James) The Illustrated Handbook of Architecture …, 1855,
John Murray, 1855, first edition, two volumes, top edge gilt, half morocco
by Zaehnsdorf; idem, History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, John
Murray, 1876, first edition, two folding maps, half leather; Scott (George
Gilbert), Remarks on Secular & Domestic Architecture, Present and
Future, John Murray, 1857, first edition, original cloth (re-backed,
retaining part of original back-strip)
(4)
Fergusson (James)The Illustrated Handbook of Architecture …, 1855,
John Murray, 1855, first edition, two volumes, top edge gilt, half morocco
by Zaehnsdorf;idem, History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, John
Murray, 1876, first edition, two folding maps, half leather;Scott (George
Gilbert), Remarks on Secular & Domestic Architecture, Present and
Future, John Murray, 1857, first edition, original cloth (re-backed,
retaining part of original back-strip)
(4)
Est. 100 - 200
Sears (John Edward) The Architects', Surveyors' and Engineers'
Compendium and Complete Catalogue, Compendium Publishing, 1895,
ninth annual issue, quarto, folding chromolitho frontis, chromolitho and
other plates throughout, including paint colour chart with mounted
samples, original cloth (re-backed retaining original back-strip); idem,
The Contractors', Merchants', and Estate Managers' Compendium and
Catalogue, Compendium Publishing, 1911, 25th annual issue, quarto,
colour and other plates, or
Sears (John Edward)The Architects', Surveyors' and Engineers'
Compendium and Complete Catalogue, Compendium Publishing, 1895,
ninth annual issue, quarto, folding chromolitho frontis, chromolitho and
other plates throughout, including paint colour chart with mounted
samples, original cloth (re-backed retaining original back-strip);idem,
The Contractors', Merchants', and Estate Managers' Compendium and
Catalogue, Compendium Publishing, 1911, 25th annual issue, quarto,
colour and other plates, original cloth;with five others
(7)
Est. 100 - 200
Construction The Building News and Engineering Journal, Volume 44,
Kibblewhite, January-December 1883, two volumes, folio, modern
quarter morocco bindings, with two others
(4)
ConstructionThe Building News and Engineering Journal, Volume 44,
Kibblewhite, January-December 1883, two volumes, folio, modern
quarter morocco bindings,with two others
(4)
Est. 100 - 200
Nicholson (Peter) The New Practical Builder, and Workman's
Companion ..., Thomas Kelly, 1823-25, two volumes, quarto, engraved
frontis to volume I, volume II with 187 plates including title and frontis,
modern quarter morocco; with four others
(6)
Nicholson (Peter)The New Practical Builder, and Workman's Companion
..., Thomas Kelly, 1823-25, two volumes, quarto, engraved frontis to
volume I, volume II with 187 plates including title and frontis, modern
quarter morocco;with four others
(6)
Est. 200 - 300
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Partington (C.F.) The Builder's Complete Guide ..., Sherwood, Gilbert ..,
1825, five plates as called for, boards (re-backed); Cotes (J.), The
Young Surveyor's Guide; or, A Treatise on Practical Land Surveying ..,
Crosby, 1808, second edition, original printed paper boards (re-backed
retaining fragments of original back-strip); Ormerod (W.P.), On the
Sanatory Condition of Oxford, Oxford: Ashmolean Soc., 1848,
unopened, folding map, original printed wraps; Fire Prevention,
Resolutions of the Ass
Partington (C.F.)The Builder's Complete Guide ..., Sherwood, Gilbert ..,
1825, five plates as called for, boards (re-backed);Cotes (J.), The Young
Surveyor's Guide; or, A Treatise on Practical Land Surveying .., Crosby,
1808, second edition, original printed paper boards (re-backed retaining
fragments of original back-strip);Ormerod (W.P.), On the Sanatory
Condition of Oxford, Oxford: Ashmolean Soc., 1848, unopened, folding
map, original printed wraps;Fire Prevention, Resolutions of the
Associated Architects; with the Report of a Committee ... to Consider the
Causes of the Frequent Fires, and the Best Means of Preventing the
Like in Future, n.d. [1793], 'to be adopted in all new houses built on the
Duke of Bedford's Estates', unopened, wraps;City of Manchester,
Housing of the Working Classes ..., Manchester: Sanitory Committee,
1904, 36 plans, elevations and photographs, cloth-backed printed
papers boards (worn);Report From the Select Committee on Buildings
Regulation and Improvement of Boroughs .., House of Commons, 1842,
folio, seven plates, ex-library, library cloth;Humber (William), A
Comprehensive Treatise on the Water Supply of Cities and Towns ...,
Crosby Lockwood, 1876, large quarto, fifty double-page plates, half
morocco (worn, joint partially cracked) (7)
Est. 200 - 400
Perrault (Claude) A Treatise of the Five Orders of Columns in
Architecture .... made English by John James, Motte for Sturt, 1708,
folio, engraved title, dedication leaf and double page subscribers list, six
numbered engraved plates, modern reversed calf [sold not subject to
return]
Perrault (Claude)A Treatise of the Five Orders of Columns in
Architecture .... made English by John James, Motte for Sturt, 1708,
folio, engraved title, dedication leaf and double page subscribers list, six
numbered engraved plates, modern reversed calf [sold not subject to
return]
Est. 100 - 200
Surtees (Robert) The History and Antiquities of the County Palatine of
Durham … Volumes I & II, Nichols and Andrews, 1816-20, two volumes,
folio large paper, twenty-two plates, some staining, seal plates not
present in volume II, contemporary half vellum (stained); idem, The
History and Antiquities of the County Palatine of Durham … Volume III,
Nichols and Andrews, 1823, large paper folio, eight (of fourteen) plates,
contemporary calf (joints worn and cracked); idem, The History and
Antiquities
Surtees (Robert)The History and Antiquities of the County Palatine of
Durham … Volumes I & II, Nichols and Andrews, 1816-20, two volumes,
folio large paper, twenty-two plates, some staining, seal plates not
present in volume II, contemporary half vellum (stained);idem, The
History and Antiquities of the County Palatine of Durham … Volume III,
Nichols and Andrews, 1823, large paper folio, eight (of fourteen) plates,
contemporary calf (joints worn and cracked);idem, The History and
Antiquities of the County Palatine of Durham … Volume IV, Nichols and
Andrews, 1840, folio, the twenty-four plates issued with the volume
bound in at rear (these were to be bound throughout the four volumes),
calf (rubbed);idem, Memoir of Robert Surtees, n.d., folio, quarter calf
(5)
Est. 100 - 200
Surtees (Robert) The History and Antiquities of the County Palatine of
Durham … Volumes I - IV, Nichols and Andrews, 1816-1840, four
volumes, folio, eighty-two plates (the eighty-one called for with extra
plate of Raby Castle, one plate with cropped margins), cloth; Raine
(James), The History and Antiquities of North Durham, as subdivided
into the Shires of Norham, Island and Bedlington …, Nichols and
Andrew, 1852, folio, ten plates including portrait frontis and map, two
pedigrees, cloth (unifo
Surtees (Robert)The History and Antiquities of the County Palatine of
Durham … Volumes I - IV, Nichols and Andrews, 1816-1840, four
volumes, folio, eighty-two plates (the eighty-one called for with extra
plate of Raby Castle, one plate with cropped margins), cloth;Raine
(James), The History and Antiquities of North Durham, as subdivided
into the Shires of Norham, Island and Bedlington …, Nichols and
Andrew, 1852, folio, ten plates including portrait frontis and map, two
pedigrees, cloth (uniform with Surtees)
(5)
Est. 200 - 400

322

Longstaffe (W. Hylton Dyer) The History and Antiquities of the Parish of
Darlington, in the Bishoprick, Darlington and Stockton Times .., 1854,
first edition, large paper copy, ten (of twelve) plates, all edges gilt, full
morocco gilt; idem, The History and Antiquities of the Parish of
Darlington, in the Bishoprick, Darlington and Stockton Times .., 1854,
first edition, twelve plates, all edges gilt, morocco gilt; with four others
(6)
Longstaffe (W. Hylton Dyer)The History and Antiquities of the Parish of
Darlington, in the Bishoprick, Darlington and Stockton Times .., 1854,
first edition, large paper copy, ten (of twelve) plates, all edges gilt, full
morocco gilt;idem, The History and Antiquities of the Parish of
Darlington, in the Bishoprick, Darlington and Stockton Times .., 1854,
first edition, twelve plates, all edges gilt, morocco gilt;with four others
(6)
Est. 100 - 200
Whitaker (Thomas Dunham) An History of Richmondshire, in the North
Riding of the County of York …, Longman, Hurst …, 1823, two volumes,
folio, forty-five engraved plates after Turner et al, twenty-seven pedigree
plates, contemporary half calf (worn, loss of part of backstrip, joints
cracked)
[Boyne p.175]
Whitaker (Thomas Dunham)An History of Richmondshire, in the North
Riding of the County of York …, Longman, Hurst …, 1823, two volumes,
folio, forty-five engraved plates after Turner et al, twenty-seven pedigree
plates, contemporary half calf (worn, loss of part of backstrip, joints
cracked)
[Boyne p.175]
Est. 200 - 300
Clarkson (Christopher) The History [and Antiquities] of Richmond, in the
County of York, Richmond: for the author, 1821, quarto, eighteen plates
as called for including folding plan [Boyne p.181], calf gilt (re-backed
retaining original back-strip); Anon. [Clarkson (Christopher), The History
of Richmond, in the County of York .., Richmond: Bowman, 1814, three
plates as called for, modern half sprinkled calf ; Longstaffe (W. Hylton),
Richmondshire, Its Ancient Lords and Edifices, A Concise Guide
Clarkson (Christopher)The History [and Antiquities] of Richmond, in the
County of York, Richmond: for the author, 1821, quarto, eighteen plates
as called for including folding plan [Boyne p.181], calf gilt (re-backed
retaining original back-strip);Anon. [Clarkson (Christopher), The History
of Richmond, in the County of York .., Richmond: Bowman, 1814, three
plates as called for, modern half sprinkled calf ;Longstaffe (W. Hylton),
Richmondshire, Its Ancient Lords and Edifices, A Concise Guide ..., Bell,
1852, folding frontis map, ten plates as called for (Boyne p.184), top
edge gilt, half morocco gilt with original wraps bound in;Robinson
(W.R.), Robinson's Guide to Richmond, Richmond: Robinson, 1833, six
plates, original cloth;with six others (10)
Est. 200 - 300
Walker (George) The Costume of Yorkshire, Illustrated by a Series of
Forty Engravings, being fac-similes of Original Drawings with
Descriptions in English and French, Richard Jackson, 1885, numbered
limited edition of 600, folio, frontis, forty chromolitho plates (one with
evidence of minor adhesion to tissue guard), top edge gilt, original
quarter morocco (repairs to hinges)
Walker (George)The Costume of Yorkshire, Illustrated by a Series of
Forty Engravings, being fac-similes of Original Drawings with
Descriptions in English and French, Richard Jackson, 1885, numbered
limited edition of 600, folio, frontis, forty chromolitho plates (one with
evidence of minor adhesion to tissue guard), top edge gilt, original
quarter morocco (repairs to hinges)
Est. 100 - 200
Graves (John) The History of Cleveland, in the North Riding of the
County of York ..., Carlisle: Jollie, 1808, quarto, engraved title, folding
hand-coloured map, nine engraved plates including frontis, folding
pedigree, some foxing, particularly the frontis and engraved title, 16
page paper on Mount Grace (1900) bound in at rear, top edge gilt, other
edges uncut, full morocco gilt with armorial to upper board
[Boyne
p.189]
Graves (John)The History of Cleveland, in the North Riding of the
County of York ..., Carlisle: Jollie, 1808, quarto, engraved title, folding
hand-coloured map, nine engraved plates including frontis, folding
pedigree, some foxing, particularly the frontis and engraved title, 16
page paper on Mount Grace (1900) bound in at rear, top edge gilt, other
edges uncut, full morocco gilt with armorial to upper board
[Boyne
p.189]
Est. 100 - 200
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Graves (John) The History of Cleveland, in the North Riding of the
County of York ..., Carlisle: Jollie, 1808, large paper quarto, engraved
title, folding hand-coloured map, nine engraved plates including frontis,
folding pedigree, light foxing to endpapers, otherwise clean internally,
nineteenth century half calf (worn) [Boyne p.189]
Graves (John)The History of Cleveland, in the North Riding of the
County of York ..., Carlisle: Jollie, 1808, large paper quarto, engraved
title, folding hand-coloured map, nine engraved plates including frontis,
folding pedigree, light foxing to endpapers, otherwise clean internally,
nineteenth century half calf (worn) [Boyne p.189]
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Hinderwell (Thomas) The History and Antiquities of Scarborough and
the Vicinity, York: Bayley, 1798, first edition, quarto, frontis, town plan,
two maps (one folding, torn without loss), extra illustrated with
engravings throughout, the plates called for by Boyne (p.197) are all
present but one of the folding plans called for may be either single page
or an incorrect replacement, half calf; Charlton (Lionel), The History of
Whitby and of Whitby Abbey .., York: Ward .., 1779, quarto, folding fron
Hinderwell (Thomas)The History and Antiquities of Scarborough and the
Vicinity, York: Bayley, 1798, first edition, quarto, frontis, town plan, two
maps (one folding, torn without loss), extra illustrated with engravings
throughout, the plates called for by Boyne (p.197) are all present but
one of the folding plans called for may be either single page or an
incorrect replacement, half calf;Charlton (Lionel), The History of Whitby
and of Whitby Abbey .., York: Ward .., 1779, quarto, folding frontis plan,
three plates as called for, modern quarter calf;Hutton (W.), A Tour to
Scarborough in 1803; Including a Particular Survey of the City of York,
Nichols, Son & Bentley, 1817, second edition, half calf (edges worn,
spine head a little pulled);idem, A Trip to Coatham, A Watering Place in
the North Extremity of Yorkshire, Nichols, 1810, portrait frontis, folding
colour map, three plates as called for, modern half morocco;Belcher
(Henry), Illustrations of the Scenery on the Line of the Whitby and
Pickering Railway .., Longman, Rees ..., 1836, engraved title, eleven (of
twelve) engraved plates, modern half calf;with four others
(9)
Est. 200 - 400
Hutchinson (William) The History and Antiquities of the County Palatine
of Durham, Hodgson and Robinsons, 1785-94, first edition, three
volumes, quarto, three engraved titles with vignettes, fifty-three plates
called for by Upcott together with at least two more, diced calf (worn,
re-backed retaining original back-strips); Mackenzie (E.) & Ross (M.),
An Historical, Topographical and Descriptive View of the County
Palatine of Durham ..., Newcastle: Mackenzie and Dent, 1834, two
volumes, quarto,
Hutchinson (William)The History and Antiquities of the County Palatine
of Durham, Hodgson and Robinsons, 1785-94, first edition, three
volumes, quarto, three engraved titles with vignettes, fifty-three plates
called for by Upcott together with at least two more, diced calf (worn,
re-backed retaining original back-strips); Mackenzie (E.) & Ross (M.), An
Historical, Topographical and Descriptive View of the County Palatine of
Durham ..., Newcastle: Mackenzie and Dent, 1834, two volumes, quarto,
folding frontis map and nineteen engraved plates as called for, half
calf;Fordyce (William), The History and Antiquities of the County
Palatine of Durham ..., Newcastle: T. Fordyce, n.d. [1855], first edition,
two volumes, quarto, thirty five plates (possibly from various sources),
may lack a map (later editions had one), modern half morocco; idem,
The History and Antiquities of the County Palatine of Durham ..., four
volumes, quarto, thirty-one plates, engraved map, lacking title pages
and preliminaries, original red cloth gilt (re-backed retaining original
back-strips)
(11)
Est. 100 - 200
Eastmead (W.) Historia Rievallensis: Containing the History of Kirkby
Moorside ..., Baldwin et al, 1824, seven plates as called for, modern half
calf; [Jefferson (J.B.)], The History of Thirsk ..., Peat, 1821, frontis, two
plates, modern half calf; Ingledew (C.J. Davison), The History and
Antiquities of North Allerton .., Bell & Daldy, 1858, frontis, two plates,
original cloth; with two others
(5)
Eastmead (W.)Historia Rievallensis: Containing the History of Kirkby
Moorside ..., Baldwin et al, 1824, seven plates as called for, modern half
calf;[Jefferson (J.B.)], The History of Thirsk ..., Peat, 1821, frontis, two
plates, modern half calf;Ingledew (C.J. Davison), The History and
Antiquities of North Allerton .., Bell & Daldy, 1858, frontis, two plates,
original cloth;with two others
(5)
Est. 100 - 200
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Est. 100 - 200
Ord (John Walker) The History and Antiquities of Cleveland ..., Simpkin
and Marshall, 1846, additional title, fourteen plates and maps as called
for, including large folding map, with six added plates, at least two after
Frith, of Hutton Hall, Nunthorpe Hall and Pinchingthorpe House, half calf
(rubbed)
Ord (John Walker)The History and Antiquities of Cleveland ..., Simpkin
and Marshall, 1846, additional title, fourteen plates and maps as called
for, including large folding map, with six added plates, at least two after
Frith, of Hutton Hall, Nunthorpe Hall and Pinchingthorpe House, half calf
(rubbed)
Est. 100 - 200
Atkinson (J.C.) History of Cleveland, Ancient and Modern, Volumes I
and II, Barrow-in-Furness: Richardson ..., 1874, first edition, two
volumes bound as one, quarto, volume I with illuminated title and
dedication, three portraits and twenty-seven colour plates, volume II
ends mid sentence on page 96, has three portraits and nine colour
plates - should end mid sentence at page 120 (vide Burns), half roan
(spine labelled Vol I, minor wear to head and tail of spine.
Atkinson (J.C.)History of Cleveland, Ancient and Modern, Volumes I and
II, Barrow-in-Furness: Richardson ..., 1874, first edition, two volumes
bound as one, quarto, volume I with illuminated title and dedication,
three portraits and twenty-seven colour plates, volume II ends mid
sentence on page 96, has three portraits and nine colour plates - should
end mid sentence at page 120 (vide Burns), half roan (spine labelled Vol
I, minor wear to head and tail of spine.
Est. 100 - 200
Bewick (Jos) Geological Treatise on the District of Cleveland, in North
Yorkshire, its Ferruginous Deposits, Lias, and Ooolites; with some
Observations on Ironstone Mining, John Weale & Andrew Reid, 1861,
large folding geological map, two folding coloured sections, two folding
tables, quarter morocco
Bewick (Jos)Geological Treatise on the District of Cleveland, in North
Yorkshire, its Ferruginous Deposits, Lias, and Ooolites; with some
Observations on Ironstone Mining, John Weale & Andrew Reid, 1861,
large folding geological map, two folding coloured sections, two folding
tables, quarter morocco
Est. 100 - 200
Graves (John) The History of Cleveland, in the North Riding of the
County of York ..., Carlisle: Jollie, 1808, quarto, engraved title, folding
hand-coloured map, nine engraved plates including frontis, folding
pedigree, some foxing, particularly the frontis and engraved title,
contemporary tree calf (worn, re-backed) [Boyne p.189]; Atkinson
(J.C.), History of Cleveland, Ancient and Modern, Volumes I and II (parts
I & 2), Leeds: Rigg, 1988-93, numbered limited editions of 300 and 500,
quarto, f
Graves (John)The History of Cleveland, in the North Riding of the
County of York ..., Carlisle: Jollie, 1808, quarto, engraved title, folding
hand-coloured map, nine engraved plates including frontis, folding
pedigree, some foxing, particularly the frontis and engraved title,
contemporary tree calf (worn, re-backed) [Boyne p.189];Atkinson
(J.C.), History of Cleveland, Ancient and Modern, Volumes I and II (parts
I & 2), Leeds: Rigg, 1988-93, numbered limited editions of 300 and 500,
quarto, first two volumes in quarter leather, the third in cloth
(4)
Est. 80 - 120
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Brewster (John) The Parochial History and Antiquities of Stockton upon
Tees ..., Stockton: printed by R. Christopher, 1796, quarto, eight plates
(one folding), Conyers Surtees copy, half calf (restored); another copy,
half calf (re-backed); idem, The Parochial History and Antiquities of
Stockton-upon-Tees ..., Stockton: Richardson, 1829, second edition
(enlarged), portrait frontis, two hand-coloured double page maps,
thirteen plates, bookplate of Thomas Wrightson (Neasham Hall), half
morocco gi
Brewster (John)The Parochial History and Antiquities of Stockton upon
Tees ..., Stockton: printed by R. Christopher, 1796, quarto, eight plates
(one folding), Conyers Surtees copy, half calf (restored);another copy,
half calf (re-backed);idem, The Parochial History and Antiquities of
Stockton-upon-Tees ..., Stockton: Richardson, 1829, second edition
(enlarged), portrait frontis, two hand-coloured double page maps,
thirteen plates, bookplate of Thomas Wrightson (Neasham Hall), half
morocco gilt;Anon., A Short Description of the Town and Borough of
Stockton, in the County of Durham .., Stockton: John Appleton, 1824,
folding frontis, pencil signature of Edward Pease, original printed wraps
(worn);with six others (10)
Est. 200 - 300
Heslop (B.H.) The River Tees, from Source to Sea, Stockton: B.H.
Heslop, 1893, first proof edition, landscape folio, illustrated title, thirty-six
plates, subscribers list, original leather gilt (re-backed and cornered);
Walbran (John Richard), The Antiquities of Gainford, in the County of
Durham .... and of Barnard Castle: with Accounts of the Township of
Headlam and Chapelry of Denton, Ripon: Harrison, 1846, quarto large
paper, frontis, two plates, three pedigrees, printed without vignette to
Heslop (B.H.)The River Tees, from Source to Sea, Stockton: B.H.
Heslop, 1893, first proof edition, landscape folio, illustrated title, thirty-six
plates, subscribers list, original leather gilt (re-backed and
cornered);Walbran (John Richard), The Antiquities of Gainford, in the
County of Durham .... and of Barnard Castle: with Accounts of the
Township of Headlam and Chapelry of Denton, Ripon: Harrison, 1846,
quarto large paper, frontis, two plates, three pedigrees, printed without
vignette to B1, plate of Raby loosely inserted, half calf (rubbed);with
eight others (10)
Est. 100 - 200
Garbutt (George) A Historical and Descriptive View of the Parishes of
Monkwearmouth & Bishopwearmouth and the Port and Borough of
Sunderland, Sunderland: the Editor, 1819, additional engraved title,
folding map, folding pedigree, three plates, half sheep; Summers
(Jeremiah William), The History and Antiquities of Sunderland,
Bishopwearmouth ..., Sunderland: Tate, 1858, two volumes in one, viii,
536, 40 pages, frontis, folding map, supplementary Memoir of the Late
Major General Sir Henry Havelock
Garbutt (George)A Historical and Descriptive View of the Parishes of
Monkwearmouth & Bishopwearmouth and the Port and Borough of
Sunderland, Sunderland: the Editor, 1819, additional engraved title,
folding map, folding pedigree, three plates, half sheep;Summers
(Jeremiah William), The History and Antiquities of Sunderland,
Bishopwearmouth ..., Sunderland: Tate, 1858, two volumes in one, viii,
536, 40 pages, frontis, folding map, supplementary Memoir of the Late
Major General Sir Henry Havelock, 1858, 40 pages, with separate title,
portrait frontis and plate [bound with]idem, The History of the Loyal
Sunderland Volunteers ..., Sunderland: Coleman, 1860, 26 pages, hole
in gutter margin of C3, ink annotation [bound with]Borough of
Sunderland, ....Plans to Illustrate The Improvement Act of 1867, three
folding coloured plans, modern half calf;Sharp (Cuthbert), A History of
Hartlepool, Durham: Andrews et al, 1816, portrait frontis, plates as
called for [Upcott 612*], errata, lacking list of plates but with additional
verse and poem (Saint Hilda), contemporary calf gilt (spine worn);with
ten others (13)
Est. 200 - 300
Measom (George) The Official Illustrated Guide to the Great Northern
Railway ..., W.H. Smith, n.d. [1857], frontis, two folding maps (one with
loss), adverts, all edges gilt, original cloth gilt; Whellan (Francis), History,
Topography and Directory of the County Palatine of Durham ..., 1856,
Whittaker, without map as usual, original half calf; with eight others
(10)
Measom (George)The Official Illustrated Guide to the Great Northern
Railway ..., W.H. Smith, n.d. [1857], frontis, two folding maps (one with
loss), adverts, all edges gilt, original cloth gilt;Whellan (Francis), History,
Topography and Directory of the County Palatine of Durham ..., 1856,
Whittaker, without map as usual, original half calf;with eight others (10)
Est. 100 - 200
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Phillips (John) Illustrations of the Geology of Yorkshire; or a Description
of the Strata and Organic Remains of the Yorkshire Coast ..., York: the
Author, 1829, quarto, hand-coloured geological map, nine strata plates
(eight with hand-colouring), fourteen fossil plates, original printed wraps
(worn), preserved in solander box
Phillips (John)Illustrations of the Geology of Yorkshire; or a Description
of the Strata and Organic Remains of the Yorkshire Coast ..., York: the
Author, 1829, quarto, hand-coloured geological map, nine strata plates
(eight with hand-colouring), fourteen fossil plates, original printed wraps
(worn), preserved in solander box
Est. 100 - 150
Phillips (John) Illustrations of the Geology of Yorkshire; or a Description
of the Strata and Organic Remains of the Yorkshire Coast ..., York: the
Author, 1829, quarto, hand-coloured geological map, nine strata plates
(eight with hand-colouring), fifteen fossil plates (numbered I-14, with
additional variant plate I), modern half morocco
Phillips (John)Illustrations of the Geology of Yorkshire; or a Description
of the Strata and Organic Remains of the Yorkshire Coast ..., York: the
Author, 1829, quarto, hand-coloured geological map, nine strata plates
(eight with hand-colouring), fifteen fossil plates (numbered I-14, with
additional variant plate I), modern half morocco
Est. 100 - 150
Home (Gordon) Yorkshire, Coast and Moorland Scenes, Adam and
Charles Black, 1904, numbered edition de luxe limited to 200 copies,
signed by the author, quarto, thirty-two colour plates, folding map, top
edge gilt, original cloth; Wood (John), Town Atlas of Northumberland
and Durham, 1820-1827, Frank Graham, numbered limited edition of
400, large folio, original cloth; with a large quantity of others on local
history and topography (qty)
Home (Gordon)Yorkshire, Coast and Moorland Scenes, Adam and
Charles Black, 1904, numbered edition de luxe limited to 200 copies,
signed by the author, quarto, thirty-two colour plates, folding map, top
edge gilt, original cloth;Wood (John), Town Atlas of Northumberland and
Durham, 1820-1827, Frank Graham, numbered limited edition of 400,
large folio, original cloth;with a large quantity of others on local history
and topography (qty)
Est. 200 - 400
Hair (T.H.) A Series of Views of the Collieries in the Counties of
Northumberland and Durham, by T.H. Hair, with Descriptive Sketches
and a Preliminary Essay on Coal and the Coal Trade by M. Ross, James
Madden and the Author, 1844, folio, forty-two plates, later morocco
[provenance - Thomas Bell; Frank Graham; Colin Higgins]
Hair (T.H.)A Series of Views of the Collieries in the Counties of
Northumberland and Durham, by T.H. Hair, with Descriptive Sketches
and a Preliminary Essay on Coal and the Coal Trade by M. Ross, James
Madden and the Author, 1844, folio, forty-two plates, later
morocco[provenance - Thomas Bell; Frank Graham; Colin Higgins]
Est. 200 - 400
Hair (T.H.) Sketches of the Coal Mines in Northumberland and Durham,
Parts 1 - 11, T.H. Hair, 1839, first edition proof copy in eleven (of
twelve?) original parts, large folio, engraved title, thirty-three mounted
plates on India paper (some foxing), original printed paper wraps (worn)
Hair (T.H.)Sketches of the Coal Mines in Northumberland and Durham,
Parts 1 - 11, T.H. Hair, 1839, first edition proof copy in eleven (of
twelve?) original parts, large folio, engraved title, thirty-three mounted
plates on India paper (some foxing), original printed paper wraps (worn)
Est. 200 - 400
Hassell (J.) Tour of the Grand Junction, Illustrated in a Series of
Engravings; with an Historical and Topographical Description of those
parts of the Counties of Middlesex, Hertfordshire, Buckinghamshire,
Bedfordshire, and Northamptonshire, through which the Canal passes,
J. Hassell, 1819, twenty-four hand-coloured plates, manuscript note on
the London & Birmingham Canal tipped in at rear, top edge gilt, full
morocco (endpapers split at hinge)
Hassell (J.)Tour of the Grand Junction, Illustrated in a Series of
Engravings; with an Historical and Topographical Description of those
parts of the Counties of Middlesex, Hertfordshire, Buckinghamshire,
Bedfordshire, and Northamptonshire, through which the Canal passes,
J. Hassell, 1819, twenty-four hand-coloured plates, manuscript note on
the London & Birmingham Canal tipped in at rear, top edge gilt, full
morocco (endpapers split at hinge)
Est. 200 - 400
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